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In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Ga
zette In 1882 The Free Press was es
tablished in 1855 and in 1891 changed
ns name to tlie Tribune These papers
■ msolldated March 17. 1897

Alan A Grossman, who has antcred the field as a Republican canc.date for the county attorney nom
ination. was born in Boston Oct. 2,
1910. He was educated in Dor-
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STARTING A NEW YEAR

I EDITORIAL]
HERRING TO SPARE
What to do with the 750,000 pounds of smoked and boned
herring said to be on the surplus list in this State is a matter
of concern to many fishermen, and is receiving the attention
of Representative Ralph O. Brewster, who has appealed to the
Federal officials to do something about the situation. And
they might as well do it, because it is a worth while proposi
tion, and the Maine Congressman has a reputation for per
sistency.
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THREE C’S POPULAR
Fear that the OvC.C. might become “a back door to the
Army" does not appear to have had a very devastating effect.
At the beginning of the year there were 67,000 vacancies and
these were filled in 20 days, with 106,000 applicants left on
the waiting list. Replacements are enrolled four times and
young men for the Jobs are never lacking.

And now I exhort you to be of
„-ood cheer; for there shall be no
loss of any man s life among you,
but of the ship. Acts 27 : 22.

Some W. P. A. Projects
THE BUMPTIOUS ADOLPH

High Up In the List Is Rock
land’s $36,448 Allotment
For Sewers
Thirty-four work-relief projects
which will pay *570,725 in wages
during the next few months to 1.332
needy persons, have been approved
by the Work Projects Administra
tion, Administrator Fitzgerald re
ported.
Heading the list as to wage allot
ments by the WPA were two state- i
wide projects, *76.035 for adult edu- J
cation and *40,000 for eradication
of gypsy and brown tail moth egg
masses; *36 448 for sewer construc
tion ln Rockland; and *34.706 and
(33.203 for road work ln Madawaska
and Harpswell. respectively.
The sponsors' contributions on all
W P.A. projects must average 25 per
cent which is generally sDent for ‘
material, equipment and payment
of sponsor employed supervisory
personnel
Other new or renewed approved
W P.A projects call lor construc
tion of roads including Boothbay.
St. Oeorge. Whitefield. Bristol and
i Newcastle

Rotary Bulletin: Mayor Edward R.
Veazie will be the guest speaker to
morrow—Ladies Night during the
latter part of the month —3umner
Perry is program chairman for Feb
ruary.

Alan A. Grossman

Chester High School and Suffolk
University, receiving from the lat
ter ln 1933 the degree cf LL. D He
was admitted to the Massachusetts
Bar in 1933. the Massachusetts Fedr-al District Court in 1934 and the
Maine Bar Association in 1936
Mr. Grossman established his law
practice in Rockland, in November
1937. He is a member of Rock
land Lodge, FAM.; King Solomon
Lodge. K of B (Boston). Pleasant
Valley Grange Kiwanis Club. Rock
land Chamber cf Commerce and the
Knox County Bar Association.
In Massachusetts he became a
candidate for clerk of the Suffolk
County Supreme Judicial Court, but
withdrew in favor of Joseph Riley,
who is now Judge of the Municipal
Court in Boston
"I cm a candidate for the coun
ty nomination," said Mr Grossman,
"because the independent Repub
lican voters of Knox County have
urged me to run, and because I
think seven years" experience as a
member of the Bar have qualified

WOTTON’S
“SWAP FOR CASH” TICKETS GIVEN

New Spring House Dresses
JUST ARRIVED
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Vita-Ray VITAMIN Cream
irllh

VITALESCENCE
A *2.10 Value...Both tor «|.IO
• Tliis AIL-PURPOSE vitamin cream will

Adolph Hitler celebrated hls seventh vear in power Tues
day by touching off a verbal blast, assuring the Allies that If
they want war they shall have it. It is not quite clear what
this threat may Imply, but it probably means something be
sides attack on contraband shipping. It’s about time England
and Fi ance did something besides dropping leaflets over a ter
ritory which seems possessed to stand behind Hitler—pos
sibly because any other course would mean the fetching on
of the firing squad.
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TOO GREAT A SACRIFICE
Ninety-three thousand persons met with accidental death
in this country last year. Added to those appalling figures is
the fact that 330.000 others were permanently disabled and
8,500,030 suffered temporary disabilities. Impossible to take
the automobile out of circulation. What else can be done to
eradicate a situation which is almost as bad as European war?

NO MIRACLE
(Herald Tribune)
• For the last few days the headlines have again been re
sounding to reports of Finnish victories. In nine days of
fighting, a determined Russian offensive east of Lake Ladoga
has been broken and Helsinki announced Tuesday that suc
cessful counter-attack had begun. And this after almost two
months of war with a colossal adversary whom it seemed the
Finns could not resist for a week So apparently miraculous,
indeed, has been the unbroken tale of Finnish success that
some are inclined to wonder whether it is only in the head
lines that these victories take place. Yet the broad facts of
the situation are Indisputable, and under examination they
are, perhaps, less miraculous than they seem.
Finnish publicity and propaganda, to be sure, have been
directed with a masterly hand. No doubt there has been a
good deal of exaggeration in retreats represented as routs or
minor skirmishes raised to major battles. But for this it is
always the unofficial and unconfirmed reports, often coming
from other countries—Copenhagen seems particularly fertile
—which have been responsible. The official communiques have
been consistently sober The two big victories they have
claimed were the successful annihilations of the 163d and
44th Russian divisions in the Suomussalmi area. For the rest
they have held the iMannerheim line; thev claim to have nul
lified the threat from Salla, and they now claim to have held
a big drive to flank the IMannerheim line by way of the north
east edge of Lake Ladoga.
The reasons why they have been able to do so—aside from
their own skill and devotion—are three: terrain, communi
cations and the Russian Army. Much has been said of the
flrst two. On the third. Earl Reeves, in the current issue of
‘"Events," contributes some further light in the form of quo
tations from what purports to be a secret report prepared by
the French military Intelligence last March, when the question
of a Russian alliance was becoming acute for the French and
British. According to this document the famous purge was
known to have "liquidated" 75 out of 80 members of the Su
perior War Council. 13 out of 19 armv commanders, 110 out
of 195 division commanders and 202 out of 406 brigade com
manders. And even this list was "very incomplete.” The
authors of the report believed that about two-thirds of the
general staff officers and about half the officers of lower ranks
had been massacred or otherwise eliminated. Nor was the
quality of the officer corps too good before the purge. What
must be the quality of the untrained (and often almost un
educated i "new blood." especially with the morale-shattering
recollection of the purge itself before them and with the re
establishment of the political commissars to divide command
and keep that recollection fresh mav be guessed. The air
corps, moreover, suffered as the ground army did and had Ils
vital technical personned decimated at the very least.
The fate of the 163d Division, which from its high num
ber must have been a reserve division, seems to show the
uselessness of Russia's reserve and territorial troops for offen
sive fighting. But it has often been pointed out that in spite
of Russia’s vast man power her active divisions are few.
Another writer in "Events" gives her only 26 active Infantry
divisions. T. H. Thomas, ln this paper not long ago, gave her
from 26 to 28. Subtracting for the Far East. Poland, the
Rumanian and Turkish frontiers leaves a good deal less than
"unlimited" troops for Finland, even tf communications made
It possible to feed them in.
The Finns, of course, still have frightful odds against
them. But their successes have not been "miracles;” much
better than that, they have been military facts with military
reason behind them.

a 4-year apprenticeship in the trade
or have had four years of practical
The United States Civil Service experience in such trade, the sub
Commission announces an open stantial equivalent of completed ap
competitive examination forMolder. 1 prenticeship. The closing date for
*9216. *8.736. (8.256 a day. for filling receipt of applications is Feb. 15.
vacancies in this position at the •
Buy Yourself rich—through cla»U. S. Navy Yard. Portsmouth. N. H.
Applicants must have completed slf’ed otters.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAM

astound you with its results. It contains
VITAMINS A and 0, which help nourish
mid stimulate the skin cells to renewed
activity. Vita-Ray Cream relieves drvness,

hrl|>s recede rulargeil jwres mid adds a
fresh glowing tone to your face.

VITA-RAY VITALESCENCE
— the amazing, new, night eream containing

VITAMINS A and O - plus l.irill in, formerly
available only in clinics. Helps restore beauty
resembling that of young skin.

RALPH P. CONANT

Thia irrrli only nt

Successor to

WILLIS I. AYER
434 MAIN ST.

376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CLOTHIER

ROCKLAND

<J I have taken over the stock and good will
from Mr. Ayer. The business will be con
ducted as heretofore with the quality of mer
chandise and prices the same.

WEEKEND SPECIALS, FRI., SAT., MON.

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE

MACKINAWS,

.

25% DISCOUNT

PLAID SHIRTS, 1.00 val, 79c; 1.50 val, $1.19

Any bill* against the town should be presentedfor
payment by February 8

Please be prompt in Payment of Taxes
JOSEPH T. SIMMONS, Collector
14-lt

For Men

PLAID SHIRTS, 1.00 value,
For Boys
WATCH THIS ADV. EVERY THURSDAY FOR
WEEKEND SPECIALS

79c

Volume 95..................... Number 14.

“THE BLACK CAT”

Methodist Brotherhood Of Union Has Another
Red Letter Night
The Methodist Brother
hood of Union held its
annual meeting Tuesday
night the event being
preceded by a chicken pie
supper which was served
to about 100 persons at
a price almost as low as
the prevailing tempera
tures. Mrs. Irvin Rich
was chairman of the
supper with the able assistance of
a staff of workers.
The guest speaker was one of
I Maine's best orators, Bradford
I Redonnet ot Wiscasset, who has
served as county attorney and regis
ter of deeds for Lincoln County.
With Mr. Redonett came the rec
tor of the Wiscasset Episcopal
Church, Rev. George G. Chiera,
whose congeniality was a contribut
ing factor to the success ot the oc
casion.
The after dinner program opened
with community singing, and a
vocal solo by Ruth McKinley.
The retiring president, Abner
Griffin presided over the business
session.
The secretary, Irving
Rich, reported that four meetings
of the Brotherhood had been held
during the year with an average
attendance of 36 John Wliliams,
treasurer, reported receipts to the
amount of *187 and expenditures
amounting to (163, leaving a bal
ance on hand of $24
Rev. Leo F. Ross, w’ho combines
with his ministerial duties, that of
scoutmaster of Troop 207, told of
the troop's activities, one of the
features of which was an outing at
Bob McKinley's camp The troop
attended the camporee in Augusta
last fall, and Mr Ross read a con
gratulatory letter from Scoutmaster
Furtwengler of Pine Tree Council,
complimenting the Union boys very
highly on their achievements there.
The Rockport Regatta was also at
tended. Mr Ross told of a Court
of Honor at which 132 merit badges
were awarded. Troop 207 has five
life scouts and is ambitiously look
ing forward to five Eagle Scouts.
George Mansfield, formerly an
active member of the Brotherhood,
now traveling in the South and
West, sent the organization a check
for *25. and was made a life mem
ber Rev Mr. Chapman, a former
pastor of the Church, now located
in Bangor, was also made a life
member. Two applicants were ad
mitted to membership
Followed the election of officers—
President—Alexander Fuller.
First Vice President—John Cun
ningham who ls chairman of the

Bible Class committee, on which
are also William P Thomas, and
Rev. Leo F Ross
Second Vice President—Grevis
Payson, chairman of the Fellowship
Committee, on which are also
James L. Dornan and Ernest L.
Cunningham.
Third Vice President—John C.
Creighton, chairman cf the Finance
committee, on which are also
Charles Hows and Abner Griffin.
Fourth Vice President—Robert
M. McKinley, chairman of the Ac
tivities Committee, on which are
also Irving Rich and Clarence
Leonard.
Secretary—Irving Rich.
Treasurer—John Williams.
Boy Scout Committee—Clarence
Leonard, chairman, Irving Ricn,
Harold Fossett, Ralph Williams.
Oeorge Payson, Lawrence Morton,
William P Thomas, Albert H Goss,
John L Howard, Scoutmaster Rev
Leo F Ross, Assistant Scoutmaster
William Howard.
President Griffin's final act was
to propose a rising vote of thanks
for the women who had put on the
supper, and you may rest assured
that it was done to the accompani
ment cf much applause.
Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland
acted as toastmaster by special re
quest and it was a pleasure for hun
to introduce Mr Redonnett a long
time friend ana brother attorney,
Tlie latter explained in a very sat
isfactory manner how he happened
to become a lawyer after beginning
his studies for the ministry.
"Associations and memories' was
Mr. Redonnett's subject. Associa
tions with the past have helped
make us better men he declared
He quoted from Grays immortal
poem "Elegy Written in a Country
Churchyard—"

(By The Roving Reporter)

Next Wednesday, Peb. 7, marks Frank P Sibley erstwhile World
the 13th anniversary of Howell War correspondent for the Boston
Cullinan as a news broadcaster. Olobe, and present author of the
popular “Editorial Points" in that
Hls present service is with the
newspaper expresses some curiosity
Herald-Traveler and finds him be as to how the name of "The Black
fore the "mike" at 7 45 a. m and Cat" department originated. "In
3 30 p. m., except on Saturdays my younger days" writes Mr. Sib
when he Is to be heard at 12.15 ley, "I joined an organization called
Hoo-Hoo, made up of lumbermen.
p. m. 1 may be biased by the
It had an elaborate ritual beside a
friendly relations which have ex terrifying initiation; I saw one
isted between "Cully" and myself candidate faint away and three or
over that long period, but I find four run away. Its symbol was a.
many who agree with me when I Black Cat, which was worn on a
I
declare that lie ls the best news I white enamel lapel button.
broadcaster to be heard on any think I'm probably not giving away
station—never failing to reveal the any dead secret—unless it's dead
human Interest side of tlie stories because Hoo-Hoo is dead, which I
and ever ready to vary the tragic I don't know—by telling you tlie hail
side of the day's announcements ing signal. Upon seeing tlie Black
with his fine vein of humor. Fate Cat button, a member was supposed
has decreed that this far we have to grasp the lapel, putting his
The boast ot heraldry, the pump of
power;
never seen each other, but when I j thumb over the button, and ask
All that beauty, ail that wealth e'er
hear his voice on the radio it seems Is that a Black Cat?' The recog
gave;
Awent alike the Inevitable hour.
as if I had known him a lifetime nition signal was Tt ls, and it has a
The paths of glory lead but to the
grave
and lonesome I would be if the benign tali'.”
The speaker painted a beautiful day's routine was not punctuated
What are those strange birds
word picture which he called attic with his broadcasts. I think some
memories and one by one as he
Charlie
Lawry saw over by the
held them up to the view, his of us should drep him a card be South Warren bridge? A little larg
listeners saw those souvenirs so fore next Wednesday Tiie address
er than pheasants, he describes
dear to childhood memory. It was would be station WEE I.
|1 them, wings and part of the body
“an atmosphere akin to God", the
-ospeaker said.
black; tail and head white.
Mr Redonnett told of Mt. Vernon,
A letter from Helen Bartlett Fol- I
j of that Kentucky log cabin, which lett of Mount Vernon, N. Y . for
The broadcaster called It "hic
J was Abraham Lincoln's and o:
cough" the way it is spelled, per
mer
student
at
Rockland
High
Arlington
Cemetery—the silent
School, tells of meeting Miss Anna haps because he never heard any.cemetery of the Nation's dead
An eloquent and appearing lec- Coughlin, who was in New York 1 body hiccoughing—Ed. Pointer in
| ture was closed with the reading of with her niece, Mrs. Mary Carlllo. thc Bcston Olobe.
j an appropriate poem by Edgar A
I don't know how Ed. Pointer
MLss Follett has the pleasure al
1 Guest.
most every week of the society of pronounces it, but in my boyhood it
Miss Kathleen Millay, sister of the was never anything but "he-cups.”
world famous poet, Edna St. Vin
The interest evoked by the lists
cent Millay. I am hoping that Miss
—
of
former Thomaston sea captains,
Various Diver»ions Net a Camden Take* Lead In Ex- ] Follett will make good her tenta published in this paper is intensi
tive promif? to write an article con
Goodly Sum For Infantile
citing Contest—Rockland cerning her personal relations with fied by one handed me yesterday
containing six captains by the name
Paralysis Fund
Is the Runner-Up
the Millay family.
of Poland — all of whom were
Modern and old time dances drew
Miss Mildred Durkee of Camden
brothers. The skippers were: Capt.
The statement recently made in George W Poland, Capt. Stevens
a large crowd at the President's still holds the lead ln the Snow
Birthday ball, Tuesday night, at the Bowl Queen contest with 31927 j this column that the Millay children
Community Building; Dr. Blake votes at the third count posted last i were born in Rockland and Cam- Poland, Capt Nathan Poland. Capt.
fKlvesier Poland. Capt. Frank Po
B Annis. county chairman, Ray night. Tlie next four winning po
mond Perry, city chairman, Wil sitions are held by Norma Havener I den was not correct, ‘I am reliably land, Capt. Samuel Poland.
bur F. Seiner, dance chairman. Levi cf Rockland with 22745 votes, Lucie Informed. Norma and Kathleen
Flint, chairman ot entertainment, Dickens of Camden with 21.000 were bom ln Union, whither the
One year ago: "High Pressure
Thomas Fleming, beano chairman votes, Virginia Moody of Warren family moved when Edna S. Vin- Hcmer" was presented by the Com
and Robert McCarty, chairman of with 18796 votes and Kathleen An I cent Millay was seven weeks old.
munity Theatre Ouild, with George
the March of Dimes, will be able derson of Thomaston with 16796
Hanging in the Union Congrega Sleeper in the title role.—Maine's
to send in a goodly sum for the re votes.
lief of infantile paralysis. The
The Interest in the Snow Bowl tional Church is a Sunday School lobster fishermen caught 4.411,000
beano room was taxed to capacity Queen contest is gaining daily. It roll of honor bearing Edna S. Vin pounds of crustaceans during the
tlie merry throng being offered is expected with the announcement
year and sold them for *1,243,182
some very attractive prizes, the spe this week of the New England Sled cent Millay's name.
cials going to: Mrs. W I. Elwell, Dog Racing Meet here carnival
Mrs. F. A. Walsh, Mrs Rawley ol week, and a fine horse racing card
Tenants Harbor. J. H. Hobbs of plus a major hockey game between
the Lewiston Cyclones and Water
Camden, Eloise Nash.
The dcor prize has not been ville Notre Dames will likely make a
Victor Freestrom, who had been
awarded, as the winner was not big advance in the voting before the Maine’s New International
present. For further information next count which will be made next
employed as a wood cutter a’ West
Director Addresses the Rockport for several months past,
on this point the chairman, Ray week.
This contest is still in its infancy
mond Perry, may be consulted.
Rockland Lions Club
was found dend in his camp yester
and one of those trailing may prove
day morning by hls companion, Era dark horse and surprise the ar
MEDOMAK MEN SAFE
The Rockland Lions Club had a ■ nest Johnson. The man had com
dent followers of the contest which
Herbert Benedict, Kenneth Prior rally from seven towns of Knox and distinguished visitor yesterday in the plained of discomfort in his chest
and Maurice Keene, who sailed from Lincoln Counties. The standing person of Fred Gabbi of Portland, and throat Tuesday night and at his
Medomak, aboard their 54-foot follows:
31,927 a former district governor, who is i request Johnson procured some
schooner a month ago enroute to Mildred Durkee, Camden,
Norma
Havener,
Rockland,
22,745 now an international director, elect cough drops for him. Medical Ex
the West Indies, rode into Newport
Lucie Dickens. Camden,
21,000 ed last summer in Pittsburg.
R. I. Tuesday. Weather held the Virginia Moody, Warren,
aminer H. J. Weisman said that
18,796
He chose for his subject one that
death was due to acute dilation of
Kathleen Anderson, Thomaston,
is dearest to hls heart—Lion Ism, and the heart. Freestrom and Johnson
16.760
Nathalie Smith, Camden,
16.353 quoted Melvin Jones of the Inter formerly worked at their trade of
Norma McEdward. Union,
12,589 national organization as advising stonecutting in St. Oeorge.
Ruth Prince, Camden,
12.238 the 135,000 members to "look for Freestrom was 56 and single.
Beatrice Lane, Rockport,
10,514
Beautiful 1939
Gloria Lundell, Camden,
10,182 ward instead of backward."
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
One important phase of Lionism
' Shirley Stickney, Rockland, 7,500
. Patricia Allen, Rockland,
6.848 is the Moral Code for Youth, and the
LODESTAR
Shirley Firth, Rcckland,
6,303 speaker presented some apt mottoes, Ami so wc sighted land dark islands
Evelyn Willis, Rockland,
4.807 subscribed to by the youth ot today
Jutting westward, trees
Jean Lawless. Belfast
4.006
Mr. Oabbi modestly disclaimed any bending to tbe shadow of a long ereek.
So
we returned
Martha Seavvey, Rockland,
1,871 personal honor through being elect To the country
we had lett, the land
Josephine Farrington, Rock
ed as an international director, and
scape of childhood
land,
1,353 told of the thrill he experienced We saw the broken elbows of slopes.
1,135 when his name was presented to
This Ls an official's car with low Hope Irwin, Belfast,
the sea wastes washed away
the convention by a Texan. "They and we knew silence as if wtnter were
mileage. Equipped with heater,
upon the earth
trio at Block Island the past two wanted to do something for Maine."
defroster, radio, clock and fog weeks. Fearing they would become said Mr. Gabbi. "Lightning had to and snow hills leaned against a girder
of cloud.
lamps.
Ice-bound on thc island, they went strike somewhere, so It hit me. Tlte Still, as In childhood, stood the fruit
to Newport.
cordial relations between Texas and
ful valleys, the wild
billows of tall grass waving
Maine Ls indicative of the spread of glens,
and the slow heads of cattle hent,
Sam Glover, who recently passed Lionism."
grazing ln peace
24-HOUR SERVICE
a very high aviation examination,
Mr. Gabbi admitted that he did Mariner, the sea was too wide a country.
TEL. 889,
ROCKLAND, ME,
is at the Squantum (Mass.) field not know what an international di The earth flows by again, ,green to the
touch and the sight;
rector’s duties might be. but said he
continuing his studies.
was sitting in the back row of the the earth flows by once more.
classroom, waiting to be called upon This is New' England, this Is our land.
aroma of night ascends to
The next International convention The swift
the sky:
is scheduled for Havana, Cuba, but smoke from chtmnays, attar of wood
BENEFIT SHOW
lands. the white, crushed
transportation difficulties may call
ot lilac and of loam upturned by
JUNIOR DRUM CORPS UNIFORMS
for a change of plans. Just as the scent the
plow*
Rotary Club may have to change
And the Islands Brimstone, burning
from Rio.
with opal; Saddleback, a white
Bob Gregory told of the Bea Scout,
Iceberg;
And His WGAN Radio Entertainers
Matinicus,
Hurricane; Crie Haven.
inspection and was proud of the fact
Proudly the stars march by above us;
SIX RADIO STARS ON THE STAGE
that the unofficial rating given to
the planets riding the heavens.
PLUS BIG AMATEUR CONTEST
the troop was "a first class ship." Look down on this land, these islands!
The troop has lately been present So we sighted land We found the place
COMMUNITY BUILDING
ed with a 19 foot wooden life boat.
unchanged.
in light as In childhood,—
The odor of cigars permeated yes distinct
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
New England sparse, holy and Incor
terday’s session—cigars “put out”
ruptible
EVENING, 8 P. M., 15c, 25c, 35c
MATINEE, 4 P. M„ 10c, 25c
by Ralph P Conant ln honor of hls -Harold Vlual In Christian Sclencg
126(14
Monitor
new business deal.

President’s Ball

Snow Bowl Queen

Fred Gabbi Spoke

SPECIAL

OMs
Convertible Coupe
FOR SALE

Fireproof Garage

KEN MacKENZIE

For Men and Boys

Books Close February 10,1940

THREE CENTS A COPY

Woodchopper’s Death

Finals In Bangor
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give a man a full kiiowlof true morality. I should
to eend him no other Book
the New Testament
John Locke

••• ♦

♦
»
♦
•••

The National Basketball Associa' tion will held its National Chant' plcnships in the Butler University
Oymnasium in India nape’.is. Indi
ana frem February 19-33.
This tournament conducted Tor in
dependent teams cf tl.e country
will consist of winners from 38
States belonging to this organiza
tion. The tournament last year was
wen by Tern's Lunch of Portland
which then went on and represent
ed this State in the National Finals.
The State of Maine finals to deto-minC' th? State representative
will be held in Bangor Feb 12-15
The State is divided into various
regions this year and the: ’ are tour
nament0 being held in Bangor,
Ellsworth, Augusta Calais. Prerque
Isle and Livermcre Falis to deter
mine the winners to come here. In
ether legions where teumaments
are net being held the teams will be
j selected from
• who apply for
consideration. In this way, every
rection will be represented In thc
State finals.
Only amateur players will be al
lowed to participate and no school
players are eligible Any team that
is interested in securing further in
formation may do so by writing to
National Basketball Association.
State cf Maine Division, Box 31,
Banger, Maine.

•••

Conventions Called
Republicans To Meet In
Portland April 4—Knox
County, 65 Delegates
The Republican State Convention
will be held at thc City hall. Port
land. Thursday. April 4. at 10 a. m.
To elect seven delegates at large
to the Republican National Con
vention and seven alternates.
To elect five Presidential Electors.
For the purpose of electing a
State Committee.
To elect District Committee for
each Congressional District.
To elect a County Committee for
each County.
To formulate and adopt a declara
tion of principles or platform in
support of which the Republicans
will appeal to the electors of Maine
in the coming campaign and in the
September election
Knox County
Delegates
Town
............................... 2
Appleton ..................
Camden ............................
Cushing ............................
Friendship ........................
Hope
--------------Isle Au Haut ......................
North Haven ..............
O*Ts Head
..................
Rockland ................
Rockport
South Thomaston
St. Oeorge .
Thomaston
Union
Vinalliaveu
Warren
Washington
Matinicus ........................

To Determine State’s Bas
ketball Championship —
The Dates, Feb. 12-15

The Ski Gull Bovs are Inviting sev
eral ski clubs in thc State to come
for tryouts next Sunday They are
Dorothy Peterson. Doris Weymouth and Evelyn Gray. subs.
taking their lunches as usual and
—Photo by Dow. the big black coffee pot. The Invi
1,1
11 ■
'
I
I . II
,
■ tation reads:
"In case you would like to know',
w e have good snow conditions on the
Mt. Megunticook Ski Trail. This
65
Total ..................... -........
• • • •
Rockland Mitt Star Wins ra;1 u north °f
ccc c#mp'
Rockland High School and its nocKiano
ivim Otar n ins .urning ofr from Roule : one
Lincoln County
friends are agog over the forth
Technical “K. O.” Down from the camp The road goes in
Town
Delegates coming Junior F.ay. ' Professor Hew
i D i
D
i
I one and one-quarter miles to the
1 Could You?' which will be present
Aina . ...... . ......................... .........
Ir. ra’jn Beach
new Ski Lodge that is open at all
ed at the High School Feb. 14 and
Booth oav
------times for your convenience, wood
15. The cast was announced yes
Boothbay Harbor
The Rcckland pugni-. Butch for the fireplace Is always on hand.
terday, and here it is:
Bremen ............................
Keats Perry, a young professor. Wooster von a rusted battle over a . The trail, one and one-eighth mile
Bristol
Tenncsstan down in Pnlm Beach, long, starts directly in front of the
Christy Adams.
Damariscotta ....»............
Vicky Randolph, the bane of his Fla Jar. 26 The newspaper ac- ,k, lodge It has been skied on the
Dresden ..... ................. ....
iife. Ruth Seabury
count aays:
last two Sundays, although there
Edgecomb ........................
Buddy Thomas. Chattanocga and was apparently no snow elsewhere,!
Grandma Perry, an obliging soul.
Jefferson ..................
Washington battler. had expeiience and was good at that time
Fri’cllia Brazier.
Newcastle
vou care t0 come
the trail
Grandpa PeTry. an innocent by ar.d an edg ■ in punching ability, but
Nobleboro
Buttn W< irr. of Rockmr.d. Maine. Sunday, lt wwld bc a good rhance
stander, Roger Conant
South Bristol
John Appleby, a helpful friend, ,iad the a....op to win a seventh to run the trail for practice prior
Southport
James Economy.
’
. nnd tJt.o. tension la t mg.it in l0 ,he open niPft which is being
Waldoboro
Priscilla Morley, a sweet young the feature bcul of the American held on the trail Saturday afterWestport
Legion'S ring card.
thing. Dons Gatti
: noon. Feb. 13.
Whitefield
"Wcoster. off ln his timing at the
Tootsie Bean, a plump spinster.
"Some cf our boys will be there
Wiscasset
start,
lest
two
cf
thc
first
three
Marguerite Mahoney.
and they will be glad to help and to
Monhegan
rounds,
and
was
floored
in
the
Butcher Boy Bran, her big
Somerville
fourth, catclung a one-two as «
- ..
h ,. . .
brother. Malcoim Ingraham.
,lhe entrBP®* blanks
Valeric Whitman, a Southern im? lung ng in alter missing a . ,atc.T° F
: ght ,10-s Ai'er that Woate fer the down lull race on the nwunTotal ............................
charmer. Mary Ana.-tasio
.3n. ,fam. the cross country slalom and
Bogglns. thc sporting butler. Rob
r.ect better with his right, cutting toe Jump!**
Second District Convention
ert Chisholm
Three Ycung Children, members a gash over Thomas left eye. and Bow' Winter Carnival on Feb. 18
Thf Second District Republican
hen Le exploded a te’Tific right on Address your application to Mr
Convention will be held at the City i of the R J H S. Dramatic Club.
Pitot T - ,biary cf the Perry the eye in the seventh the cut was Bend. Sports Committee. Camden
hall. Portland. April 4. at 12 o'clock
opened so badly that Referee BUI; Winter Carnival. Camden. Me
home in a college town
noon.
Shell had ta halt matters prompt
Time:
The
present.
Early
spring
First—To elect two delegates to
ly.
Wecster weighed 179 and
Synopsis
the Republican National Convention
Act One: Eight o'clock on a Thcmas 175."
and two alternates.
Underneath a picture of the de
Second—To elect a District Com Thursday evening.
Act Two: Eight o'clock on a Fri ciding punch was the following:
mittee.
"Buddy Thomas. Chattanooga.
On tlie evening before the Con day evening.
Act Three: Eight o'clock on a Tenn. had his left glove stuck in
vention, the State Committee will Saturday
Butch Wooster's face, but not soon
Used at that first
evening.
hold a public meeting in the Fal
sneeze, this special
enough to stop Wooster from ex
mouth Hotel at 9 oclock. at which
ized medication for
ploding his right on Thomas' eye.
meeting all delegates and others In
thc nose — where
The result: Thcmas' eye was so
terested in the welfare and success
most colds start —
badly rut that Releree Billy Shell
lfa ge £ helps keep colds
of thc Republican Party will have
All reads lead tonight to the topped matters and gave Wooster
from developing.
an opportunity to make suggestion
a t.k.o. decision. Eight studies were
Community
Building
where
‘
.
he
and assist in thc formulating and
needed tc close the gash. The bcut
Community
Trojans
stack
up
against
was tne mam event on the Ameri
drafting of a declaration of prin
the powerful Bath A. C. In a bas can Legion's fight show."
ciples or platform to be presented ketball
game tiiat spells action from
The local boxing fans have been
to thc Convention for consideration start to finish. Tlie Eatli A C. this
anxious lo get word of Wooster's
amendment and adoption
year is considered by many as one progress, and will lx- well pleased
of thc tep-ranking semi-pro teams with this stay.
Oeorge Greenrose of West Rock in the State and it was only three
port. employed at the Hyde Wind i weeks ago that Bath pinned a 53
lass Co.. Bath, until Thursday, , to 53 defeat on the Portland Y M
pleaded guilty to defrauding an Inn ' C. A. Portland's first defeat this
keeper and Judge Deering of Bath t year.
continued the case until Feb. 6 for
Wi en Bath takes tht
sentence, releasing the respondent j the Trojans tonight they will havr
Ted Perry's impressive scores as
ln $300 sureties. The sheriff’s de in their lineup such stars as Ernie ; ’»e rf the Rockland Pcs’ tv^e,. fam
partment charged Greenrose with Barkis, a Morse High star, who last *n fhe bowling league ts not hls
evading a bill of $35 at the Colum year played for Coburn, last, year's , only qualification to tame. Fourth
bia hotel as of the date of [Nov. 2. State Prep-School champs
Ed.' Assistant Postmaster General 8. W.
1939.
Brown, a former all-tournament for- Purduni finds that Ted has been co
ward will also be in the starting operating in thc campaign of the
Dick Reed ol tlie Maine Develop lineup, along with George Perry and Division of Motor Vehicle Ser.’ice to
ment Commission who will spend McQuarrie. who are also former | promote safety upon the highways
I and the reduction and prevention
the greater part of February in tournament stars.
Tire Trojans have been hard at of accidents and has accordingly
Boston and New York handling thc
promotion for thc State of Maine practice this week and should lx awarded him the medal for safe
exhibit at thc Sportsmens Shows ready to give thc Bath boy:, a good : driving, indicating that for the enIf your husband
will act as master of ceremonies on battlc. Tlie starting lineup tonight I tire period during which he has
a radio program over WNAC at G.45. for the Trojans will probably be the 1 operated the government mail truck
Monday night. Thc broadcast will same that took the floor against I he has a clean record of no acciis busy with the
bc given from thc stage in front Canirien last week. Billings and dents.
of the official exhibit at Mechanics McLeod will be at the forward po- ' In awarding the medal Mr PurWar News...
Building. Reed will also give two •ttions: LaCrosse will be at center! <bwn says. "I wish to extend to Mr
P
< Karl w:.. te a P®*tj my hearty congratulations tor
broadcasts over New York stations.
• ilar guard posit!
ihe success attained in thc safe Please. ladies, be sure to tell him
All fans who saw tlie Trojans driving and accident prevention
Always think before you act, but play Camden last week will admit | campaign. The Department is very
about what he’s missing by not
don't think too long about an that they saw a real good game of grateful for co-operation in this im
reading
about the reductions
swering intersting classified offers. basketball and tonight they will sec portant matter."
Saturday night at 7.30 at the Com
still a better game.
we're making on warm—
The evening’s festivities will start munity Alleys, the Rockland Post
at 7.15 when a warm-up game will Office bowling team will engage In
USED CARS
get underway with the Trcjan sec a return match with their fellow emOVERCOATS
p’.oyes from the Waterville Pest
onds tackling the Bath seconds.
Office As the two teams are unThese garments, of all wool fab
George Robishaw has gone to Old j usually well matched, this should
rics. arc tailored to perfection.
Orchard where he has employment, be a good game to watch.
RADED

The Junior Play

Butch Lands Killer

Owntd and Operated fcy Tha Great .Atlantic A Pacific Tea Ce

Lots of Bargains—Plenty of Room
Make A&P Supers A Shopper’s Paradise!

They're priced for quick action

FOR VALUES

because we need thc room for

1939 Oldsmobile Coupe

SKI BOOTS

1938 Chevrolet Sedan
1938 Ford Tudor

1937 Plymouth Coupe

1936 Dodge Sedan

Spring Clothing. Real submarine
prices—

OF QUALITY

"Grocery and produce prices also effective al Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden"
*
______ ____ _ ___ —

k * FINE

$24.50,529.50

ALL WINTER
SI’ORT
EQLTPMENT

1934 Ford Coupe

Many have zip In linings. Result,

a two-season garment.

1934 Studebaker Sedan

1933 Ford Tudor
A CHOICE OF 50 OTHERS

VOTE HERE FOR
SNOW BOWL
QUEEN

GREGORY’S

convenient terms

H. H. CRIE & CO.
•'

lim

R0CKIAN5 ' I'flai

328

MAIN STREET

OMS
•(#F
RdtKUAND.
ME.

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 205

i

QUALITU MEATS

TURKEYS

LB

25

*<

PRODUCER-CONSUMER CAMPAIGN
A&P Joins Other Merchants In Promol'ng This National
Economy Pork Sale Serve Pork Products Frequently.

FANCY, FRESH, YOUNG NORTHERN

STEAKS

HEAVY STEER BEEF

or ROASTS

lb

RIB

27

HALF LB

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN BOTTOM ROUND, N. Y. SIRLOIN

FRESH SHOULDERS 6 AVERAGE °

CHUCK ROAST
RIB ROAST
THICK END
BRISKET
MIDDLE RIB
FOWL
CHICKENS

HEAVY STEER BEEF
BONELESS

PORK CHOPS

CENTER CUT
SunnyfieW Mild Cure
Whole ot Shank Hj'l

ISMOKED HAMS

HEAVY STEER BEEF

BOILED HAM

FRESH or CORNED
HEAVY STEER BEEF

SPARE RIBS
(PORK LIVER

LB

FRESH or CORNED
HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB

FRESH or CORNED
HEAVY STEER BEEF

FRESH NATIVE
3 TO 3'/2 LB AVG.

LB

SLICED

IB

FRESH o. CORNED

LB

FRESH SLICED

LB

lard

fane#6

LB

IB

SCALLOPS
SMELTS
FANCY - IARGI
HADDOCK FILLETS
SALT FISH BITS

LB

LARGE, NATIVE

LB

SALT PORK

LB

1LB

sum-

PKGS

FILLO

35c
this delicious coffee freshly Around to

^ulateos^"

your order, to give you full, rich flavor.

CIGARETTES
Old X
Gold,’d,'
Chcaterrieia,
"d C.m,,,

i

10 PKGS

N'Mo'7l0!!r'

I SUNNYFIELO
ALt PURPOSE

53^

10

t-ucky Strife,,

NUTLET MAR6ARIRE

AS ADVERTISED
IN

24T<L8-y/b

BAG879f

2

LIFE

21l

IMMMMN

non rriDii
AO(l IlUKIl

a

aqc

fcW
IONA T0MAT0ES~4 ^25‘
i A&P Z A^C
41
STRING BEANS
golden bantam

Fancy Ma ne Pack

0

20 oz

* FBUIT5»RdVECETABLEJ

CANS

-WHOLE rt 19 OZ
CANS
FANCY

"PRODUCER-CONSUMER CAMPAICN
BUY APPLES A7 THIS LOW PRICE."

mcintosh

6.19‘

12 OZ
CAN

25'
HORMEL’S SPAM
RED SOUR
0Z OCC
ZU
A&P CHERRIES PITTED 3 20CANS
23'
EON A TOMATO JUICE 3
20 OZ
FOR HOT CEREAL
PKG 11‘
BREAKFASTS
H-0 OATS
20 O
NEW
A&P GRAPEFRUIT PACK 3 CANS 25*
2 ’z« OZ
CAKE FLOUR SUNNYFIELD 2 PKGS 29'
14 LB
BEEF STEW D!NTY MOORE CANS 27'
02 25°
iONA STRING BEANS 4 19CANS
20 OZ
iQNA PEAS STANDARD PACK
CANS 27'
20 OZ
Ssz25'
A&P APPLE SAUCE 4“
CANS

2
3

GREEN LABEL
0RF.R RABBIT MOLASSES
VERMONT MAID SYRUP
MAPLE FLAVORED
RAJAH SYRUP
SOAPINE
MEDIUM SIZE
SUNSWEET PRUNES
SUNSWEET APRICOTS
2 in 1 SHOE POLISH
BLACK or BROWN

”CA°NZ

2

LARGE
PKG

19'

2Tk2d17c
lt oz
PKG

2

TINS

"A&P cooperates wish producers in promoting the sale
ol more apples Serve them frequently.,

FLORIDA JUICY ORANGES

17c
13c

Buy by thc bal’d—eat l»j tin band.

MUSHROOMS
ftMl,. Tender.

13 EGG WHITES.

39(
25c

G”«d all the time, lik'd by all.

BASKET

27®

LBS

IT'

Wnndrrtnl tur me Wilk 8te»t».

HEW CABBAGE
Qt owe rJibev (ue )onr

C««« lo row

wu, pi, mt?

AIP

Il Pent,
IW
F’rrili Trait ond Veptoble

SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT
If, wml to Ml tropctrult dwtlj.

6

FOR

25C

If, smut t" &"> ’I'™ “ **■’•

BAKING POTATOES

STATE-0 MAINE

V. S. No. 1 viator polatow now it your .UP.

★

10^ND35c

Sue on anoatity orden.

★

2 GAL.
?CAkN
n"

A-PENN MOTOR OIL ALL WINTER GRADES
A-PENN DRY CLEANER
CANDO SILVER POLISH
WOODBURY’S FACIAL SOAP
BfcBO
BABBITT’S CLEANSER
SOFT
TWIST

fia/iksA (Btitty fiwdvih

MADE BY A&P BAKERS
I FROM THE FAMOUS
| BETTY CROCKER RECIPE,

DOZ

4

BANANAS

ii-i

ANGEL FOOD CAKES

3

bret*
» refrwltiBi |Uu of oringe Jol« f<*r torn-

At A&r’i price the «li«le f»:ly
(IA da<h

12C

12bo7 17c
VotV 25c

$16.50,519.50,

$4.98,55,50

"A National Magazine read by
1,200,000 Women.
The New February Woman's Day
As Helpful as a Good Neighbor
Only.........2c"

462 MAIN STREET, ROCKUND, MAINE

Va-tro-nol

At Our Post Office

ings all the way! Receive an itemized slip at the
end of your shopping trip so you can tally your
savings to a T! You get low prices because: We
share with you savings made by direct buying,
which eliminates extra handling costs and middle
profits . . . cash transactions which prevent credit
losses! Come now, get a new thrill out of shopping!

Why do thousands of thrifty housewives LOVE to
shop at A&P Supers? Just go to YOUR A&P,
join in thc fun—and find out! Take your pick of
the 2,000 values along the wide aisles . . . roll a
handy market basket . . . get bright, cheery serv
ice at Meat and Poultry, Fruit and Vegetable,

CATCHING
^COLD?
E

Trojans vs. Bath

SERVICE

SERVICE

Ski Gull Boys
Want Other Clubs At Hos
mer’s Pond For Tryouts
Next Sunday

SELF

SELF

LOAVES

$1.17
15c
v; 2ic
U 1AKES 23c
oucaarnt

14 OZ
CAN

4 flC

IU

14 OZ
CAN

Jr

■»*

'

BREAD
1?

"Baked Iresh daily by expert A&P Bakers and delivered fresh lo

CINNAMON BUNS
FROSTED COFFEE RINGS

11 oz
12

OZ

I

1

your A&P store. Double wrapped to hold its freshness.",

16 OZ

Mt

12c
15®

|

TALK OF THE TOWN
—

Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 2 Junior Drum Corps Benefit
Show at Community Building,
Feb 2—Kiwanis benefit card party at
tower room Community Building.
Feb 3 - Knox Pomona meets with
Seven Tree Orange. East Union
Feb. 5—City Government meeting.
Feb 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb
7—Rockport .V>»uul birthday
party at Methodist Church
Feb. 8—Thomaston Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall.
Feb 8—Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline * Flora families, at the
Community Building
Feb 8 14 Boy Scouts of America
celebrate 13th anniversary
Feb 9— iBasketball) Thomaston High
School vs Rockland High School at
Community Building
Feb. 9-10—Camden—State session of
HI-Y Clubs at Baptist Church.
Feb
12—Thomaston Knox County
Circuit Rally of Epworth Leagues at
Congregational vestry
Feb. 12—Kiwanis Charter and Ladles'
Night at Hotel Rockland.
Feb 14—Telephone tea by Knox Hos
pital Auxiliary
Feb. 15—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League
Feb. 15-10—Junior class play, ''Pro
fessor. How Could You "
Feb
15-18—Rockland High 8chool
Kippy Karnlval
Feb. 16-18—Camden—Outing
annual winter carnival at the Snow
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Every-Other-Day
ROCKLAND HIGH WON
The Rockland High School hockey
team blanked the John Bapst Inde
pendents 9 to 0 yesterday.
The summary:
Rockland 9
Bapst Independents 0
Allen, g J......................... g. Marquis
Kalloch, lw........................ lw. Toole
Buck, rw........................ rw, Sargent
Glover, Id .........................Id. Welch
Emerson, rd ............... rd, Finnegan
Lufkin, c ...................... c, Woodcock
Spares—Rockland. Allen, Stover,
Clancy, Staples, Lowe, Rossnagle,
Havener; Bapst—Smith, O'Leary.
Ooals—Lufkin 2, Kalloch 2, Buck.
Olover 2, Allen 2.
Time, three lZs.

NIGHTS WITH THE BONNEYS
“Ideals Set For Us In Hollywood Filthy and
Rotten/’ Said the Evangelist

The auditorium of thc First Bap- j gathering in of tens of millions cf
tist Church was well filled on Mon- souls. He said, "The hour is come
day night with several delegations i that the Son of man should be glorfrom other cities and towns. After '
_
Then hear One as he speaks to
the usual fine song service, Mrs.
Bcnney brought the message on Joseph “Arise, take the baby and
“Yokes," the Scripture used being his mother,' and flee Into Egypt.'
the well-known passage in Matthew. See a man and a woman and baby,
as out into the night they go. down
The amazing sum of $1267 has “Come unto me, all ye that labour to the land of Egypt- And now,
been paid to 441 winners In the and are heavy laden, and I will listen, and you will hear the scuna
"Swap for Cash" contest being con give you rest. Take my yoke upon of many feet marching; thc sound
ducted locally as a merchandising you. and learn cf me; for I am of the sword, the shriek of women,
meek and lowly in heart: and ye
improvement plan.
as men snatch their little ones und
shall find rest unto your souls."
slay them before I heir eyes.
Whether
in
America,
China,
it
In Municipal Court yesterday W.
See him go back to his home; to
matters
not
where
the
Gospel
is
R. Olson pleaded guilty to stealing
proclaimed, we can declare to all the carpenter's bench, and for a
an automobile owned by Elmer C. mankind tills Invitation. I am so long time he slips from our view.
Davis, and was held for the Febru glad he did not say those who are
ary term of Superior Court. He was Hnh
rich, those who are oToafitr
greatly nriui.
privi i - eems to me the most natural thing
arrested by Patrolman Frank leged, the educated, the poverty | in all of life for a young man. virile
„ ti,,,
Bridges, and in default of bail v.as stricken,
the Ignorant, the uncouth, and strong, to go with Jesus Christ,
committed.
the vile and disreputable. My They leave their work and follow
Lord's Invitation readies from the him. He preaches. Many believe,
and some follow for the loaves and
Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer died yes highest to the lowest.
He wanted man to understand fishes.
terday In St. Mary's Hospital. Lew
See him now as he goes to the
Bowl
Feb 23—Warren—High School Min iston. Funeral services will be held that he can be in only cne of those mountain top.
See him with his
two
conditions,
and
so
he
told
them
tomorrow in Auburn from the Plum
strel Show
March 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at mer and Merrill funeral home. Mrs the story of the householders. The face toward Jerusalem. See him as
i. . nuu'.M I he rides in; hear the voilces of the
Community Building
April 4 (10 a. m i Republican State Messer had many friends in this „»
......
v„.. .„i__ -- 1,1.. children as they go before him.
Convention In City hall Portland
vicinity, having been a summer resi of the man who has taken as his See the multitude. Those same
April 4 (12 m l—Second District Re dent of Owls Head.
life foundation the Rock Christ
publican Convention ln City hall, Port
Jesus. All the demons of hell would voices will soon be crying cut “Cru
land
not be able to shake tiiat man from cify him." See him as he cleanses
A family scrap brought two Rock his foundation. Thc story of the the temple.
Sec him as he ccmes from the
land men into Bath Municipal Court second man is a picture of the im
THE WEATHER
Tuesday. Ernest Quinn charged with moral life, so far as that goes; the temple; see them bring that poor
Well, here it is the first day of assault and battery upon hls former picture of the man without Christ weman, taken in sin. They -ay,
February, and we're still running wife, was found guilty and placed Jesus, who doesn't take Almighty "You claim to be a prophet: what
will you do with this woman?" Som?
the furnace fire. Ten above the last on probation, through the efforts Ood into consideration
Hear me: one day. just as sure as
0,31
two mornings. The Weather Bureau of his attorney, Frank A. Tirrell,
promises to sandwich in some snow Forrest Hatch included ln the same we live and breathe, the storm is,airk- condones sin. Dont you
think
that
Jesus
Christ
condones
Friday, and then, just to be annoy charge was acquitted.
going to break for all of us On?
ing, says it will be colder at night.
day wc are going to be faced with sin! He doesn't! He said to tiiat
But possibly we shouldn’t sputter, Postal Telegraph Inc. was estab' these things that will shake us to poor woman "Thy sins are forgiven
with the traveling good as it is and lished Tuesday as a completely in' the very foundations. The man who thee; go and sin no more." Do you
scarcely enough snow on the dependent company with Its inde has Christ will stand, but that life think he would have died that man
be rid of sin. if he condoned
ground to track a fox, Oregon and pendent stockholders and board of that has not the Saviour will be might
it?
Minnesota were admitted to the directors, to carry on Postals 79- wrecked upon the rocks of eternity.
I am telling you that for every
The next invitation followed hard
Union 82 years ago Some folks are year-old business. Sitting on the
bold enough to believe that Maine company s board room in the orig upon its heels: "Take my yoke upon fallen woman, there will bc ten
and Vermont will bc re-admitted inal building constructed by Postals you.'* Now. when I was a young fallen men. They will be the first
Christian. I wondered what sort of to get cornered into little groups
next November
founder, the late John W. MacKay a yoke my Lcrd would have me to and tell their tales, but in God's
the new board of directors took the
eyes, they are just as vile and de
The sum of $4140 was realized necessary action to take over own take. I had no experience in Bible spicable as the woman.
reading.
I
remembered
that
tlie
from a coffee party given recently ersliip and operation of the domes
Se? him as he goes to the upper
by a group of women of Longcove tic land line system of postal tele Lord Jesus Christ lived ln the time ^room; see one as he dips the sop,
of Roman supremacy .when men
and Tenants Harbor in the Finnish graph. Edwin F. Chinlund. presi who had been rulers were compelled witli the Master—and now see when
Congregational Church. This money dent, presided at the meeting. The to bow their heads, and march in he rises and slips out, to sell that
will be used to aid the suffering in Postal Telegraph Inc. has no finan under the gate of the conqueror. I Master. See One as he rises and 1
Finland.
cial affiliations with any other com remembered the yoke my father washes their feet, that he might J
pany and starts with an excellent used, back in the hills when I was give to you and me an example in I
Masons will have plenty of "nights financial position, with no bonded a girl, and I said ‘‘Is that the kind humility, saying that he who would
out" during the week beginning to indebtedness and with only non- of yBke my Lord would have me be master must be servant of all
"See a great mob as it presses I
day. Here is the schedule: Tonight, cumulative preferred stock and com bear? ’ Then I remembered he said,
into tlie gate; 11 men rise and flee
King Solomon's Temple Chapter; mon stock. This announcement to "Lo. I am with you always."
Friday night. King Hiram's Council; the company's local manager, F. C.
Then 1 remembered one other away. And now, listen, as One slipMonday night. Claremont Com Pratt, from headquarters of the yoke, 1 have ridden to school with cut and says "Whom seek ye?" Hear
mandery installation; Tuesday night establishment of Postal Telegraph oxen. 1 have been to town many a them say "We are looking for one
Rockland Lodge installation; Wed Inc. is the best proof that the postal time with my dad. with oxen. It Jesus of Nazareth." Follow him
through those hours. See him re
nesday night. Aurora Lodge.
service will continue uninterruptedly would be mcon light when we got viled, spat upon, tom and bruised,
on a high plane of efficiency through back. We would just lie down and scourged, the thorns pressed down
Announcement that Wilbur Sen its facilities and Its personnel, de sleep, and the oxen would take us
ter will show pictures of the New veloped over six decades. The vari home. The snow would sometimes upon him brow See the old rug
ged cross brought forth; see them
York and San Francisco fair» for ous specialized services developed be swirling eo that we could not as they lift it; see Him there, bruised
the benefit of the Rockland Oarden for the convenience of its many see the road. There were always and quivering, between two thieve.;
Club has created much interest. patrons will be continued, so tiiat two beasts, walking in perfect uni You know, we havc made a beautiful
Many who havc already seen them the residents of this community are son.
Oh. the glory and honor that is thing of the cross, but thc cross my
are delighted to have another op assured speedy and courteous Postal
Lord
bere ,,was. . a cross of sham
given unto
5..V11
Ultu, 111,
men,
11, with
Rim the
Vlir privilege
UUVUOK rx
—l-. ,1.
portunity and the engagement gives Telegraph Service.
of yoking up. shoulder to shoulder.
J? ,’,e_v”5 hore the cross.
the public a chance to see these
See him as he is lifted up. "And
BORN
heart to heart, with Jesus Christ
interesting views.
I. if I be lifted up. will draw all
Murphy—At Thomaston Jan 28. to Think of it!!
Mr. and Mrs Hilton Murphy, a daugh
We have had great preachers, but men unto me.” The sun rises higli
Pleasant Valley Orange will serve ter Florence Jhyce
no man, not even tlie great Paul, has in the heaven; that bedy is torn
a public supper Friday at 6 o'clock
ever been able to preach a sermon with awful suffering and ageny
with the men doing the honors.
MARRIED
equal to the Sermon on the Mount Now the sun stands at the zenith;
Saturday Juvenile Orange will hold
Teele-Standish—At Friendship, Jan There are some today who speak out of God's sky. lightning flashc ;
its regular meeting. Officers will 28 Rufus Teele. and Barbara Standish. forth parabolic sermons. There is and eartli trembles. Men shake
both of Medomak—By Rev
Victor
return all rituals, degrees will be Osborne
one preacher in Australia who with fear, and flee away. Th?
conferred. The calendar of supper
brings such messages, beautiful be graves of the saints open, and th?y
chairman for the balance of thc
yond description; J»ut no one has walk the streets of Jerusalem. The
DIED
flrst half of the year ls: March,
ever been able to speak a parable hours hang on; the awful consci
Messer
At
Lewiston.
Jan
31.
Mrs.
Etta Andersen,. Florence
Young_and Etzabeth G. widow of L. Wilbur Mrs- like the sower who went forth to ousness of the sin of the world
.
, _ ,
Nettie Farrand; April. Evelyn Bart- «er. Funerai Friday at 2 o'clock from sow. and those other parables of presses and crushes and tears the
heart of the Son of God. And then
lett and Hazel Bartlett; May, Susan Plummer and Merrill funeral home ln our Lord.
There are some who declare that out of the darkness, a voice cr: .
Rockland. Jan 30. Alice
drev Teel. June, Ellura Hamnn, May. widow of william Rich aged 52 Ood has given them the grace to 'My God, my Ood, why hast thou
Bernice Hamlin and Elizabeth Vinal. years 6 months. 21 days Funeral Fri heal. I do not deny it. I do be forsaken me"
And still the hours moved on.
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral lieve in divine healing, but I do not
home
Again, a voice says. "It is finishe .
Spiritualist meeting at G. A. R.
Freestrom-At West Rockport, Jan believe it is wholesale. But no man Into thy hands I commit mv spin;
hall Sunday Pcb 4 at 2 and 7 30 31. Victor iFreestrom aged 45 years has ever been able to touch the eyes
And He who is the Son of Gcd
p. m. Lecturer and message bearer Services Friday at 10 o'clock from Lhe of the blind, or raise the dead, as
funeral chapel. Thomaston In
he who is the Sen of Man. became
H. Esten Boardman of Jefferson. Davis
terment ln North iParlsh cemetery, St he did.
sin and died for ycur sin.
Tuesday Night's Performance
Me. and Washington D. C.
14“15 Oeorge
"Sir, we would see Jesus."
Burgess—At Rockland. Jan 30. Mar
Seldom have Rockland audiences
tha F„ widow of Alexander Burgess, had the opportunity to listen to the
Thc Council of Administration
aged 94 years. 5 mouths. 24 days Sen
Ices at the Russell funeral home Friday Oospel story told in so compelling Department of Maine. United Span
at 2 p. m. Interment In Warren.
and tender a manner as it was pre ish War Veterans Auxiliary, will
Bennett—At Camden. Jan 31. Hat sented by Mrs. Bonney Tuesday
tie D. widow ot Nathan Bennett, aged
meet at thc Legion hall Sunday at
82 years, 9 months. 4 days Services at night as she pictured in vivid lan 2 p. m.
her (ate residence. 22 Belmout avenue, guage the record Of the birth, life,
Friday at 2 p. m. Interment In Moun sufferings and death of the Lord
tain cometery
Pickering—At Sunset. Jan 23, Miss Jesus Christ as given to us in the
Olive Pickering aged 95 years, 1 month, Word of God.
GLEN COVE
30 days
Do you know what the world needs
Rirnie At Shrewsbury. Mass . Jan. 28
GRANGE HALL
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Margaret, widow of William Blrnle tonight? Net better armies or na
native of Vinalhaven
Interment ln vies; not mote submarines and war
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Carver
cemetery.
Vinalhaven
ships; not faster airplanes; not bet
Hal’s Rhythmaires
ter generals and men or arms. Thc
SHOW TLMES Matinees:
Saturday 2.J0. Sunday 3.00. Every
IN MEMORIAM
ADMISSION 35c and 25c
world needs more than anything
evening at 8.00.
1
IXnnlc Carleton—Gone and sadly else to see the Lord Jesus Christ as
14-Th-tf
missed
by aU who share grief with Saviour of men.
kindly thoughts for the gentleness and
THURS.-rM., FEB. 1-2
You remember the story of the
care given her by Mrs Raymond Pierce
of Wellesley, Mas.,.
woman of Samaria. I believe if
“Judge Hardy and Son”
Zylpha Webb
Jesus Christ walked our streets in
Belfast. Lincolnville Ave
cur day, he would find many like
that Samaritan woman. We are liv
SATURDAY ONLY, FEB. 3
IN MF-MORIAM
ing in a day df adultery. ,It disgusts
In loving memory of Blanche
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
me and I believe it disgusts a $real
Howes who passed away Feb 1, 1931
Edward
Arnold. Reginald Owen
many
people.
We
havc
had
our
What would I give her hand to clasp.
in
ideals set for us in Hollywood, and
patient face to see.
*1.50 a Week $5 a Month ToHer
hear her voice, to see her smile.
they are filthy and rotten to the
“
THE
EARL
OF
Tiiat meant so much to me
But some sweet day we will meet again heart.
A
whole
city
was
converted,
be

Rockland
Bdyond the toll and strife
CHICAGO”
And clasp each other's hand once more cause the Lord Jesus Christ met that
In Heaven, that happy life
Typewriter Company
woman and forgave her sin, and put
SUN.-MON., FEB. 4.5
John C. Howos. Grace M Howes. Mil a new life within her soul. But we
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
dred H Mills. Frances Howes.
do not need to walk in that first
EDGAR
BERGEN with his
Feb
1,
1940.
71 PARK ST.,
TEL. 297-W
century, to see lives changed. I
CHARLIE McCarthy and
2T&Thl4
stood
not
so
long
ago
in
the
back
of
CARD OF THANKS
MORTIMER SNERD in
To all those who so kindly assiatod a great church, and I looked over a
us during our recent bereavement wc congregation of 250 men. There
“Charlie McCarthy,
wiah to express our appreciation and was a man teaching a class in the
Home Hygiene Course
sincere thanks.
front of the church; tall, white
Detective”
Mrs
James
,M
Young.
Amos
8.
Young.
Anyone wishing to become a member Mr. and Mrs Charles E Young. Mr haired, beautifully groomed, and as
of the Rockland Branch Red Cross and Mrs. Ralph B. Doughty, Mr. and I listened to him thc Word of God
Class in Homc Hygiene and Care of Mrs Herbert Oft.
just poured from him. I was told
•
the Sick should enroll at the Red Vinalhaven.
that this man was 15 years ago, a
Cross room. Tuesday, Fdb. 6, at 2 pjn.
'bum." He had broken every com
CARD OF THANKS
12-14
mandment except the taking of a
ft
Appreciation Is expressed to the
There that man stood . a
American Legion, members of commit life.
tees and merchants, of Rockland for changed man; Ood had changed his
their loyalty and co-operation which life. Oh, tiiat we might see that
contributed materially to the success that is for each of us
Mi?
of the Infantile Paralysis Benefit at
Some people, especially men, seem
Community Building.
to think that tlie religion of Jesus
•
Raymond C. Perry, chairman.
Christ is all right for women and
children, but not for strong men.
RESOLUTIONS
Whereas our Brother, John Guistin. These men who came in the story
Ambulance Service
has departed from the world ln ac we are considering tonight, came
FUNERAL HOME
cordance with the decrees of Providence. from the greatest land under.-fhe
Be tt Resolved that Pleasant Valley
Ambulance Service
Grange No. 274 patrons of Husbandry', sun at that time, the land that gave
us Homer, Euglid, Aristotle. But
regrets the passing of thia Brother.
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
| Be lt further resolved, that these they realized that they were pover
resolutions
bc
spread
upon
our
records
390, 781-1 ar 781-11
FUNERAL
HOME
ty-stricken
spiritually,
and
so,
as
printed In The Courier-Gazette.
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
In faith, hope, charity, and with simply and earnestly as a child
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
would come, they came and said,
fidelity.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Frank A. Farrand
“Sir. we would see Jesus." The laud
98-tf
Commltleo on Raeolutlon?
110-M
saw them as the beginning of the

DANCE

Every Saturday Nite

WALDO THEATRE

ADDING MACHINE
RENTALS

9

BURPEE’S

Feu 1. 1940, Rockland Me

%

THE PERRY MARKETS
PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE - FREE PARKING - LOW PRICES

This Week

LAMB is the Buy

LAMB FORES
LAMB LEGS
LAMB CHOPS
ROASTING

PORK

BONED AND

SOFT
MEATED

LB.

SHOULDER
CUTS

SHOULDERS
SHOULDERS

HAMS

MACKEREL
FISH BITS

CREAMERY

SALT POLLOCK
SMOKED FILLETS

- 35c

AN EXTRA DAY
THIS MONTH
Yes, this is Leap Year, 'so as long as “pro
posing" is in line, allow us to propose that we
fill your next food order. We’ll guarantee that
you will SAVE MONEY and that you’ll get the
kind of food that we KNOW will please every
member of your family. When it comes to
BREAD. wc propose that you order

Pub 25 times
more soap
right on dirty
spots

1 LB. CAN

49c

3 BARS

■iraiia

17c

IOC

A P

14/

19c

lb 10/

LB.

.. 8/
25/
10/
13/

SWIFT'S SILVER LEAF

ARMOUR'S

PURE LARD

MARGERINE

3

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

3 LB. CAN

lb

STEWING LAMB

17,/

CRISCO

12/

MASTER SMOKED
FAMOUS FOR FLAVOR
WHOLE OR SHANK HALF

ANGEL FOOD
CAKES
each * * Z

CREAMIER
THAN EVER

lb

LEAN SMOKED

BEST CENTER

PORK CHOPS CUTS LB. 17/
3 lbs 25/
PIGS LIVER
VERMONT
lb 18/
BACON
BRAND
PURE
LINK SAUSAGE PORK lb 19/
FRANKFORTS skinless lb 17/
DAISY
lb 25/
TASTY MEATS HAM

BUTTER

10/
19/
17/

FRESH PORK

12/

LB.

ID.

ROLLED IF DESIRED

25/

LB.

11/

SUGSR ID-52c

THE FAMOUS A B C—HAS A THOUSAND USES

BLEACH WATER
No Scrub SPECIAL
^NEWRICHER Z/KGf

enrc; j£j/rt wasxts

Rinso
LGE.
PKGS

HARD
WATER

39/

SPRY......... 1 pound tin 17c; 3 pound tin 49«
SUNSHINE

2

COOKIES
10 QUART GALVANIZED

PAILS

POUNDS
ASSORTED

*

1 PAIL.
5 BARS BORAX SOU'

25c
27c

RED CROSS TOWELS........................roll 9c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES .... 3 pkgs 20c
BONI CAKE..................................................... 9c
3OSO,
MLG
large jar 35c
JOHNSON’S GLO-COAT,
qt 98c
ORANGE MARMALADE......... 1 lb jar 12c
N. E. C. RITZ CRACKERS................ pkg 20c
HEINZ TOMATO JUICE................ 3 tins 25c
CLAPP’S STRAINED BABY FOOD 3 tns 22c
OXYDOL................................... 2 Ige pkgs 39c
KNOX GELATINE............................... pkg 17c
KRE-MEL DESSERTS................... 4 pkgs 15c
TREE RIPENED—ALBERTA FREESTONE

PEACHES

kNO. 1

TINS .
219/

A MILLION DESSERTS FOR A FEW PENNIES

2

FULL GALLONS
CONTENTS

19/

PILLSBURY’S BEST FLOUR
$1.00
BISQUICK,
Ige pkg 28c
GREEN GIANT PEAS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 27c
SOFT AS SILK CAKE FLOUR.. .. .. .. . pkg 25c
CORNED BEEF HASH,
2 tins 29c
BLACK PEPPER, rSXE
3ozpkg 5c
SALADA TEA,
% lb pkg 38c
FRIEND’S BEANS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tall tins 25c

EVAPORATED MILK,
4 tins 27c
CLAPP’S CHOPPED FOODS.. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 21c
CORNED BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12oztin 15c
HORMELSPAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12oztin 25c
TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 19c
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 tins 25c
SODA CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lb box 15c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE .. two '/> lb bars 27c
BAKER’S COCOA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. */db tin 9c
LIMA BEANS, B.&M.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 tins 19c
RASPBERRIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I.. 2 tins 29c
IVORY SOAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. medium bar 5c
LUX TOILET SOAP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 bars 17c
SNOSHEEN CAKE FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg 23c
GEO. WASHINGTON TOBACCO. 3 pkgs 25c

ADD GREATER ENJOYMENT TO

Serve With Your Coffee

BREAKFAST—AND EVERY MEAL!

PERRY’S SUPREME

The aroma of our rieh-blend coffee ia enough to
make appetites perk up! And the taste of it makes
everyone ask for a second cup. It’s economical to
buy, because it comes
in the thrifty paper
wrapper, with air
tight closings—

DOUGHNUTS

3“ 39c

MORNING BRACER

COFFEE

CHOCOLATE, PLAIN, SUGARED

OR CINNAMON SUGARED

DOZ.

29

/
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mother and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
WEST LIBERTY
I who attended the funeral were Mr. !
APPLETON RIDGE
Luncheon was served.
and Mrs. Walter Gonia of Quincy, '
Mr. and Mrs Clifford gave a skat
Mass., Alfred MacFarland of Rock
Mrs.
Winnifred
B.
Hannon
Mrs. Ethel Moody and daughter
ing party recently at the Forest Lake
land, Mr. and Mrs. John Williams, LUcy and RUth were guests Sunday
Tlie death of Mrs. Winnifred B. Ice Pond, following which luncheon
tr., zx LV* — 1 a M <4 AT r nnd
"
__
. _
24 24 24
24 A ft 24
Jclm Cumfi^lmm Mr and of Mrs Nellie BradI°rd and Mrs , Hannon of Liberty occurred at her was gerved at their home Oues!s
Mrs
ALENA L STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Reverdv Bun£and Mr and Alice Cummm«s °f, Autiusta.
home Jan. 24 after a short illness. | wprp Mr and Mrs ErnPSt Hutchins.
Mrs. Reverdy Burns, and Mr. and
Correspondent
Mrs Rvlnh WiUtams of Union
I Mrs Nellle Bradf?rd
Allc^, Mrs. Hannon was born in Liberty Rpv and Mrs Van DPmall. Mr. alld
,
Cox respondent
Mrs MacFarian™ o°dest member Cuminings. Mrs. Flora Cole. and'Aug. 8. 1872. daughter of Wllltam Mrs PhiUp Bramhan, Mr and Mrs.
24 24 24 24
24 24 24 A
of'the United Baptist Church of this
Sadie Day of(Augustaspent | L and Sarah iPackardi Boynton.
caries Grant, Mr and Mrs. HowTel 48
Tel. an
town. was born here, daughter of Wednesday with M^ A H.Moody , In her early life she was a school
ard Bealp ,Mr. and Mrs Carlton
Jesse and Rosina .(Leacht Williams. anci Mrs. LK Moody^
teacher of great ability, having Si:n.nons .Miss Betty Winchenpaw
The Help One Another Circle of She was a member of Warren1 Ronald Moody who has been con- laught in Liberty. Appleton. Pal- and Miss Eda Lawry.
I Mrs. Grace Benner has returned
___________
home from a week's visit in Phila- Kings Daughters will meet Monday Grange Her husband died several fined 10 his home for three weeks ermo and Northport. She was marvears ago.
.returned to school Friday.
|ned Oct. 8. 1896 to Everett Hannon
HAPF
night with Mrs. Ella Caler.
IB Yd
. delphia.
surviving relatives are a sister 1 Mrs. Ida Mitchell and daughter of and they had since resided ln Lib- ,
, *7 ',
.
,
The Master Mason degree will be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Wallace
and
WNU SERVICE
(
®eWl"gnf
COPYRIGHT
- ---------- "
,
, I daughter. Dorothy and son Ray- conferred Monday night at St. M.ssE:mina WUliams. and a bother Burkettville passed la.st Thursday erty.
it may be truly said of Mrs. Han- at the home of Mrs. Floi ence Allen
Ion, discussed the project and made
Qf Thomaston were callers George Lodge. F A M Supper will Nelson Williams both of North with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
! non that she was one who was witi1 a 'al ge attendance and several
CHAPTER VIII
shrewd comments; at Tope s sug- |gunday at the home of Mrs. Jen- he served at 6.30 by Ivy Chapter, Warren; five grandchildren and Thomas Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Lauriston Hustus loved and respected by all who knew visitors,
10 great-grandchildren.
gestion he led them into his father's nip Bpnner
O.E.S.
and family spent Sunday with Mr. I her and one whose life was a good
H°lx‘ Gran&e met last Saturday,
• • • •
The fortnight after Kitty Lea- office, and he and Clint shouted the : pprj Woodbury of Damariscotta
The sermon topic Sunday mornand Mrs. Laurence Moody.
(example to follow.
An interesting movie was presented
ford’s death was for Inspector Tope details of Clint's proposal into the j has bcpn a ,.ecent visitor in town
mg at the Congregational Church,
High School Activities
,i By ..luunvuit
The I-oynl Temperance Legion j Surviving besides her husband are hy a bottling company.
a long and tormenting time; for a ears of Justus Taine. and that man
John
Palmer. A. D Gray. Ar- will be God s Keeping Power".
Madeleine Haskell)
At assemblv last" Tliursday stu- met at ,hP schoolhouse Monday ' two sisters. Mrs Blanche Brown and
HopetJ?.range sponsored a public
search of the Hurder house while it I sat stolid and silent, his eyes blank thur Chute and Ralph Benner at- Church school will meet at 9 30. A dents
enjoved a varied program "‘ght with 12 members and two! Mrs My rtle Brown; a brother,
“der the
of
stood empty revealed exactly noth- [ watching Tope while he heard, or tended the funeral of Thomas N union service will be held at 7
| Frank Boynton; and two nieces. (Mjs. Rnjph Wentworth^ and John
ing at all. And his utmost urgen- I <jid not hear, what they had to say Aver, a veteran of the Civil War, o'clock
at the
Congregational presented by members of Roe kland eu^ts present.
Mrs. Ora Hartford and Mrs. Sylvia wilson Jr' t0 raisp f,unds to con'
Church at which Rev. William S. High School. Master of ceremonies
cies failed to drive Inspector Himselfspoke at last half a dozen lin Aina Sunday.
School Notes
Dodge
tribute to Finnish Relief. A small
Heale to any vigorous action. And words ofdissent, and sodismissed ) Mr. and Mrs. Leland Feyler of Stackhouse will be the speaker, his was Perry Howard who began the
The newly-organized outing club
Funeral services were held Friday isUm was raised
subject,
"The
Ideals
of
Jesus.
”
program
by
announcing
Ruth
Seai
Old
Town
were
weekend
guests
of
Dr. Derrie abetted him by sticking them.
uuiv who read.the Scripture Othe: held its first hike after school Jan.' at her home. Rev. Harold Nu”«r
Mias Katherine True who teaches
Services Sunday at the Pleasant bury,
Miss Addie Feyler.
to the accident theory.
numbers
were
’
Stanley
Murray.
“
•
*
ith
12
members
and
Miss
Weyofficiating.
Burial
was
in
Sand
Hill
ln
Rpb1 Harbor spent last weekend at
ville
Rural
school
will
be:
Sunday
Meenahga Orange observed Neigh
The day after the funeral Tope
(To Be Continued!
homeIbors and Birthday night with 55 , school at 2.15 and worship at 2.30. talented pianist, who played. "Troi- mouth Present. The group enjoyed cemetery in Palermo.
and Clint talked with Heale in his
present at its meeting Monday. Visi- j Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark Frencn ka Sleighride"; musical reading. ^““"8 011 the meadow behind the
office, and Tope said to Heale stern
WASHINGTON
by Barbara, schoolhouse
tors were present from Maple. Pro- attended Tuesda.v the Convocation Talk, Talk. Talk
FRIENDSHIP
ly:
Lamb, accompanist. Geraldine Nor-1 «ot lunches have been started in |
Mrs. Leona Sherman is critically
gressive
and
Evening
Star
Granges
,
week
observance
at
the
Bangor
"Here’s my notion. Inspector.
unique arrangement of "Beer ith£_h sl? school with good success.
rhnrip« i»ni»r ms vtrs ill at her home.
A moving picture on personal ap- , Theologi al Seminary, in Bar.gor, ton;
Barrel Polka" instrumental, with I
boJ's and
ls Pes^etba 11
6 ‘I."?*’,,pi. ! Perley Stickney of Jefferson was
Mrs. Leaford was about the. most
pearance was shown. Supper was.and haa a short visit with their Ruth Seabury at the piano. Charles ‘earns went to South Bristol Jan. Carlton Simmons mo ored o Port- a ,.allp,. gunda, on rplatjvps in
harmless person on Kenesaw Hill. Students Of the High School served after the meeting
I son, Stuart French, a student of ihe
Libby, saxophone, and Edwin Jones 26 'or,/eitur,n Kames
^^etball land lecently for a day s visit.
wn
She hadn’t hurt anyone; she didn't
Tell Interestingly What Mr. and Mrs E. L. Hanley of seminar while there.
want her own way about anything;
Mrs Mary Miu.heii. NelnP Un_
Damariscotta visited Sunday with | New officers of Ivy Chapter. O.ES. clarinet- reading. "Brother at the with thelr teams. The Appleton ! Mrs. E. A. Burns, who has been
They
Saw____
There
she didn’t have any money; she
will be in the chairs at the stated Picture Show by Geraldine Norton; «irU ,ost wlth a 8;orT of 22 10 18 «“est 01 Mr and Mrs Charles Win- cojn Rnd Lolllsp Ames are ill with
1
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
vocal duet. Richard Rising and .The boys won. score 16 to 11.
chenpaw in Thomaston, has returned blld coids
didn’t have a thing that would make
The Student Council of Watren
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Morse of! meeting Friday night
Installation of Fon-du-lac Chapanyone want to kill her. But some
(Friendship were guests Monday ol
Edwin Emerson of Portland was Dorothy Stearns. “South of the Bor- 1. T*'0 Questioning bees have been home.
mV5 Flood of Augusta and Mrs ter O E.S. which was arranged for
one did kill her; and whoever did it High School has been presenting. yrs EudOra Miller.
recent guest of Mrs. Emerson in der; soprano solo. “Ah Sweet Mys- held recently with competition bchad a deep, hidden reason for doing the past 18 weeks some decidedly
Rev. Thomas Brindley of Auburn . this town Mrs. Edwin Emerson and terv of Life" by Josephine Buck- , ,ween clases for the first nnd be- Angie Simmons of Lawry are at tlie Friday has been postponed owing
tween the boys and girls for the . home of Mrs. Howard Beale for the to illness of members.
it. And we don’t know what that
district secretary of the United Bap-; Ray chel Emerson entertained Mon minster accompanist Ruth Sea- second.
These contests were /ery winter.
Charles Ludwig who has been ill
well worth while assemblies, wii.cn dst conference who occupied the day at coffee, at which Miss Emer- bury; vocal numbers, "South of the
reason was.
enjoyable.
1 A surprise party was tendered is now able to attend to his duties
"All right. Now if we—if you. In have been educational as well as Baptist pulpit Sunday was guest of son was assisted in serving by Miss Borderand "Stay In My Arms. |
* r-v Llewellyn Oliver last Thursday nighat the F. L. Ludwig & Son’s store.
Hilda Aspey. Four tables of con Cinderella’ by Ernest Munro, ac
spector-pretend you don’t suspect entertaining. Of particular con- Floyd O. Benner,
Mrs. Jane Humes and daughter
anything, whoever did it will get structlve value was that Friday
The Senior Class members of the tract were in play during the after- companist. Albert Havener. Nancy GEORGES RIVER ROAD by members of the Methodist
------Church and neighbors. Mr. Oliver Mary of Stickney Corner were re, A
.
faculty. Supt. A. D Gray and all noon, high scores taken by Mrs. Parker also acted as accompanist,
bold. He or she will do something
_________ _______ ______
Serv iceswill be held at
the was the recipient of a purse of money I cent guests of Mrs. Abbie Creamer
during the assembly.
else. That's what you're waiting morning last week, when members plpmpntary ^hool teachers were
The master of ceremonies spoke Finnish Church Sunday at 1.30 p. m. and two birthday cakes made by his and Mary Mitchell
for, isn't it?” Inspector Heale nod of the Student Council, who had a guests Tuesday afternoon of the1 wood. Present were Mrs. Clarence
ded an emphatic agreement, and few weeks earlier, visited the mill Womans' Club. Prizes were award- Spear. Mrs. A. V. McIntyre. Mrs. briefly on the promotion of school ’
Tope said flatly: "You know what to see the various processes in the ed in the annual essay contest, the j Ira Perry. Mrs. Pred Campbell. Mrs. friendship, and expressed the wish
that something will be? Someone manufacture of woolen cloth .pre- (first Prize 6O‘"8 to Burnell Mank Willis Vinal. Mrs. Robert Walker, that in the near future, local High
. .
.
’
and the second to Louise Mank Mrs. Albert Peabodv. Mrs. William School students may put on some
else will be killed, up there!”
sented a number of papers on talks Judgps were Rev O. G Barnard. H Robinson. Mrs. William Barrows, thing of the same sort in Rockland.
Inspector Heale stared at him.
on that topic.
Rev. Robert Sheaff and George Mrs. George Newbert. Mrs. E. B. The group was accompanied by Mrs.
"Why?” he demanded.
"What
Theresa Huntley member of the Dean a teacher in the C.C.C. camp Clark. Mrs William Barrett, Mrs. Ludwick. Principal Blaisdell. and
makes you figure that?”
Refreshments were Everett Cunningham. Mrs Sidney Mary Lamb.
"Because there wasn’t any rea freshman class gave a very coin- at Jefferson
Principal DeVeber spoke a few
plete
history
of
the
mill
from
the
I
^
rved
b
\
the
hostesses
Mrs. Ethel Wyllie and Mrs. A. T Norwood.
son for
”j 1
. killing
, . . Mrs. Leaford
. . alone,
.
- ..
. .,. .
. .
Benner. Mrs Fannie Gray. Mrs. Nan
Rev. William S. Stackhouse will words of appreciation, and the stu
Tope insisted. Killing her is bound time o. its estabushment to th Weston and Miss Agnes Creamer, i have as sermon subject Sunday at dents sang their school song jwith a
to have been a part c< a bigger present time. Marion Wallace gav»
....
the Baptist Church The Secret of cheer for Rockland High, led byscheme. If you let thing* slide, a resume of her findings in the pickMrs. Mary E. Creamer
Power' Church school will meet at Vella Barrett.
you'll have another murder on your fj> rQOm ghe
out tha{
Mrs Mary E Creamer 69 wife of 9 45.
Students who participated in the I
ha^t”....................................
II tha
at
Mrs
Pellicane has
the nicker
nicker room wool «
as it
it pomes ! Roi*rt Creamer died Monday
.«,3. Pauline
i-uuimr rcuicwne
nas been
Deen sports meet in Rockland Saturday
listening to the old man ■ ' > "
•
_
Littles’ Nursing Home She was substituting at the beauty salon in were: Russell Smith. John Boggs.
whose w,'isdom he knew, felt himself jfrom ‘‘le sheep is graded and p.aced oorn jn Belfast, Ireland and had , the absence of Miss Shirley Morton Clayton Fales, Llewellyn Payson.
cold with fear for June, who dwelt, in bins. She explained the work of ( moved here 14 years ago from who returned today from Boston. Howard Borneman. Eugene Cogan,
'.n that shuttered house where death t the "duster" which tears the woo! Whitinsville. Mass.
where she attended the Hairdress- Vernal Wallace. Bowdoin Miller,
Virginia Moody. Jeannette Over
had been a visitor. But Inspector apart into small pieces, following ( she *s survived by her husband; ers’ Convention.
Heale said with a slow, fretful vio- hi h it ,
. .
,h nicker one sis,er Mrs °NeU of WhitinsMr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills were in lock. Marion Wallace, and Charlotte
lence: “Well, Inspector, I’m glad to
v4?eL.,W0.steP'dau8hters. Mrs Har- W’aterville Sunday, the former to Moore. They were accompanied byhave your advice, any time, of wluch opens up the w00‘ and clean? old Flanders and Mrs. Helen Well- attend a meeting of the Mainten- Mr. DeVeber and Mr Comee. Lunch
was served at the High School.
course. But I have to make the de- 11 b>' air Wool is blown into long J man: and cne step-son. Glen 1----------------•
ance of- Way Employes
of- the —
Maine
The junior class is planning a
Central Railroad. Thev were accisions. You'll have to let me work pipes into bins, and the wool is sort- Creamer of this town.
this out my own way.”
ed ready for the card room She _ Funeral services will be held companied by James Jenkins of public supper for Feb. 9. at the
And they could not move him. On went on to explain the work done in XTre^dence^^v O. O^Bar- ^’JEXsTe A Starrett S U V Montgomery’ rooms. Something new
the way of entertainment and
InsDector Tope irritated'for the first
W001 " nard OflWa,lng Bm ial ’iU
ln
a”pndpd the jmnt msta^ion in
social is being planned.
ET
1
\ 'em into still finer, fluffier pieces the Comery cemetery.
of the Oeorge S. Cobb Camp and
The senior class Is having a food
time in
.aid fretfullv :and dum>*d from
machirv------------------------------------------------ Auxiliary in Camden Friday were sale in the vacant rent in the An
•°And Heale's a foot
I tell you through an automatic door.
From Hp pointed out llie work of the Miss Ida Stevens of Rockland. Mrs. drews Block Friday at 3 o clock
Clint, there’, deathloose in those ’-here it goes onto large rollers. , fulling machines where the cloth ',”PerpjI^*teL^v °Sw,nTra
old hou*e.”
which part the strands one from | wet with soap is beat up to a more | w;,he
Au“^ MXi and Mrs
UNION
For the rest of the drive the old another, giving it a very light ap- [ narrow width than when it comes pPrcv Bowiev.
Nazarene Church Notes
man sat silent, absorbed in his own pearance. The next step is the from the loomsto the laymen, a
The comet duet at the Oolden
The theme of the pastor’s sermon
reflections, till they came home to foj-Qijjg oj lyip fibers through a long shrinkage process. He icld cf the Jubilee Party Saturday at Town
Sunday was "The Baptism of the
the Uttle house in Longwood where,
work Q,
the extractor, which re hall was played by Josef Vinal and Holy Ghost." A duet ' It Pays To
Miss Moss had dinner waiting. They i
' ,
, , .
,
Alfred
Wyllie,
instead
of
by
Josef
sat long at table, going over and ter'and from
R comes m the ».wing in a horizontal position Vinal and Harold Overlock as pre Serve Jesus” was sung by Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Mank
The Bible
over the things they knew, seeking form of a sort of rope, soft and throws ordraws thc water from the viously reported.
school lesson studj- was on ’ The
to read their implications. And Miss | spongy. From the cards the wool : cloth. He alsospoke ol the dryer, a
Kingship of Jesus." At the close of
Moss was a guess ahead of the In-1 goes to a series of spinning ma- machine over which tise cloth is
Dr Arthur W. Grose
the session, birthday candles were
spector tonight Tope had reported ,cbines. and comes out a soft, nearly dried bv use of steam bexes.
Word was received here Tuesday lighted for Wesley Hilt.
that Heale was trying to locate Jim whJte yarn
yani jg spread
Lois Bazemore went to the oiy of the death Sunday in Palo Alton.
The young people s service had an
Glovere.
back and forth and finally rolled | finish department which is worked Calif., of Dr. Arthur W. Grose. 70 Increase in attendance. A special
"He's gone,” the Inspector point
retired Universalist minister. 33d song, “It Is Mine" was sung by two
in conjunction with the wet finish degrpp Mason, and summer resident of the young women. The leader for
ed out “So Heale thinks he’s run on large rollers.
Bowdoin Miller went on with the j room. She explained the burling o; East Warren for many years.
away. Heale's like one of these
this service was Robert Cunningham.
He was bom July 17. 1869 in The text for the evening message
■whippets. He’ll chase anything that story of wool manufacture as he ob- or removing of slubs from cloth as
runs.”
served it in the spinning room.
it has came from -he loams. Ther. Abington. Mass. was graduated by the pastor was ’’From Faith To
Miss Moss smiled faintly. ”1 may
Bowdoin had not written a paper she made clear that imperfections J^^ncTfX UtecX Thw- Faith."
Services Sunday will be: Worship
be responsible for that" she con
fessed. "You remember I suggest He merely explained the manner of ( are marked with chalk and later iogjCai school at Tufts in 1894 Tufts at 10 o'clock; Bible school. 11.15:
ed to Heale that he try to find Kitty spinning as he had seen it on his mended in. She spoke tf the shear, conferred the Doctor of Divinity N.YFJ5.. 6 o'clock; evening service,
at 7 o’clock.
visit. He said in part, "the wool which removes the long projecting Degree in 1998.
Leaford's husband.”
Prayer meeting tonight at 7.30.
During the World War he served
And the two men stared at her; comes up from downstairs set in fibres, and the knapping machine
...
.
. .
on the Y.M.C.A. staff and was also At the close of this service the
and Clint whose thoughts now hooks which are on an endless chain. which puts the knap finish on one special lecturer in the AE.F. The church board will meet.
turned always in one direction, They are taken from the endless side of the cloth. She also described French Ministry of War decorated
cried: “You think this man is June's chain to be hung on the walls on very well the winding machine him with the Medal de la Grande
father?”
spare hooks on top of the machines. which controlled by a gage, marks Guerre for service in the advanced
Miss Moss nodded.
The bottom usually Is used first. the number of yards to be cut and area during the war. In 1919 while
"What makes you think that?”
attached to General Headquarters,
"Why else did he live so near, ex The ends of the wool are put be winds it into a bolt.
A.E.F., he was associated with the
Mildred Jackson did an excellent late Bishop. Charles H. Brent,
cept to see June?” Miss Moss sug tween two rollers which are very
gested. "And—why did they let him heavy and between two little wires j piece of work in her description of Senior chaplain and when Bishop
live there, unless he had some such and attached to the spindle. This the dye process. First the classified Brent returned to America Dr. Get Rid of Tobacco and Other
hold on them?”
became the head of Comrades stains This Safe, Easy Way.
jack as it is called then moves back dye stuff as aniline colors, chrome Grose
in Service, the forerunner of the --------------------------- -— y------- —
Clint asked; "Do you think June
about seven feet and a little runner bottom, chromate, and chrome top. American Legion.
knows who he is?"
At one time the Doctor was as
Miss Moss shook her head; and slides up in a small slope causing sulplue, direct, diagotize and de
Tope said reflectively; “If it’s true, the wires to move up and down, veloped, and acid colors. The first sociated with the Playground and
In the big new Ford "weather tunnel," at! kinds of weather are made to order
if that’s who Glovere is, and Heale thus making the thread turn even or chrome bottom will take on ani- Recreation Association of America
,
,
t
,
..
as
special
field
representative
in
to
test the quick-starting and other all-weather advantages of Ford V-ft design
finds it out, he'll figure that Lea ly along the spindle. When these mal fibres only and she told of the chargp Qf Npw England
ford wanted to marry someone else, spindles are turning, the thread is percentage it is necessary to use for . He had served in Universalist
and poisoned Mrs. Leaford to be
Don’t let your fa’se teeth show ,
moving very fast and it is hard to this process. The sulphur dye is j parishes of Stoughton. Mass.. AlWith fully enclosed ignition ... the
(free."
used on vegetable fibres, as rayon, bion, Rochester, and Brooklyn. N. they are false. If gums are dark and 1
see.
When
it
is
spun
enough
the
‘I haven't seen the man,” Miss
unnatural-looking with teeth dingy j
oh.
Y.,
and
Concord.
N.
H.
He
retired
biggest battery al its price . . . dual
t-CYLINDER PERFORMANCE 'with proved
f
rs
aflpr
and stained, u Kleenite bath while
Moss confessed. “Do you think he carriage goes back to the machine linen and .0 forth. She exp ai ed
i
hcsl gas mileage among all three lead
pars of
and M wpll llked you drew, or overnight, will quickly
carburetion
.
.
.
and
a
short
V-type
might have done it? Remember, the for more yarn to spin.” He then de tht use of the ..dye bath and the ,, >..ears
01
,
give your teeth the clean, bright, ating low-priced cars in this year's
front door of the house was open. scribed tlie jack and gave the cost means by which it can be exhausted. . that it was difficult to have his tractive lustre of "live” teeth on na
Gilmore-Yosemite Economy Run!
engine bringing all cylinders close to
Someone went in from outside.”
She pointed out the amount used to resignation accepted, until his. par- tural-looking gums and plate,
of such a machine new.
THE RIDE OF THE YEAR-Soft, quiet,
: Tope sat very still. "No, Glovthe carburetor . . . lightning-quick
h^: „
«
Glenice French spent her time in get a required shade, and the meth- ish fulK ^nderstood the condition
safe,-and with high tire mileage!
iere, or Leaford, or whatever his
stir: put in your denture and
winter starting is a big advantage to
surviving are his wife. Ada water,
10HGEST SPRIN6BASE IM ANY LOWname is, didn’t do it," he decided. the weave room. She described the od for setting the color.
leave for a few minutes. NO Brush
She named the primary colors, as , (Morse) Grose, native of this town, ing—just rinse and replace.
PRICED CAR!
"But Mrs. Tope, if Mrs. Leaford's loom with Its warp, and harness,
Ford owners!
Get Kleenite today but he sure you
red,
blue
and
yellow,
and
gave
(
a
sister,
Mrs.
Harry
Kay
of
East
and
the
shuttle
with
its
bobbin.
It
glass of milk that night was pol
FIMCER-TIP GEARSHIFT ON STEERING
Kleenite. Dentists use it and
soned, why would anyone have to is the harness which moves up and the combinations required of the Walpole. Mass., one son, Arthur J. get
POST!—Positive, easy-acting mechani
recommend it.
HE
1940
Ford
V-8
is
one
of
the
great
go into the house from outside? down that creates the pattern, she three to produce the secondary of Milton, Mass., a daughter, Miss
cal type, not dependent upon engine.
THE
CORNER
DRUG
STORE
Sarah L. Grose of Brookline, Mass.,
new cars of recent years. Listen to its
On all models, no extra charge!
She'd drunk the milk and gone to discovered during her time spent colors of green, violet and crange.
and three grandchildren.
sleep before the door downstairs
BIGGEST HYDRAULIC BRAKES IN ANY
owners,
and
you
know
how
true
this
is.
there.
David White gave a detailed dewas ever locked.”
LOW-PRICED CAR!
Mrs. Harriet J. MacFarland
scribtion
of
the
machine
shop
con

Vernal
Wallace
also
had
visited
See
and
drive
the
car
itself
.
.
.
and
you
"Someone might have stayed in
Funeral services for Harriet J.
INCREASED ROOMINESS, QUIETNESS,
(the house, left the door unbolted the weave room and had watched nected with the mill,, where all ma MacFarland, 86. widow of Alfred K.
know it even better! In its. improved,
VINALHAVEN AND
INTERIOR LUXURY I
the spooling or creeling operations. chines when broken down, are re- MacFarland, who died Friday at her
'when he went out.”
soft, quiet, safe ride ... its time-proved
ROCKLAND
"But why?” Tope Insisted. "If He defined weaving as the opera paired, with thc exceDtion of the j,cme in North Warren, were held
Kitty Leaford was already as good tion of combining worp and filling looms, that being accomplished in there Sunday afternoon with Rev.
V-8 engine ... its new bigness and rich
STEAMBOAT CO.
as dead, why?” He said half to him
in a regular manner to form the the weave room by the loom fixer. William Stackhouse officiating. In
ness throughout . . . we believe you'll
ROCKLAND, ME.
self: "Maybe they forgot to lock
eluded in the services was the sing
agree with the thousands who call it thc
the door, that night I’m going to fabric desired. He described most The machine shop is very well ing by Chester Wyllie oi the hymns,
see Mr. Hurder myself. See what interestingly the preliminary op equipped, and is also a storage room "Goodnight and Goodmorning'' and
Service To:
finest
low-priced buy in many years!
The floral offerings Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
eration of weaving and had his for all tools. This machine shop "Sunrise."
he has to say.”
were
many,
Mrs.
MacFarland
being
And he added: "I want to figure terms down quite fine. In telling also contains the small office used L
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
. _ , „
.
held high in the esteem of all with
some way to meet Justus Taine too, of the spooling, he said, ’’The warp tby the chief machinist. Bryan RobIsland and Frenchboro
wbom sbe canie in contact during
• and his sons. See what they’re like, in this case was unwound from inson.
the long span of her life.
ll’ve met Asa, but not the other
WINTER SERVICE
Bearers were John Cunningham
bobbins and wound on to four jack
It might be well to incorporate
one.”
of
Union,
Chester
Wallace,
Irven
I
Subject
to change without notice
spools
having
40
threads
or
ends
something of this visit to the mill in
) Miss Moss suggested an expedi
Gammon and Virgil Hills. Burial
ent to this end; so during tlie next each and each six yards long. From the school paper, "High School was in Fairview.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
few days Clint in his capacity as tlie spools it was reeded as a fabric Tattler."—By Alena Starrett.
Among those frcm out of town
Read Down
Read Up
head jf the Jervies Trust, pretend called for and passed to the creel
A. M.
P. M.
BACKACHE CAUSED BY—
ed to revive that old project of buy In 14 sections of 3 inches each.”
fi excess acids and poisonous wastes
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
ing some of the woodlands belong
Edward Wilson had a most en
are not regularly eliminated from kid
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
ing to the Kenesaw farm and cut
neys It can lead to backache, getting
joyable
time
in
the
wet
finishing
WALDOBORO, ME
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
up nights, smarting, frequent or scanty
ting them up into house lots. The
ROCKLAND, MAINE WAU)0B0R0
flow, leg or rheumatic pains, headaches
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
office of Bowdon and Taine con department where the cloth
TELEPHONE
475
TELEPHONE
61
or dizziness. Important to keep kid
0.30 Ar. Rorkland,
Lv. 1.30
trolled the land; and Clint made scoured in huge machines contain
neys active. Try iBukets. Get a 4-day
117-tf
test box from any druggist Locally at
an appointment to see Rab. and ing rollers which squeeze soap and
Charles W Sheldon, druggist; C.
3. H J
see YOU« FORD DEAltR first FOR 10W-C0ST FINANCING
took Tope with him.
Moor A Co.
water into the cloth as they revolve,
u. Bab met tjiem ip friendly UsU-

THREE
SHUTTERED
HOUSEf

WALDOBORO

WARREN

|»im /AMIES WVIIIJUIl IAW

Visited Warren Mill

QUICKSIMS

ME REEUUR EQUIPMENT
WHEN YOU OWN A FORD

WHITENS
FALSE TEETH

T

OUR "8" IS BETTER
THAN A "6" AND COSTS

NO MORE TO RUN

Mri+ler

GARAGE CO.

Every-OtKer-Day
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A MAID CALLED

MILLS

Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks

Page Five

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

About Household Matters

Mr. and Mrs. Sellars, returned
Monday front New Jersey.
Miss Lucinda Young came from
Rockland Monday, called by illness
of her father Jason Young.
Mrs. Nels Stordahl. returned Sat
urday from Rockland where she was
n surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday with
Mrs. Clarence Bennet at the home
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Cobb.
Mrs. Florence Smith entertained
Monday night at two tables of
bridge.
Mr. and Mrs. William Benner re
cently entertained friends at their
home in honor of Mrs. Benner’s
birthday anniversary. She received
several nice gifts. .Lunch was served.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Ned Kittredge, daughter Ruth, Mr.
and Mrs. David Duncan and daugh
ter Rebecca. Mrs. Letha Oross and
Dr. Ralph Earle.
Mrs Inez Conant, is at the home
of her niece Mrs. Pauline Schofield,
Rockland.
Mrs. Robert Oeorgeson. returned
Tuesday from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett. Rev.
and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and daugh
ter Lois were supper guests Friday
at the Ames Farm. The evening was
passed pleasantly with games.
Ladies of the G A R. will meet
Friday for Lincoln observance. Sup
per will be served at 5.30.
DeValois Commandery, K. T will
hold installation of officers Friday
night at Masonic hall. The cere
monies will be preceded by a ban
quet at Lee Shore Country Club at
6 o'clock.
Union Church Circle will serve
supper in the vestry tonight at 5.30.
Mrs. O. V. Drew will be hostess
to the Bridge Eight tonight at her
home.
Keith Kittredge returned Wednes
day to Worcester. Mass.

BKOADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
Monday Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
WNAC. Boston; WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
WICC Bridgeport; WEAN. Providence; and WIBZ, Bangor).

We had a discussion of budgets Fold whipped cream and '4 cup nuts
the other dav and one mother wrote Into chilled pudding. Pill tart shells
us her amusing experience teach and garnish with remaining 14 cup
ing the children that the weekly nuts.
money for food in the household
Lamb Chops With Cheese
wouldn't stretch to endless lengths.
Six shoulder lamb chops, 1 egg,
“Our four, from 10 to 18, fussed beaten, 2-3 cup stale bread crumbs,
quite a bit about the more or less salt and pepper. 1-3 cup Parmesan
’lmole meals I have to plan on our cheese, 14 teaspoon mixed herbs.
Remove excess fat from chops, dip
budget so Dad and I said week be
fore last 'Go to It. You plan the first into beaten egg. then in
meals. Here's the money. See what crumbs to which salt, pepper and
you can do with It.' We feasted cheese have been added. Repeat
royally till Tliursday and then ate egging and crumbing, then either
cereal and milk the rest of the week bake half an hour in moderately hot
even for Sunday dinner. They ran oven (375 degrees F.) or if preferred,
out of money of course, and were saute golden brown in a little fat.
glad to turn the job back to me and then cover pan and cook gently for
no more complaints. Try it if your 23 minutes longer.
MENU
offspring “grouse" about the meals.
Breakfast
Giving them a yearly allowance
Stewed Prunes
for clothes ls another fine way to
Wheatena
teach them the inelasticity of
Griddle Cakes with
money and wisdom in buying.
Welch's Grapelade
Here are a few economy tricks
Coffee
for the budgeteers gleaned from the
Lunch
morning mall. Ellen Thayer in
Cream cf Celery Soup
Providence likes macaroon flavr<“d
Toasted English Muffins
custard and puddings but finds the
"Good Luck Butterscotch Pecan
This intelligent looking ranine is well known in northrrn Knox.
macaroon expensive so she blends
. Tarts
Annie Ripley will recognize him.
stale cake crumbs or crisp rice or
Hot Nestle’s
cornflakes with sugar and almond
Dinner
BOW-WOW-WOW!
extract, lets the mixture brown in
•Lamb Chaps with Cheese .
the
oven
and
no
one
knows
maca

Smg a song o’ sixpence
Baked Maine Potatoes
roons weren't used. The same idea
Flag pole nor banner.
Scallcped Tomatoes
works ln ice cream.
Not seeking office,
•Knox California Salad
Had you thought of rings of
Dan nor Polly Anna.
•Pineapple F.ngers
canned pineapple to top bread
Never thought of honors.
Coffee
pudding, a marshmallow- ln each
Truly sure of that:
• Recipes given.
pineapple ring and then the pud
Just exchange of tintypes,
ding slipped back ln the oven till
With the See-Gee Cat.
SUNSET
the -marshmallows brown? Good
Were a mascot needed—
served warm with light cream or
If Thomas cat should die,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Sellers of
lemon sauce.
A substitute be needed.
Most families have a weakness Isle au Haut were in town recently,
Then Danny might apply.
for scalloped potatoes, golden brown called by the death of Miss Olive
Old Dan's the soul of honor.
and shining as to crust and creamy , Pickering.
His
face
is
kind
and
solemn;
Mrs. Margaret M. Birnie
and rich when spooned out of the I Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cole spent
He would not stoop to chase a cat,
baking dish. Now good scalloped Wednesday in Stonington,
Mrs. Margaret M (Cassie), widow
From
its
own
established
column.
potatoes can be turned into the i Frlendds of Mrs. Arvilla Lufkin
of William H. Birnie of Vinalhaven,
main luncheon or dinner dish by held a chopping match at her door
died Jan. 28. at the home of her
Sing a song o' sixpence
one or two tricks. Chipped beef, last Thursday.
son. Walter E. Birnie. Shrewabury.
Then and there or now!
shredded and added to the cream j Sandra IL. Eaton ol Deer Isle spent
Mrs. Birnie was born tn Vinalhaven,
If a cat were stealing chickens
sauce is one stunt; leftover shred I Saturday with her grandparents
Ifs Bow-wow-wow!
the daughter of Andrew and Mar
ded fish, sliced hard cooked eggs or the P. J. Eatons.
garet iMenniei Cassie. She was a
Belle Grant.
• • • •
canned salmon another. A topping
member of Pleasant River Orange,
Appleton.
Miss Olive Pickering
of cheese and good buttery crumbs
the Auxiliary of the Woodstock Cas
sie Coombs Post. American Legion, ies: The Connecticut Fire Insurance Bluehill and Mr and Mrs. E adds appeal and food value both. Death claimed Miss Olive Pick
(Remember there are 99 ways to ering Jan. 23. Miss Pickering, one of
of which she was a past president,
S. Townsend and granddaughter.
and the Marguerite Chapter. O.ES.. Co.. Springfield Fire and Marine Pearl Bachelder dined Sunday at prepare potatoes in that free State the oldest women in this com
Insurance Co., Granite State Fire
of Maine recipe bock we want to munity. was the daughter of Aron
all In Vlnalhaven.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. send you If you haven’t a copy.)
and Nancy (Jordan! Pickering. She
Besides her son. she leaves her Insurance Co., Commercial Union Lane.
The good simple things taste so was born in this place and always
stepmother. Mrs. Mary Cassie of Assurance Co.. Maine Mutual Fire
Alfred J. Dutch and son Dryden good in winter.. Remember what resided here. Until about five years
Vinalhaven; three brothe’s, John
of Belfast called Sunday at the
Cassie of Southbrid^e ChkrlBB Ca.-- Insurance Co.. Merchants Mutual home of Mr. and Mrs. Colbv Howard. Margaret Ogilvy said in her son, ago she occupied her own home,
12-M
James Barrie's story of her? “In which Ls now the Harold Freedman
sie of Montreal and Andrew Cassie Casualty Co.
the city you’ll find things all sauced place. Five years ago she moved
of Vinalhaven; three sisters, Lena,
Eastern Star Installation
up to be unlike themselves. Even to the home of her nephew D. L.
wife of D. W. Stanley of Portland.
Rosewood
Chapter.
O.
E.
S..
held
SEARSMONT
the potatoes dauma look like po Sellers where she remained until
Ka nerlne. wife of E. P Morse, and
its installation Jan. 24. with a good tatoes. If the food in a club looks
her demise.
Blanche, wife of B. E. McElroy, both
Rev A. A. Callaghan of Augusta, ly number of visitors present. Past like what it is. the members run Until one week previous to her
ol North Gralton, and three grtn’dWorthy Matron Susie B. Dickey of around flinging up thelr hands and
the
district
superintendent,
accom

death she was able to be about the
children. Funeral services were held
Primrose Chapter. Belfast, assisted
at Joseph F. Headley funeral home. panied by Rev. F F. Fowle of Hallo by Past Worthy Matron Ethel P crying 'Woe ls me’.'' So today's house.
Vinalhaven Tuesday. — From the well. recently- conducted the Quar Paul, also of Primrose Chapter, as recipes are simple foods . . . not all I She leaves one nephew D. -L. Sell
ers; one niece Mrs. Ethel Enshaw
Worcester Telegram and Evening terly Conference of the Community marshal. Past Worthy Matron Ora "sauced up.”
Methodist Church
Knox California Salad
Gazette
lof Fisherville. Mass., and several
r u
R
Bryant
of
Rosewood
Chapter
as
Rev. and Mrs. C H. Bryant were
One envelope Knox Sparkling grandnephews and grandnieces,
#nd
Worthy
A. E. Libby Insurance Agency- guests Friday of Mr and Mrs. Jo Emery I. Clement of Rosewood Gelatine. '•» cup cold water. 1 cup j The funeral was held at the home
hot water. 4. cup grapefruit juice. of D. L. Sellers conducted by Frank
representing the following compan- seph Bragg of China.
Chapter as chaplain, installed these
teaspon salt, 12 Ratzell. Burial was in the family
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Howard and officers: Harriet E Knight, worthy '4 cup sugar,
family visited Sunday at the home matron; C. Edwin Heal, worthy pa whole pecan nutmeats, ‘4 cup lot at Mount Adams cemetery at
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howard of tron; Bernice E. Drummond, asso celery, diced. 12 stuffed olives, Deer Isle.
Belmont.
ciate matron; Bertrand A. Drum- sliced.
Soften gelatine in cold water Add
Mr. and Mrs.
SPRUCE HEAD
„ J Sidney Harriman. , mond. associate patron; Harold P.
who were called here by the , lness
Alleine w Adams. sugar, salt and hot water and s'lr
FRESH DAILY:
f\
»-v
t
va
L
’
ll
x
T
a
’
V
until
dissolved.
Add
grapefruit
of his mother. Mrs. Ellen Harriman, treasurer; Hattie L. Morse, conMrs Charlotte Waterman enter
have returned to Palmer. Mass. dustress; Edna E. Heal, associate juice. Four a little of the liquid in tained
last Thursday night at bridge
bottom
of
individual
molds
which
Mrs.
Colson
of
Winterport
is
stay
conductress; Emery I. Clement.
OUICIOUi, HEALTHFUL.
for the benefit of the Infantile
have
been
rinsed
in
cold
water.
When
ing with Mrs. Harriman.
chaplain; Herbert R. Knight, mar
Paralysis Fund, high honors going
Donald Plaisted and daughter shal; Ora R. Bryant, organist; thickened slightly, arrange a risg of io Miss Ethel Ho/orcok and con
Glenna of Augusta were visitors Mabel B Cobb. Adah; Bertha M. sliced olives and a pecan iikat in solation to Mrs Clara Bragg.
Sunday at the home of his parents, Cushman, Ruth; Mattle M Cook. the center. Cool remaining Jelly
Paul Ycrk of the U S Travis is
HORSE RADISH Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Plaisted.
Esther; Julia E. B. Levenseller. until It begins to thirteen, then stir confined to the home of Mr and
ik auus k curs ushuixi wtmuiu
ln
rest
of
olives
and
celery.
Chill,
Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Thomas of Martha; L. Caroline Adams. Electa;
Mrs. Everett Marston in Rockland
turn out on lettuce or endive, gar j by illness. Mr. York was threatHoward W. Holmes, sentinel.
At appropriate Intervals during nishing each salad with mayonnaise I ened with pneumonia but is mak
V AV
ing rapid recovery
the ceremony, vocal solos were sung and a whole nut,meat.
Pineapple Fingers
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Carr enter
ENTICING PANCAKES
by Miss Elizabeth Gerrish, and a
One recipe for rich tea biscuits: tained Wednesday night at their
vocal duet by Mrs. Bernice Drum
mond and Miss Gerrish. After the '4 cup finely chapped candied pine I home on Spruce Head Island. Mr
installation this additional program apple. Add chapped pineapple to and Mrs. Elmer Pinkham of Rock
was given: Vocal solo, by Mrs. dry ingredients when making rich land.
inch
Mrs. Forrest Cheney and daugh
Drummond, reading by William A. biscuit dough. Roll out
Preparing Pillsbury's
Gower of Primrose Chapter, re thick. Sprinkle with granulated ter Margaret and Miss Florence
are in Millbridge where
marks by Rev. Cyprian H. Bryant, sugar. Cut into small finger-shaped Tibbetts
pancakes is about as
pieces. Bake at 475 degrees F for they will visit relatives.
piano solos by Mrs. Drummond.
Herbert Elwell, Sr., is confiped to
easy a (ask as you could imagine
The Worthy Matron, Mrs. Knight, j about L0 minutes.
the house by illness.
in behalf of Rosewood Chapter, Good Luck Butterscotch Pecan Tarts 1 Stanley Simmons who has been
... and they're twice at good to
One package Good Luck Butter
presented to the retiring matron.
very ill, is much improved and able
eat as they are easy to bake!
Mrs. Heel, a past matron’s jewel. scotch. cup cream, whipped, "s cup to be out.
For this gift the latter expressed chopped pecan meats, 6 baked Good
her appreciation to the chapter and Luck tart shells.
Nero's wife invented masks to
Prepare Oood Luck Butterscotch
Pillsbury's Pancake Flour Pillsburys
also thanked the officers and mem
as
directed
on
the
package.
Chill.
guard
her complexion from the sun.
bers for their help during the past
year. The retiring matron also, ln
HOUB
PCA/H OR
I behalf of the chapter, presented
j gifts to Mrs. Dickey and Mrs. Paul
in appreciation of their services as
Fine Quality that gives Satisfaction
installing officers. Refreshments
were then served.

Juild a good economical meal

around one
cious,

MlLD«LEAN •SUGAR CURES

Theodore Boyd of Los Angeles
i complained to police that his wife
j tried to make their dog bite him.

New
Cream

tl

Stops Perspiration

ical
"if Miami just a whisper from

(lie sunshine of golden days

thc center of activities. Rates are

aud lhe eooling breezes of star

from $2.50 single, $1.00 double.

nights.

Live

in

beautiful

ly redecorated rooms with tub

mous hotel is loeated in the heart

and sliowcr bath. Our air-cooled
coffee shop is famous for its

fine

moderately-priced

food.

I’opu
pular cocktail lounge.
-- ------ ^Under
thc Personal Direction
JOSEPH II ADAMS. MANAGER
}

a comi
W firsi SI

OPEN IHE

AT 2nd AVE

»EAR

TEA
YOUR CHILD....

Attractive season rates. 250 new

Miami al El Comodoro. This fa

5

SAUDI

Deodorant
w/e/ji

Miami awaits you! Bask in

ry

Under-arm

ROUND

1. Does not rot dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right aftet shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for

1 to J days. Removes odor
from perspiration.

S.

B.

A pure white, gteaseless, stain
less vanishing cream.

Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being harmless to fabrics.

IS MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar todayl

ARRID
39«. iu

Al all stores ••Ulna toilet goods
(also
10c and 59c Jara)

la

may occasionally need a laxative
and perhaps is sometimes troubled
by round worms. Often constipa
tion and round worms occur at the
same time. Dr. True’s Elixir is
an aid in expelling round worms
and is an agreeable laxative.

Successfully used for 89 years
by young and old.

Dr. True’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXKLLER

smoked, sugar cured

houlde"

They .re always
a treat and cost so little

Cloverdale

PURE
LARD

2 21c
BUTTER

OLEO

1 IB
HOLI

CREAMERY

35c
19c

SLICED RINDLESS

LR.

SUGAR CURED

Fine Granulated
100 Ib bag $5.20
MILD

WHOLE
MILK
VARIETY

IB

RAG

53c

JUST PURE FRUIT and GRANULATED SUGAR

21

I LB
JAR

II#’Fc

RASPBERRYor
STRAWBERRY

OTHER
Miners KINDS
niiw)

BLUE ROSE

2LB
JAR

.

12<

lb

u; 25*

Seeded Raisins

LBS

29c

blackberry - apricot
cherry . pineapple

Baker's *»•>■"«

RICE

2

10 IB.

PRESERVES

MIRABEL

CHEESE

19c

2™15c

BROOKSIDE

2

15*

PKGS

Seedless Raisins 3 ««19*
WHITE SPRAY f. a or
, Macaroni ALSO
SPAGHETTI 4 ASs
PKGS 19*

BULK

PURE MAPLE

SYRUP

21«

VERMONT'S
8 oz
FINEST
SYRUP
BOT,

Maine Corn

Maltex

BANTAM

3

TINS

Breakfast Food

Gerber's

25*

21*

pkg

3

22*

Tomato Juice - 3us 23*
FINASI PREPARED

MUSTARD

Cinammon Twists eac" 10*

Apricots

3

25*

:r'7ci Evangeline Milk 4 ™sl 27*
IQe^R

17 oz1

JAR

Boraxo ™L 15c

Borax

pkg

15c

Hit} /c S&leA

CAINS w

L/aidser than you am say

deli

MASTER

1

n

of these

MONT

FACIAL TISSUES

TRATED

SUPER SUDS

1 PACKAGE of 200 - for .01c

2 LARGE BLUE PKGS - .39c

1 PACKAGE of 5oo - for .23c

1 LARGE BLUE PKG - - ,01c

A 32c VALUE

ALL FOR

24c < A 58c VALUE

ALL FOR

40*

Look At These EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
aa

Ground Fresh While You Wait

Richmond
COFFEE
OVEN-BAKED

Finast
BEANS

Yellow Eye?
California
Kidney

OHIO

Blue Tip
MATCHES
FRESH DAILY

Long Loaf
BREAD

3 39c
2 23c
6 18c
LARGE «

M

■

Soda
CRACKERS
RICHMOND

TOILET
TISSUE
PANCAKE
FLOUR
LARGE SECTIONS

“15c
6“l8c
"••5c

Finast
Q-Jftn
GRAPEFRUIT

2
fw/r^wGmBus
Juicy Florida ORANGES

2 doz Ige size 45/______ 2 doz med size 29/
MELOt-RIPE
GRAPEFRUIT 4 for 15c
BANANAS 5 lbs 25c
BALDWINS OR SPYS
CARROTS Ige bch 5c
APPLES 10 lbs 25c CALIFORNIA ICEBEHG
4 lbs 10c LETTUCE 2 hds 15c
TURNIPS
NEW CABBAGE 4 lbs 17c ONIONS 10 Ib bag 27c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other-Day
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Field And Stream

THOMASTON

than 100 deer were killed in each ol
10 Washington ,county towns.

Chief Warden Lester Brown
states that the winter so far has
, Fish and Game wardens stationed
#n excellenl one for dee,.
] in the north country outposts will. pheasants and other wildlife species.
1 use a strange vehicle for speedy j very little snow has been favorable I
transportation
over
snowbound for feeding conditions. He Predicts
Ld.
in the Mdh. II »"

oA
o
Z\ A
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 190

'siSted by Mrs. Russell Bartlett,
Mrs. Eugene Sleeper, Mrs. Fred
erick Bird, Mrs. Lincoln McRae,
Mrs. Theodore Bird, Mrs. Thomas
Rockland League of
C. Stone. Mrs. Arthur Haines, Mrs.
Women Voters
William Gowell and Mrs. J. Donald
when the New York city League Coughlin.
Women voters serves as hostess
A board meeting will be held at
» H- hleunlal
•*

Follow The Trend

A suggestion that Congress is in
'experiment being worked ou. b> lyear_ this being due to more trap- National League April 29 to May
Mrs. Ella Plye. who has been em
I
pilot
Bill
Turgeon
proves
success-1
pers
an
d
more
open
territory
.
He
,
3,
m1s. John P. Cunningham will consistent in its attitude toward the
ployed at the home of Mrs. H. H
Ncwbert has'returned to her ownlful. It is literacy a plane without 1 pointed out that 10 years ago the bc cliainnan.
civil service system was made today
heme on Elm street
Swings. Turgeon has salvag?d the ( beaver supply was seriously depleted
will' by Miss Marguerite M. Wells, presiMrs.LiUian Newber, ofWi^* ' "
S. XgTit^rKe
*S incTde ZXald Hutehmson ofi dentof the Rational League of Worn-

was weekend guest of
overhauled the motor, restored the • js much smaller, to date, than last jjew York city, Mrs. Marion Cheek en Voteis.
Smalley.
fuselage and mounted the whole year, he said.
,f B,.ffai0 and Mrs. James
Hoff- j In a letter t0state League presiWe-Two Club met for supper and thing on skis. The craft will have i
• • • •
j
ri-vrland
' dents, Miss Wells pointed out that
the usual jolly evening Monday at the usual airplane tail flips for | Maine is getting ready for the manu 0
Congress which so often resists retlie
home
of
Dr.
and
Mrs
Philip
R
Greenleaf Section crofficers aUo Steering and to elevate the tail when!
and
y£
York
Sportsmen s
An important phase of the con- ; ductlon in ,hc patronas[e system on
took place with these result.,: traveling. It will resemble a plan. Shows with its usui
usual big array ol venUon wlU be planning for the thp ground. (hat clyU servlce as
President Forest
Stone; vice £c~represi-1,least
readySOtomiles
take an
off hour
and will
make at attractions
which wil loTrollcV'fl?- P™*nta“on of plat^IU Plaplts at practiced is defective, now proposes
^;r«ro?aftom
if successful.
~™u^chop^rT

Normal tax, 4 percent on
$€,650 .....................................

Your Income Tax

266

In Everybody’s Column
Advertuementa In this column no.

Uncle Sam Tells You How
and When To Make

Out Your Returns
income Tax In A Niitahetl
Who? Every single person or married
___ ___
_ with husband or
person
not living
wife who had net income of $1,000 or
more or gross Income of $5,000 or more
and generally, husband and wife liv
ing together, who had an aggregate net
income of $2,500 or more or an aggre
gate gross income of $5,000 or mors,
must file returns If In doubt, obtain
form and printed Instructions from
collector of Internal revenue.
When? The filing period begins Jan.
1 and ends March 15, 1940
Where? Collector of Internal revenue
for the district In which the person
lives or has his principal place of
business.
How'’ Sec instructions accompanying
Forms 1CH0A and 1040
What? Four percent normal tax on
the amount of net Income In excess

Total normal tax and sur
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
tax ....................................... 421 25 rents, three tunes for 50 cents. Ad
ditional
five cents each for one
Taxpayers are advised to read time, 10 lines
cents for three times. Five
carefuUy the instructions accom small words to a line.
panying Form 1040 relating to the
earned income credit and surtax,
as well as all other instructions
thereon, before preparing then re ♦
turns.
4
Duplicate Returns
N ♦ •
Every person (except nonresident
SINGLE house to let, with bath, fur
alien Individuals, nonresident alien nace heat. Corner Broadway and
Granite St. Apply WALLACE E SPEAR
fiduclarits, nonresident partner Waldoboro.
11*16
ships, and nonresident corpora
—
APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
tions i required to file an income
13*15
return for the calendar year 1939 to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
or a taxable period ending in 1939,
SXffUeonWlU!h:hedS^,ea f^Fewate^^.^“
^tf

TO LET

THREE room, nicely furnished apart
(green paper I, which will be pro
to let; also front room; central
vided lor that purpose, or a photo- ment
and quiet. Call at 28 or 30 MASONIC
static or photographic copy of the | gr City
12*14
original return of no larger dimen
par
sions
than
the
original
return.
Such
tary-treasurer.
Mrs
Philip R Runners will be provided for travel- i casters, guides ^commercial fisher- the Republican and Democratic 11ahandlcap and cripple the civil
Warren and Main Sts : available Feb.
copy must be a complete duplicate 1 C. A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St..
men’ "canoe
makers____
and __
an out- tional conventions. For many years service system by withholding opercS3u‘.'and of the return except that the affi Tel. 986-J
I____
____ _______
12-tf
Greenleaf, Rev. and Mrs H. F. ing on ice.
Commissioner Stobie said that it | standing exhibit of the great out- the League has urged upon both: atdlg (Unds necessary to modern interest on obUgattons of the United davits on tlie duplicate form need
Leach were special guests. Tlie next
FURNISHED three-rooni apartmen$
States and obligations ot instrumentali not be filled in. , The copy must to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water.
meeting is in charge of Mr. and was being built at practically no doors Salt water sports fishing will parties basic principles in which | personai administration,
ties ol the United States Surtax on
146-tf
Mrs. Forrest Grafton and Dr. and cost to the Department and that it be featured along with the inland the women voters have been es- Miss Weus cited as an extreme case surtax net income In excess of $4,000. also Include any schedules' and 12 Knox St.. TEL. 156-W.
Mrs A R Moss, and will be held in is designed principally for lake sur- attractions this vear.
statements attached to the original
TWO unfurnished apartments to let.
Income Tax Don’t*
peciaUy interested, such as eltmina- '
policy the attack on the
face travel, but will be used to!
____________
return except (1) schedule H-l (in Tel. 629-M. ELLA CO»LLIN.IS, 25 North
three weeks.
Don't prepare your return without
14-tf
tion of child labor, and the merit council of Personnel Administra- drat studying the instructions accom formation to be furnished by cor Malli St
Weymouth Grange met Monday reach points where roads are not
porations
as
to
compensation
of
I
panying
the
form.
___
.
FURNISHED
room*
to
let.
deslrnight, it being announced that de broken out He said that the en
tion.
and
the
failure
to
increase
ap

system for federal employes.
Don't procrastinate Early aaembhng offleers and employees In excess of »b:® location, mrs. a. O. Jones, $
grees would be conferred on ten tire length of the AUagash region
The regular meeting of the Rock propriations for the personnel di of data permits a careful conalderatlon $75,000 under section 148 tf) of the Talbot Ave. Tel. 576._____________ 136-M
candidates at the meeting next would be in rang? of the skimobile
of all tax problems.
Rockland 40. Rockport 20
land League of Women Voters visions in the federal departments
Don't deotroy the memoranda from Internal Revenue Code, (2) in the I furnished room, to quiet neighbor
week. Another game party was ] which will soon be taken up into[
Rockland
38.
Roekport 31
which your return was prepared
case of a fiduciary return the copy *J22d- ,®ve_
,rom Po,t °®f*
was
held
Monday
at
2.30
o
’
clock
an
d
agencies,
two
actions
which
will
that
area
for
trials.
planned for Feb. 9.
Don't taU to fill In all Items and of the will or trust instrument. (3) TEL' 34' «°ckiand.
Rockli. i .J High was vtctorluoa over at the home of Mrs. Cleveland greatly hamper efficient government schedules
required by the return
The first In a second series cf Its use will be preferable to flying
.
_ ...
Rockpon. High in the basketball ,
Don’t omit explanation when such in the ease of a return made by an
four card parties sponsored by the fn many parts of the state, accord .wv.wgames at Town hall Tuesday night I Sleeper. Jr.. 134 Talbo Avenue. service.
information Is essential o a complete agent the power of attorney on y
Star Circle of Grace Chapter was ing to Stobie. who sees many ways
audit
This wlU save unnecessary ex Form 935 or Tk>rin 936, and (4) in I
held Monday night at the Masonic in which it will be helpful to war winning m the girls' game by a I Miss Lena Parrott, supervisor of the
pense and annoyance to both you and
KNOX POMONA PROGRAM
the case of an insurance company
store o' 38 to 31 and in the boys Child Welfare Bureau of the State
the Government.
hall with five tables of auction and dens during the winter months.
4
the copy of the annual statement
Wesley in Washington County gam- 40 to 20.
one of "63" Winners at auction
Department of Health and Welfare,
made to the State insurance de
Allen Payson of the Camden Fire
Ti e boys game wgs rather a
were Miss Eliza Whitney. Mrs. Ron had the largest deer kill of any town
Normal
Tax
and
Surtax
Rates
GLENWOOD Oak parlor atove, lor
outlined the work of her depart Department will give a demonstra
partment.
aale; also Heywood Wakefield stroller.
ald LaChance. Mrs. Linwood Cun in the state last fall according to a rough battle. At the end of the
Any person who fails to file such Call Warren, TEL Office
The Internal Revenue Code pro
12-14
ningham. Miss Clara Spear, and graphic map just completed by first half Rockland was leading by ment and spoke on the adoption tion on First Aid when Knox Po
vides for only one normal tax rate, copy at the time required shall be
Mrs. Forest Young. Kenneth Feyler Deputy Fish and Game Commis only five points. Burns, one of the laws.
SECOND hand Conn trumpet—excel
mona meets Saturday with Pioneer that is, ♦ percent of the amount of assessed $5 in the case of an indi lent
condition. $40 cash Phone 602
was high scorer at "63
Mrs. Gilmore Soule, head of the
sioner Archer L. Grover. Nimrods strong players on the home team
the net income in excess of allow vidual or $10 in the case of a fidu CAMDEN Inquire at thia office lor ad
Joseph Larkin, of Englewood. N. took 290 of the whitetails from the was fouled out in the third quarter, department of Government and c'™nge__ ™“n
dress
13*15
J., arrived Tuesday to join feur Wesley woodlands. Standish and and the visiting team were able to
The remainder of the program able credits such as tlie persona! ciary. partnership, or corporation
HOUSE for sale 6 rooms, bath, gar
return,
and
the
collector
with
whom
exemption,
credit
for
dependents,
Child
Welfare
of
the
Rockland
fellow MI T. students who are vis- Codyville were in second olace with run their score up rapidly during
! consists of: Greeting. Nellie Brooks, etc. The law provides for an addi th® return ia filed shall prepare i
2® M.£™ u<L,si. In9ulre »t14 25
League spoke i briefly on the
ting Mr and Mrs. W. B D Gray and 195 each. Other leaders were Whit the last half.
r
Ocean St. TEL. 373-M.
16
Pioneer; response, Etta Butler, tional credit for the purpose of the such copy
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Creighton
work
covered
by
the
study
groups
The
girls'
game
furnished
a
great
THREE
male toy poodles for quick
ing. 169; Plantation No. 14. 159;
In
accordance
with
the
statute
normal
tax
of
an
earned
income
Seven
Tree;
recitation,
Howard
Miss Agnes Hanley was guest of
sale. S2 each
TEL. 960-R 42 Fulton
deal of excitement and was well held during the month. Tlie sub
__________
14-it
Brooks. Pioneer; vocal duet, Nancy credit, that is, 10 percent of tlie above mentioned, within a reason St City_______
honor at a supper party given in Aurora. 144; Marion. 150: Green played by both teams. At various
field.
148;
Alton.
142
and
Andover,
able
time
after
the
returns
are
earned
net
income
but
not
in
excess
jects
discussed
were
juvenile
delin
Seven
OLDSMOBILE Business Coupe. 1936
Aver and Aubyne Hawes,
observance of her birthday Monday
points
Rockport
was
in
the
lead
to choose from); 1936 Dodge Busi
by her sister, Mrs. George Gill- 104. Grovers map lists the total but the final score showed a victory quency as it effects children in Tree; surprise feature, Mildred of 10 percent of the amount of the filed, the copies thereof will be (two
net income. The personal exemp made available for inspection in ness Coupe: 1938 Olds Business Coupe;
chrest, at her home. Following sup kill for every community and each for the visitors, The line up of the school, and Juvenile delinquency , Gould, Megunticook
1937
Chrysler
sedan; 1938 Olds Business
of. internal Coupe; 1938 Olds
tion and credit for dependents are the__office . of the
. . collector
, ..
Sedan; 1939 Olds 8eper, the guests, Mrs. Walter Henry, deer is represented by a dot. More
from the standpoint of the Court • Rpadin«' En,ma Sayward. Seven also allowable as credits against tlie revenue
boy's
team:
In
which
the
returns
are
dan
All
these
cars reconditioned and
Mrs Genevieve Frye, Mrs. Louis
Tree; short play, Pioneer Grange
Rockland
40
filed,
by
an
official,
body,
or
comsafety-tested
The
prices are right,
net
income
for
the
purpose
of
the
The speakers at these meetings members; discussion. "What Can Be
Hanley, Mrs. Leila Smalley. Miss game also contributed to the en?
Pts.
O
surtax, the resulting net income mission lawfully charged with the ^^^oarag^ w&t'-jSU rear
Beile Cullen and Miss Edna Watts, tertainment. Miss Watts winning
were
George
Cumming,
superinDone
To
Protect
American-Made
2
1
5
being designated "surtax net in administration of any State tax
14-16
sewed and chatted. A guessing the prize for high score, and Mis? Hamilton. If ....
. 1
o
2 tendent of schools and Zelina Products from Foreign Competi come.” The surtax is imposed on law, if the inspection is fcr the pur
MANS beaver fur coat for sale fine
Cullen for low Miss Hanley received HmI rf
Dwinal,
judge
of
the
municipal
Fe
^
r
o
^
1
.^a^
pose
of
such
administration
or
for
1
»
surtax net incomes in excess of
4
condition; also safe, suitable tor home
several attractive gifts from the Wink, if
$4,000. The rates increase in ac the purpose of obtaining informa- use; porch glider. Write BOX 483 Roek1
1 Court.
Smith. If ........... ... 0
group.
|
loch.
White
Oak;
recitation,
Laura
tlon
to
be
furnished
to
local
taxing
1
1>nd
13*1S
cordance with the amount of sur
0
6
The Third District Council meet Hamlin, c .......... ... 3
Following the meeting tea was gtorer. Seven Tree; closing thought, tax net income included in varying authorities. The law provides that
l pu
0
0
ing of the American Legion Auxil Butler, c ............ ... 0
so-called surtax brackets. On a the inspection shall be permitted ; *!>“h ^omast^ IDA COPELAND.
1
1 served by Mrs. Hervey Allen, as-' Jennie Payson, Pioneer.
12*14
iary was held at Rockland Monday McConchie, rg ... ... 0
surtax net income of $4,000 or less only upon written request of the I TWENTY POUR ft power boat for
Cummings,
rg
...
1
0
2
with a district meeting, followed by
there is no surtax. On a surtax governor of such State designating 5tieequipped Apply 91 Tillson Ave
1
Cates, lg ...........
6
13
12*14
net income in excess of $4,000 and the representative of such official, tel 906-w. city.
1
1
i Page, lg .......
... 0
not in excess of $6,000, the body or commission to make the inD 6c H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
unit meeting with an entertainment
Need More Than “lust Salve*'
rate is 4 percent of such excess. spection on behalf Of such official, ) $14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal.
in the evening. Wiiliams-Brazier
Totals
17
6
40
To Relieve DISTRESS!
statute $8 per ton. del Lumpy new River soft,
The surtax upon a surtax net in body, or commission. The
Unit
of
Thomaston
was
represented
___________ w P*r ton- del A-,k f°r swap for cash
Rockport 20
To quickly relieve chest cold misery and
does
not
authorize
the
come
of
$6,000
ix
$80
and
upon
a
inspection
i tickets M B & C. O PERRY, &19 Main
Mrs. Sadie Chaples, president
muscular aches and pains due to colds— I
G
F. PU.
14 tf
surtax net income in excess of of the duplicate returns by the 1 st, Tei 487
Mrs. Eunice Morse, Mrs. Letitia
it takes MORE than "just a sal ve”_you
Cavanaugh, rf
3
0
6
$6,000 and not pi excess of $8,000 public.
HARD coal tor sale. $1450; Pocahonneed a warming, soothing "counter- j Starrett. Mrs. Emma Kalloch. Mrs
.... 0
Inspection of returns Is governed j taa soft lumpy, $9; dry fitted hard
0
0
the rate is 5 percent of such excess
«‘rrironf’"likego<idoldreliablcMusterole Carrie Carroll, Mrs Olive Fales, Mrs. ' Hall, rf
2
0
4
in addition to the $80, or a surtax by subdivision (a) of section 55, "°°d- *10' J- B paulben, tsi
—used by mil1 ions for over 30 years.
Margaret Spear. Mrs Edith Clark, i Burns. If ...........
_________________ 14-t*
Musterole penetrates the outer layers
of $180 upon a surtax net income which provides, in effect, that in- ‘
0
0
0
Mrs. Helen Lynch and Mrs Shirley 1 Richards. If ....
of the skin and helps break up local con
2
b»rd
of $8,000 The surtax on a surtax come returns made under the InAndrews, c .....
8
3
Williams.
Members
of
the
Council
gestion and pain. 3 strengths: Regular.
“ “• B *
net income of $5.000 000 is $3,591,000, ternal Revenue Code shall be open praRY*TO
0
0
0
were invited to hold the February Whittier, c ........
Children's (mild? and Extra Strong, 40«.
■
and upon a surtax net income in to public inspection only upon order
1
1
0
meeting in Wiscasset, the date to Hare, rg
excess of $5,000,000. 75 percent, the of the President and under rules
Barrows, lg ......
0
1
1
be announced.
____
$
maximum rate is applicable to such and regulations prescribed by the ♦
—.
—
—
Mrs. Lillian Hutchins and Mrs.
excess. In addition to the $3561.000. Secretary of the Treasury and ap- 4
117 A MTI7H
i Totals ....
.... 8
4
Ripley of Jefferson were
20
TYAIlltilz
Many taxpayers make the error of proved by the President. Under *,
Tuesday of Mrs. E K. Wincher.Referee Pellicane. Time, four 8 s.
applying the maximum rate instead existing law and the regulations $t***«.**«.*****J|
bach.
of the rate provided for in the approved by the President, income
experienced omce gin desires
The officers and drill teams ef
bracket In which their surtax net returns are not open to inspection work, also housekeeper wants position.
Better Than A Mustard Plaster I Arcana Lodge and Mayflower Tem
"
■■
■
TEL
566 J_________________________ 13»15
by the general public.
income is included.
ple. and the children who are to
Following
is
an
example
of
licw
to
TWO
men wanted to go Into a camp
ExemptionAllowed
Couples
take part in the installation cere
and cut wood
ARTHUR DEAN. Te»
compute the tax on a net income of
STATE OF MAINE
monies are requested to meet Sun . Dick EUingwood Of Rock
Married During Taxable Year
8715.
Camden.
14-16
CITY OT ROCKLAND
$8,500,
all
of
which
represents
A hearing will bc held at the City . day at 3.30 p. m. at Watts hall far
Taxpayers should note that under
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
land
In
the
Orchestra
—
earned
net
income,
the
taxpayer
Hall In the City ot Rockland, on Mon- rehearsal,
J. Flembeing single and without de the Internal Revenue Code tlie called for and delivered T'card
day. the fifth day of February. A D
Melzer Studley lias returned to
Estlcredit for dependents as well as the ,‘"°es‘fre?lrCh 8‘ Dr°P ’
Dates Feb. 22-24
1940 at seven-thirty o'clock In the1
u,
n,,
pendents:
13 15
afternoon by the Municipal Officer- ' H]* home Of his son, Peicy Studlej,
personal
exemption is required to J' UNEXPECTED change makes avallNet
uicome
.
$8,500
_
___
for the approving of a Malt Liquor LI- after paSllng two months with his
Names of Norwich University
Less personal exemption ...... 1.000 be prorated where a change of stat- Rpie one Rawleigh Route in West Waldo
cen-e application of William Savage daughter, Mrs. Ralph “LobinsOn ill Freshmen appointed to committees
us occurs during the taxable year, Oouney
Good business secured in
at 291 Main Street. Rockland. Maine «rarren
and that these credits are allowable 'tbls 61’tnct for many years Exeepto
aid
with
arrangements
for
the
All persons may appear to show I
“
_ .
. . .
...
Balance (surtax net in
r„
„r___ __
tional opportunity for right man. See
cause, if any they may have, why said
Fred Davis went last night to Cadets' annual winter carnival,
come) ................................ 7500 not only for the purpose of com- j deaier H. e bean, 41 Warren St. Rockmalt liquor application should not be I Bcstcn for the remainder of the scheduled for Feb. 22. 23 and 24,
12-17
Earned income credit ............ 850 puting tlie normal tax but also the j land. Me
approved
1 week
have been announced.
.
I
surtax. A fractional part of a
Dated at said Rockland, this 23rd
WATCHMAKER - Repairing watches
Mrs.
Lewis
Burns
and
daughter.
day of January, A D. 1940.
Feature of this year s Norwich [
month is to be disregarded unless clocks, antiques all kinds Call and
Net Income subject to norMary, of Friendship, are ret :>
Attest:
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23
Carnival will b? the annual meet
. mal tax .............................. 6.650 it amounts to more than lialf a Amesbury St Rockland. Tel 956-J
E R KEENE
Even two soldiers bent on destruction of Geronimo, ravaging savage of
home today after spending a week of the Senior division of the Inter- '
month, in which case it is consid
City Clerk
14-tf
ccllegiate 8ki Union. Listed to' the Great Southwest, have their moments of romance. Preston Foster, Surtax at 4 percent on amount
11*14 with Mr. and Mrs Harry Young.
ered a month.
—— , ...» -------;
....
-—* compete are the ski teams of Dart- , Ellen Drew and William Henry, featured in Paramount's "Geronimo" are
For example, a single man and a
of surtax net income in ex
mouth. Harvard, Maine, McG... seen here in a less destructive mood.—adv.
single woman who were married on
cess cf $4,000 but not over
Middlebury, Montreal, New Hamp- !
80 July- 20. 1939. and lived together
$6,000, 4 percent on $2,000
1
shiie, Norwich, Vermont and Wil- I
during the remainder of the year
Surtax at 5 percent on amount
liams. Contestants will bc the
would be entitled to a personal ex A
of surtax net income in ex
leading college skiers cf Eastern ‘
emption
of $2^08.34 in a joint re
cess of S6.000 but not over
CLEMENTS Chicks "stand the gaff"
United Slates as the Ski Unicnsl
75 turn for the calendar year 1939, of heavy profitable production because
$8,000, 5 percent on $1,500....
ROCKLAND, ME.
UPPER PARK STREET,
senior division is composed of the I
which amount is seven-twelfths of they have years of finest breeding be
hind them
Customers report excel
Total surtax......................... 155 $1,000 for the husband while single. lent results. You can get them too.
romances of the previous season
25c
Pullet chicks In all breeds. Write for
TOP OF ROUND STEAK .... ..................... lb
Three nights at dancing, a Pe
free complete catalog.
CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport,
30c
gasus Players pioduction and a
Fancy Native Pullets...................................... lb .25
RUMP STEAK. Boneless...... ..................... lb
Me
herse show are other events planned
Perfect to roast or fricassee.
SIRLOIN STEAK, Boneless . ...................... lb 30c
ior the Norwich Carnival.
............. lb .20
Jameson’s Homemade Sausage............
Richard G. EUingwood cf Rock
14c
CHUCK ROAST..................... ..................... lb
land, son of Dr. and Mrs. William
Large Perfect Northern Oysters................pint .45
EUingwood, Is a member of the Or
18c
POT ROAST, Boneless......... ..................... lb
chestra .
Leadership Smoked Shoulders....................... lb .20

Basketball Battles

FOR SALE

ACHING CHEST
COLDS

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

WANTED

Norwich Carnival

lEGGS AND CHICKS^
$t****«**»*»**«ai

SMALL’S MEAT MARKE1

WEEK-END SPECIALS

“Since We’ve Burned

PORK ROAST ........................ ..................... lb
VEAL CHOPS......................... ..................... lb
BONELESS VEAL ROAST . ..................... lb
NATIVE FOWL, 5-6 lb ave . ...................... lb
KERN’S BONELESS HAMS ..................... lb

11c
20c
20c
20c
30c

Swift’s Mild Cured Shoulders....................... lb

D&H ANTHRACITE

.15
.25
.25

'LOST AND FOUND'

Pard Dog Food.........................................3 cans
Superba Grapefruit Juice....................... 3 c&ns

BLACK male kitten lost, little white
on neck, reward tl fcr return to
N \RRAGANSETT HOTEL
14-16

1 Lb. Pkg. Jumbo Shelled Pecans........................... 65

Our House Is Always Warm’

Sweetened or unsweetened.

These are fancy, the pick of the crop.

Sunshine Krispy Crackers.......................................16
State of Maine Y. E. Beans...... qt .10; peck .75
Clean, hand picked.

GLENDENN)[NG’S MKT

r.

QUALITY MEAT SPECIALS

- TELEPHONE 993 )

AND

1 POUND SLICED BACON,
SMALL LEAN

Nice for eating or cooking.

Diamond W Flour....................................... bag 1.00

25 c

1 POUND SLICED PIG’S LIVER

CENTER CUT

Pork Chops................. lb 19c

SHORT SHANK—MCE AND LEAN

OCR OWN

Smoked Shoulders .... lb 15c Sausage Meat............. lb 19c
NATIVE FRESH KILLED

TRIPE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 17c

FOWL.......................... lb

NICE LEAN

TASTY

Makes more and better bread; if you are par
ticular, try it.

Waldo County Potatoes............. pk .30; bu. 1.15
Vermont Maid Syrup............................ pint jar .21
Large Juicy Florida Oranges.................. 2 doz .35
Picked before the freeze.
Paint Inside Now

Roasting Pork.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 15c

HONEY COMB—POCKET

.30
Fancy Maine Com................ can .12; 3 cans
.25
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans................ 2 cans
Six cans....................................................................... 70
Fancy Northern Spy Apples.................. peck .40

“It’s r.t> problem to keep our house at just the

DU PONT PAINTS
Interior Gloss or Semi-Gloss for Walls and
Woodwork
Floor and Deck Enamel
Super White Gloss Enamel

temperature wc like—since we zegan burning D&H

Anthracite. Every ton we've ordered has had the same
even burning quality, which of course makes heating

easier." Try it in your furnace.

(the whitest white ever)

■“■THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COALS"

23c

Corned Beef.. lb 17c, 21c, 25c CHEESE........................ lb 15c
—-- -- -- -- -- -- r -............ -rdi i

PHONE 487

J. A. JAMESON CO.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
aa.i.a fcBW

a

ROCKLAND, ME.

1

; MISCELLANEOUS !

CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waate and ashes.
ARTHUR ADOLPM5EN Tel 1399 14-tf
KEYS! Keys! Kays! Keys' Keys! Keysl
Locks repaired. Keys cut from code.
H H CRIE 6t CO. 328 Main 8t
8-tf
EXPERT radio service—guaranteed
work
Radios for sale
RICHARD E.
SINCLAIR. 69 North Main St. Tel. 440.
-12.!4
Rockland

plus seven-twelfths of $1000 for the
wife while single, plus five-twelfths
of $2,500 for the period during
which they were married. If sepa
rate returns are filed, each is en
titled to a personal exemption of
$1,104.17, which is seven-twelfths
of $1,000, plus one-half of fivetwelfths of $2,500. If during the
year 1939 the husband or the wife
had the status of tlie head of a
family prior to their marriage, he
or she would be entitled to his or
her prorata share of the personal
exemption of $2,500 allowed the
head of a family for the period
prior to their marriage instead of
merely that allowed a single person.
However, for the period of their
marriage any exemption to which
either might be entitled as the head
of a family would be merged in the
joint personal exemption for that
period. The joint personal exemp
tion allowable in the case of a
couple who were married and living
together during the entire year may
not exceed $2,500.
If a child under 18 years of age
and dependent upon the parent for
support reaches the age of 18 years
during the taxable year the credit
of $400 for a dependent is required
to be pro-rated in filename man
ner as the personal exemption.
For example, should the child's 18th
birthday fall on June 30, the par
ent would be entitled to claim $200
credit for tlie dependent child—
that is, one-half of $400. The 6amo
rule applies to other dependents
where a change of status occurs
during the taxable year
(To be continued)
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To Marry In June

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

ft Aftft
UDA O. CKAMPtNET

Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 2228

Mrs. Walter Butler was hostess to
Itooevik Club Tuesday at a 1 o’clock
picnic luncheon. The table was
lovely in gold and white decorations
the centerpiece consisting of gilded
cones and buds. Tlie afternoon was
spent socially.

Bell's Semi-Annual

HOSIERY^

7-threod Service

BUSINESS GIRL.................-TTf

ComiquE

G ELBERT HARMON

Camden Commandery will hold its
annual Inspection Tuesday night.
Work will start at 4.30 in the Knight
Templar Degree. Tlie inspecting
officer will be Emmlncnt Sir E. Mur
ray Graham, deputy grand com
mander of the Grand Commandery
of Maine. All Sir Knights are re
quested to be present in uniform.
Mrs. Abbigail Potter of Wake
field, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
James Brown.
At the meeting of the Rotary Club
Tuesday, vice president Zelma M.
Dwinal was the speaker. He de
livered an Interesting paper en
titled "Stories My Library Tells Me."
Visiting Rotarians were Dr. William
Ellingwood. H. P. Blodgett and L.
E. Jones, all of Rockland. Capt.
Fred Wooster was a guest.
Miss Lukie Keller of Belfast is
visiting her sister Mrs. Helen Dean.
The Baptist Philathea Class will
meet in the church parlors Friday
night. A covered-dish supper to
which the husbands of members are
invited, will precede the meeting.
The Dandylions will hold a food
sale at Achorn's store Friday at 10
o'clock.
William Feyler. is a patient at the
Maine General Hospital in Port
land.
There was a large attendance at
the Tuesday nlglit meeting of the
Lions Club. A Patagonian Auction
was the feature of the evening. $25
being raised for the Finnish Fund.
Stuart Orbeton of Rockland was
a guest.
Milford Payson, Howard Dear
born, Thomas Aylward and Urbane
Chandler were In Portland Satur
day where they heard Benny Goodman's band at the Strand Theatre
and attended the Pawtucket-Port
land and Hope-Deering basketball
games.
Laurel and Hardy in "The Flying
Deuces" and “Our Neighbors, the
Carters' with Fay Bainter and
Frank Craven, will comprise the
double feature at the Comique
Theatre Friday and Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. LawTence Leach
and sons. Lawrence and Ronald, and
Miss Lucille Leach of Tilton, N. H.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lucius Leach.
Miss Virginia Clavter. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Clayter of
Lincolnville, and Norman Bickford,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bick
ford of Great Neck. Long Island,
were married Tuesday night at the
Bickford home in New York.
The Friday Club will meet this
week with Mrs. Emetine Sykes on
Central street. Mrs. Sykes will be
the reader.
Mrs. Aldeverde Norton ot Seven
Hundred Acre Island is visiting her
mother. Mrs. Mertie Jones.
Mrs. Stonie Jameson. Sea street
is a surgical patient at the Massa
chusetts Memorial Hospital in Bos
ton. She was accompanied by her
niece. Mrs. C. M. Spruce, who re
turned home Sunday.
II WE THE RIGHT IDEA

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I want to say that I have come
to the belief that Judge Rutherford
and Jehovah's witnesses have laid
hold of the truth In many ways and
that even new wc are in the begin
ning of the last great battle cf
Armageddon, when Christ is estab
lishing His kingdom.
They have the right idea—good
works, and by them they shall be
saved. Christ ate and drank with
publicans and sinners.
Many of cur churches have failed
to go cut into the highways and
byways. The publicans and the sin
ners shill go into the kingdom be
fore them I hold no malice to Je
hovah s witnesses, for I believe they
have much truth. I hold no malice
toward any, now. churches or other
wise.
Mrs. Nancy Savage

Today Only
“jcxreas t keepers"
WEAVER BROS., ROY ROGERS

Plus Tally-Ho, $25

Children’s Matinee 4.00 P. M.
10 cents
Friday and Saturday
- GEORGE O'BRIEN
in

“Marshal of Mesa City”
COMING SOON
“GONE WITH THE |VIND"

63c

4- threod Chiffon

GLAMORA ....................... -»«...... 63e

A CJyAP SUPPORT

3- threod Chiffon

..... 63e

WEARABELLE..................

is

Friday and Saturday

practically Custom Mode
for you. .. because of Its

Service Weight

........ -Mt....... 72e

CREFISHIRE

3 or 5-threod Chiffon

STRETCHIE TOP ............ -»t.......72c
4- threod Chiffon

WILL O' THE WISF......... -UW

...80e

2- threod Chiffon

SONATA...........................-MO

This And That

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 713

HURRY! ONE WEEK ONLY

Every pair from
Regular Stock!
.... new Spring
shades included!

Seventy Present

Correspondent

Members of the boys' basketball
team, cf the High School were de
lightfully entertained at supper
Tuesday at the home of Prin. and
Mrs. George Cunningham, In the
group were Orris Burns. Jr.. Carroll Richards, Frederick Cavanaugh,
Miss Dorothy Lawry is chairman
Charles Hare, Bernard Andrews and
of the Rubinstein Club meeting Fri
Warren Barrows.
day night and Mrs. Kathleen Fuller
Mary Cavanaugh, R. N . is caring
Mr. and Mrs. Preston W. Gray of will present a paper. An amusing
fcr Dr. W. F Hart in Camden.
Orrington called Monday on Mrs. program is being prepared in con
Twenty-fcur were present Mon
Gray’s father James Emery who is nection with the subject "Tlie Gay
day night at the meeting of tlie
a patient at Knox Hospital.
Nineties" and members are asked
Trytohelp Club at the heme of the
to wear costumes of that period.
president, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes. It
Mrs. M. E. Wotton returned Wed This will be a guest night.
was an unusually busy session, with
nesday from Portland where she has
the outlining of the club's activi
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. Nel
Mrs. Albert Havener, was hostess
ties for the next several weeks, and
son McDougall at Cape Elizabeth. to T.H.E. Club this week at bridge
the disposal of other matters of
business. Refreshments were served.
and luncheon. Mrs. Walter Ladd
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow of 72 Next week the club will meet at the
Mrs. Katherine Haines, will en and Mrs. Louis Cook had high
tertain Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. scores. Tlie travel prize went to Mechanic street announce the en heme of Mrs. Mildred Rhodes.
gagement of their daughter Berna
The R H S. Basketball team will
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at her Mrs. Katherine Haines.
dette to John Wheeler Griffin. Jr., go tc South China tonight to play
home on Broadway. Delegates to
the State Conference and ContenOpportunity Class will omit its son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Grif Erskine 'Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll en
ental Congress will be elected. Ar meeting tonight owing to the Bon fin of Riverdale-on-Hudson. N. Y.
ticles for the box to be sent to ney Workers services at the First Miss Snow was graduated from tertained the Nitsumsosum Club
Ellis Island should be on hand. Miss Baptist Church, and will hold its Rockland High School and Cooley- and husbands Monday at supper and
Cora Perry. Mrs. Mabel Sherman. next session Feb. 8 at MrS. Louise Dickinson Hospital training school bridge at thelr home on Richards
in Northampton, Mass. For the Hill. High honors in play were won
Mrs. Etta Stoddard and Mrs. Clara Ingrahams.
past two years she has been on the by Mrs Elsie Munsey and A. V Mc
Thurston will assist the hostess.
Intyre with Mrs. Marion Richards
With three anniversaries coming nursing staff of the Presbyterian and Fred Holbrook receiving low
Bernard Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. very close together. Jan. 30 and 31. Hospital in New York city. Mr.
The planning committees for the
Bernard Kalcr. entertained 10 and Feb. 3. a united birthday lunch Griffin attended Williams College Christian Endeavor banquet to be
and
the
College
of
Physicians
and
eon
was
celebrated
Tuesday
at
the
schoolmates at his home. 56 Pleas
held Friday at the Baptist Church
ant street Tuesday afternoon, cele home of the W. O. Fullers. This is Surgeons. Columbia University, and met Tuc day night at the parsonage
will
begin
his
interneship
at
Kings
brating his seventh birthday. A the first time in 12 years that the
to complete arrangements. Some
lunch of dainty little cakes, fancy William O. Fullers have been able County Hospital In Brooklyn in July. of the features planned include
The
wedding
will
take
place
In
cookies, a large birthday cake, candy to take note of their family events
greetings from the various organiza
tions cf the church and a short ad
and ice cream was served. Several in the sunshine of a Maine winter. June.
dress by Rev. H I. Holt. Following
original games were played, prizes
Mrs. Frank Grant, Mrs. Ronald
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird leave the banquet there will be a drama
being awarded to Billy LeGage,
Bernard. Jr., and David LeGage. LaChance, Mrs. Mertland Jackson, next week for Florida with St. and social hour.
Mrs. Torrey cf Searsport is visit
Bernard received many lovely gifts. Mrs Albert Welch, Mrs. Gleascn Petersburg as the first port of call.
ing her daughter Mrs . Leland
Those present were. Francis Barton. Ccgan, Mrs. Wilson Carter. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stait of Green Hawkins for a few days.
Charlie Brown. Carol Huntley, Con Raymond McLeod and Mrs. Loring
The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues
nie Barton. Billy LeGage. David Le Orff, members of the C&S. Club., ville have been spending a few days
Gage. Neva Cuthbertson, Patsy were entertained at Hie home of in the city, fraternizing with Mr. day at tire home of Mrs. Edith Ben
Mrs.
Benjamin
Smalley
yesterday
Cuthbertson. Lawrence Mollay, Mr. afternoon.
and Mrs. Philip Howard whom they nett in Camden. Next week Mrs.
Jehn Thompson will be hestess.
nd Mrs. Clinton Kaler. Bernard s
met in Florida two years ago.
Miss Carrie Libby was a visitor
grandmother and grandfather and
Mrs. Letha Athearn, Lawn ave
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
his great grandmother. Mrs. Addie nue, entertained the Daytime Wives
Tuesday Night Bridge Club met Nellie Payson in Camden.
Lurvey
Tlie refreshments were Club recently at a sewing bee. This with Mrs. Clifton Cross. Winners
Miss Shirley Morse is spending a
served by Mrs. Clinton Kaler and week's hostess was Mrs. Grace i were Mrs. Raymond Cross. Mrs. Guy few days with relatives at Waldo
Mrs. Bernard Kalcr.
Douglass and Mrs. Lyford Ames.
boro.
Crowell, Court street.
Twenty-eight from the Rockport
The Neighborhood Club was en
Tlie Maine Federation of Music
Hatetoquitit Club met Tuesday Chiistian Endeavor Society attend
tertained Monday evening by Mrs. Clubs held the second board meet j night at the home of Mrs. Retla ed the evangelistic services Monday
W. E. Graves, Jr., at her home on ing of year, Tuesday in the parlors Cole, with Mrs. Mabel Thorndike night at the First Baptist Church
rewster street, the occasion tuni of the Columbia Hotel in Portland. as hostess. Mrs. Nellie Dow and Mrs. in Rockland. They also plan to
attend the service there next Mon
ng into a birthday celebration for The morning meeting opened with Millie Thomas won the prizes.
day night and Rev. C. V. Overman
Mrs. Mattie Barter, whose birthday the singing of tnt Maine State
as president of the State Christian
fell on this date. After she was song and Mrs Grace Littlefield.
Miss Virginia Rackliffe, Miss Inez
eated in the living room, the other State president, extnidtj a wel Bowley, Miss Ione Lorraine. Robert Endeavor Society, will conduct a
nembers who had been gathering in come. Reports of the State and dis Dunbar, Dudley Harvie and Mrs. conference from 5 to 545 p. m.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid has set
lie kitchen, marched in singing trict thairmau were given and tele Emma Harvie motored to Portland
Happy Birthday to You". After grams read from absent member:. Saturday to attend i concert given Feb 7 as the date of their annual
birthday party to be held at the ves
he first excitement was over, the Mr. Pendergast of the N Y A. spoke by Benny Goodman's Band.
try. Every effort is being made by
nembers settled down to .sewini of ihe possible candidates for an
the members to .make this an even
About the middle of the evening N Y.A. orchestra, being sponsored
Mrs. Joseph Adams has returned more successful affair than in past
he hostess passed around pencils by Leopold Stokowski and asked
years.
and slips of paper and requested that auditions be carried on by the from a 10-days trip in Hartford,
• • • •
ach member to draw a picture ot Maine Federation. Luncheon was Corn., where she was the guest
Edward A. Skinner
of
her
son
George
and
daughter.
>ome animal, the best one to receive served in the private dining room.
Edward Alvali Skinner, who died
i prize. Of course. Mrs Barter At the afternoon session. Miss Eliza Miss Rose Adams. A stop-over was Jan 24 at the home of Mrs. Augusta
proved to be the artist of the eve beth Burleigh played “Em Courant ’ made in Boston for a brief visit O Shibles. was bom in Brewer Oct.
ning and received a box filled with by Godard, and the first movement with friends.
25. 1871, son cf Alvah and Julia
lifts from each member After the of the "Moonlight Sonata ’* by Bee
'Bates) Skinner After being grad
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Rowell
juest of honor expressed her thanks thoven. Reports were interspersed
uated from Brewer High School he
and
Miss
Olive
Leach
went
yester

idjournment was made to the din- ' with vocal solos by Mrs. Eleanor day to Orono where Miss Olive began his newspaper work on the
ing room where the guests found Smith of the Junior Rossini Club, Rowell is a student at U. of M. Mr. old "Bangor Whig" with Mr Bouthe table prettily decorated in pink her selections being "On Wings of and Mrs. Rowell returned last night, telle, the editor. He then went to
ind green, a handsome birthday Song' by Mendessohn and "Ro and Miss Leach will come today New York City on Munsey s Maga
ake adorning the middle of the many Life by Victor Herbert. with Miss Rowell who will be home zine.
Seeing no great future in this line
able Refreshments of Ice cream, Those who went from Rockland fcr the weekend.
ho became associated with the
ake, cookies, and ginger-ale were were Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Dora
Knickerbocker Press of New Ro
served. At a late hour the guests Bird. Miss Dorothy Lawry, Mrs.
BREAKFAST IN WINTER GARDEN
chelle N. Y., owned by George
departed. wishing Mrs Barter many Grace Strout and Miss Margaret
I Foe The Courler-Oazettel
Palmer Putnam, husband of the late
Simmons.
nappy returns of the day
A gray and white woodpecker
Amelia Earhart. He remained with
With brilliant red beret
the Putnams over 30 years.
Out In my garden at early day
He was also a musician of no mean
Sits on a lump of suet bright
And eats his All with keen delight.
order having written over 40 songs,
one. a Juvenile song, still being on
Gay woodpecker full of thrill!
Then comes a grackle black as nlglit
sale.
Gives little woodpecker a fright
Hp was a quiet, unassuming man
Enow birds, sparrows, nut-hatches
and not again for 6 W H <7 I. £ MONTHS
but very- popular with Ills associates
others
Bat the suet like real brothers.
He was a member of the Knights of
Grackles with rasping, wheel- barrel Pythias, the Modem Woodmen oi
squeak
America and the Order of Elks For
Waist the suit with cruel beak
r
over ten years he served in the
We should put them under ban
Protecting -inall birds when we can capaciity cf secretary in the New
Rochelle Elks organization, and also
K. S F
held a life membership certificate
Roek’and
which was presented him in appre
ciation of his valuable work in the
Order
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Adelaide
Belle (Shibles) Skinner, and a sister
C R A Ph Ic s
|—
Mrs. Anna S Kingsbury cf Holtville,
Calif.; three nieces and nephews
also several cousins- in New York
THEATRE
Funeral services were held Sun
Cfmdcn
day at the Baptist Church, Rev. C.
J V. Overman officiating. Tlie flow, ers were many and beautiful espe
FRIDAY ANI) SATURDAY
cially the set pieces from California
Double Feature
and New York and also from the
LAUREL AND HARDY
Elks Club of New Rochelle. Inter
In
ment was in Amesbury Hill Ceme
“The Flying Deuces”
tery. The bearers were Lester
Co-feature
Shibles. Maynard Ingraham. Wil
Rtf.
Sale
"OUR NEIGHBORS—
liam Whitney and Charles Marston
Price
Price
THE CARTERS"
RINGLISS CHIFFON.......... -Wf...... 47c
with
Rev and Mrs. j. W. Hyssong of
4-threod
Fay Rainter. Frank Craven
Brunswick were guests Monday of
SERVICE WEIGHT .......................... 47e
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert,
7-threod
NOW PLAYING
Masonic street.
THRIFTY BELLE............... -49f....... 55c
“Nurse Edith CavelT
4-threod Chiffon
Miss Anne Povdch has returned
with
BELLE DEB ...................... -Mt....... 55c
from a week s vacation visit in Bos
ANNA NEAGLE
3- threod Chiffon
ton and 'Portland.
STURDY BELLE ................-4Be...... 55e

u

Page Seven

80c

Fish-trap road near Dallas. Texas
is wrapped in gloom for the oldest
old woman on earth has passed
away. She was sprightly Granny
Geldia Solomen who claimed to
have lived 127 years. She died
very suddenly and apparently knew
her time had come because she
just murmured. "Tls the end" and
was gone.
• p a •

Fashion note—one of the leading
New York resort fashion shops is
showing an all-black sequin bath
ing suit, slick as a salmon: and tls
rumored that soon these sequin
varieties will be shown in all the
brilliant colors, probably ready to
be hooked.
• • • •
Nursemaid (suspiciously): "What
have you been doing. Ellen?"
Ellen: "Rover is a bad dog and
he has eaten all my dolly s slippers,
so I’ve been punishing him."
Nursemaid: "And what did you
do?"
Ellen: "I've been to his kennel
and I drinked up all his milk."
•

............ -MO.

4- threod Chiffon

Thanks to the exclusiv e Camp patented fea
tures, a Camp Support is adjusted to your
figure as delicately and precisely as If it had
been made to order. Let our expert carsetiere show you how a Camp Support pro
vides all the advantages of a custom-made
garment, at about half the coat.

KANT RUN .................... ................86c
Non-Run Hose

SHEERLITE....................... W*
k
3-threod Chiffon
* 7UTSIXES ... .................... -MT

92e

92c

. Chiffon & Service

L

•

378 MAIN ST..
—

ROCKLAND

SUPPORTS
IFe ore also

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

prepared to fill your dorlor’i prescription for tperialiied
Camp Surgical Supports,

•

•

9

NOW PLAYING
“HE MARRIED HIS WIFE”

Strand 1

Shows Mat. t.00. Rrgrnnttnuons Saturday :H to te.M
Sunday, Matinee J o'clock

Vocal Solo—
In the Garden ot My Heart.
Caroline
Miss Bertha McIntosh
Violin Scio
God Bless America.
You're the Only Star In My Blue
Heaven,
Miss Alice Barton
Hawaiian Guitar Solo
South of the Border,
Don't Say Aloha When I'm Gone,
Mbs Edith Jackson
Vocal Solo—
Santa Lucia.
Ah. Sweet Mystery ot Life,
Ml&s Josephine Buckminster

Master Ernest Monroe won the
hearts of all present with his sweet
voice. His selections were: South
of the Border. Faithful Forever,
Careless, Cinderella, Stay in my
Arms.
About 50 of the members stayed
to the regular meeting of the local
unit. Gifts were presented to the
guests of honor by President Kirk,
in behalf ot the auxiliary.
The next Council will be held in
Wiscasset in February, date to be
set.

0

0

•

9

A pageant "The Musicul History of
America" was presented Saturday
night in Russell hall. Among those
participating was Richard Marsh
who sang two selections "El-A-Noy"
and "Daisy."
9

0

•

9

The piny "What a Life," to be pre
sented Friday night, Feb. 9. by the
Dramatic Club, includes in its cast
LaRoy Brown ot Rockland, who has
one of the leads: Ernestine Davis, of
Liberty; and (Roberta Holbrook of
Rockport.
9

9

9

9

Miss Washburn, former fifth grade
teacher in the McLain School, of
Rockland, spent Tuesday visiting
classes on Normal hill.
•

o

•

a

The Freshman initiation of the
Apha Lambda Beta fraternity will
soon be well under way. This
Initiation is under the direction of
LaRoy Brown.
9

9

9

9

Miss Gwendolyn McDonald has
returned to her studies on the hill
after completing nine weeks' work
in the training school.
9

9

9

9

Among the members of the newly
elected house committee is Ernes
tine Davis, vice president, and Feme
Brown.

New- York's lower Manhattan
Isaland had 125 Christian Churches
in 1835, and now only 17 of these re
main.

An Opportune Time
To Find the Way To Her Heart

Valentine’s Day
Tlie approved way to reach the
goal—
,

With Flowers
The Best Place to Find Your
Flowers—

SILSBY’S
371 MAIM ST.

ItOUKLAND

Uinerarras, Tulip Plants, Daffodil
Plants. Novelties
Corsages, Roses, Carnations.

Daffodils, (olonials
All with a Valentine Touch

J

9

9

9

a

They are taking seme comfcrt in
the fact that Texas ha? been mu.h
harder hit with freezing weather
than Florida and the losses from
citrus crops and vrgetation gener
ally is much worse in pcor old
Texas. Wc all take some little spark
of joy that we are not the werst
off in the world and extend sym
pathy generously.
9

9

9

• 000

In 1663 -a law in Scotland and also
in Ireland was made prohibiting
homed cattle from being shipped
into England.
....
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt. presi
dent of the National American
Womans Suffrage Association has
called for a Womans Centennial
Congress to commemorate the hun
dred years from 1840 to 1940, this
period to be known as the Womans
Century, and to chart a course for
women for the years to come. Call
ing it a Congress to begin next Nov.
25 lasting for three days and is
epen to all -vcmen of the nation
This Womans Congress to be held
in Washington.
9

9

9

9

$

•

Thirty thousand Bibles and New
Testaments each containing a mes
sage from King George VI are being
produced for the defense services.
These (Bibles are being printed with
covers of three different colors,
khaki for the soldiers, light blue for
the Air Force, and dark blue for
the Navy.
• • • •
Balmy (Miami will soon be through '
hunting for fuel, we hope; $15 per
short cord for wood is pretty hard.
on everyone when sun bine is what
is called for,

OFF

z
on*

of entire line of

9

American and Canadian fisher
men take an annua! haul cf ap
proximately 3,300.000.020 pounds of
sea foods.
• • • •
The first catechisms are said (o
have been compiled in the eighth
century.
• • • •
Smail boy: "Is this a second-hand
store?"
Dealer: "Yes, my lad, It is, and
what will ycu have?"
Small boy: "I would like a second
hand for my watch, please."
• • • •
January has been a cold month
but we wonder if Maine ever saw
any more sunshine than we have
had this month of winter? And
this city has had less expense from
snow than usual. Little favors hap
pily given.

9

with

•P

9

■’Riches" said the teacher, “some
times take unto themselves wings
and fly away. Can anyone tell me
the name cf this kind of riches?”
“Ostriches, Sir," said David

JOEL MeCREA. NANCY KELLY

Kell

0

the Alpha Lamba Beta fraternities.

-------

The Winslow-Holbrook Unit No. 1.
American Legion Auxiliary, enter
tained the Third District Council.
Monday afternoon and evening, at
the Legion hall. There was an at
tendance of about 70.
Mayor Veazie welcomed the guests
and Commander Wallace of the Post
extended greetings.
Mrs. Irene Metcalf vice presi
dent of the Third District, opened
the meeting and presented the
guests. Department President Mrs.
Gladys Jameson, Mrs. Alta Cutler
and Mrs. Anne Snow, past depart
ment presidents.
Mrs. Jameson stressed the Im
portance of Membership, and Child
Welfare, stating that Child Wel
fare not only included the veterans'
children but children of non-vet
erans as well, this also coming un
der the head of community service.
The American Legion Auxiliary is
justly proud of its record, both in
Child Welfare and Community
Service. Mrs. Cutler urged each
unit to let the public know what is
being done for the less fortunate
in the community. She added that
the people of Maine are very gen
erous on Poppy Day. and that it is
only fair that they should know
to what use the money Is put.
Mrs. Snow gave an interesting re
sume of the progress the American
Legion Auxiliary had made up
through the years. She also spoke
briefly on conditions existing in
Finland.
A delicious supper was served un
der the direction of Mrs. Bernlece
Jackson assisted by Mrs. Ella Hyland
and Mrs. Lydia La Plain, with other
members of the auxiliary as wait!resses.
Mrs. Dinsmore presented the fol
lowing program:

"Does Brown under-land the pur
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS___________________ t l-l.wsl ;&13
chasing power of the dollar?"
Work wonders
f2JtUZfZf2JZJZJZJ2JZJ2JZfZfgfZJZIZJ2
“Yes but what realty troubles old
Brown is the purchasing power cf
his wife.”
■JFnTT iiil • HV* Mrs JAlk ..
V/j 9
• • • •
- a*/* wre
"Though we travel the world ever
to find the beautiful we must carry
It with us or we find it net." said
Emerson.
• • • •
Another golden pink hato about
the full moon on Friday night, and
by the way, did you reattze that the
full mcon appears higher In the sky
in winter and very much lower in
the summer?

9

80c

9

At an Institute of Human Rela
tions held at Williamstown, Mass,,
recently went on record that the
church as an institution should
take a stand in behalf of economic
and social reform. They stressed
the fact that the church should
not leave the wide field of social de
velopment solely to secular leaders.
• • • •
Pcmanders — guch fragrant de
lightful grandmother's time neces
sary items are again quite popular
and they should be. They were
used in olden times to scent linens
and clothes closets. Should you
wish to make cne ccnsult Mrs. Wal
ter Butler whe is an expert on
many lines cf charming Colonial
delectables at her shop on Talbot
avenue.
• • • •
New Orleans is one of the few
cities in America which possesses
official city flags.

3- threod Chiffon

WONDBRBELLE

At Third District Council LaRoy Brown was in charge of
Meeting — Mrs. Jameson the Inter-Frat dance Monday after
noon. This was a tea dance spon
and Mrs. Snow Spoke
sored by the Kappa Delta Phi and
#

By K. S. F.

At Gorham Normal

HELENA RUBINSTEIN’S
FAMOUS COSMETICS
FEB. 1 THROUGH FEB. 10
Be sure to take full advantage of this wonderful
Sale—a once-a-year opportunity to stock up on
Helena Rubinstein’s famous beauty preparations!
Here’s your chance to start your “Cosmetic Diet”
from the items listed below.
Partial
Listing

Regular

“PASTEURIZED” FACE CREAM,
YOUTHIFYING TISSUE CREAM,
BEAUTY GRAINS,
BEAUTY IN THE MAKING KIT,
SPECIAL PORE MASQUE,
TOWN & COUNTRY MAKE-UP
FILM,
FACE POWDERS,
ROUGE (dry or cream),
LUSCIOUS LIPSTICKS,
APPLE BLOSSOM COLOGNE,
APPLE BLOSSOM BATH POWDER
HAND LOTION,

Mm

Sale
Price

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00

.80
.80
.80
1.60
1.60

1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
LCO
1.00
1.00

1.20
.80
.80
.80
.80
.80
.80

ARROLL
PentuME I
II. GERRISH, Dealer

376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Field And Stream

THOMASTON

' than 100 deer were killed in each ol
10 Washington county towns.

Warden Lester Brown
!
. ,
j „
states that the winter so far has
; Fish and Game wardens stationed
exceU„,n one for dee,.
i in the north country outposts wul pheasants and other wildlife species.
I use a strange vehicle for speedy j very little snow has been favorable
I transportation
over
snowbound for feeding conditions. He predicts
j roads and trails in the funite if an i
Vith7oro°i™t
______________________ Chief

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 190

sisted by Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
Mrs. Eugene Sleeper, Mrs. Fred
erick Bird, Mrs. Lincoln McRae,
Mrs. Theodore Bird, Mrs. Thomas
ItiM-kl.uut League of
Women Voters
C. Stone, Mrs. Arthur Haines, Mrs.
William Gowell and Mrs. J. Donald
when the New York city League Coughlin.
women Voters serves as hostess
A board meeting will be held at
the biennialconvention
of the|i.3O 0 clock

Follow The Trend

Mrs EllaFlye.who hasbeen em- | experiment being worked ou. b\ lyear this being due to more trap- National League April 29 to May
A suggestion that Congress is in
ployed atthe home
ofMrs. H H. j pilot Bill Turgeon proves success-; pers and mOre open territory. He 3,mis. John
P. Cunningham will consistent in its attitude toward the
Newbert. has returned to her own ful. It is literal.) a plane without pointed out that 10 yearsago the 1 be chajnnan.
civil service system was made today
heme on Elm street.
wings. Turgeon has salvag?d the ; beaver supply was seriously depleted
by Miss Marguerite M. Wells, presi
convention
committee
will
Mrs Lillian Newbert of Wiscasset motor end framework of a cabin j an(j that conservation activity had
Tire
weekend guesT'of^ Mrs. Leila ; plane burned at Dexter last fall, brought it back. The bobcat kill include Mrs. Donald Hutchinson of dent of the National League of Wom
overhauled ihe motor, restored the is much smaller, to date, than last Npw York city. Mrs. Marion Cheek en Voters.
Smalley
and mounted the whole 1 vear he said.
I . - - 1
umot wnff
In a letter to State League presi
We-Two Club met for supper and fuselage
thing on skis. The craft will have j
....
’
Buffalo, and Mrs. James Hoffdents, Miss Wells pointed out that
the usual v.
jolly _evening
at the u^aJ airplane tail flips for | Maine is getting ready for the ma,,n of clev’,land
______ -Monday
_____ K-.
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Philip R
Congress which so often resists re
Greenleaf. Election cf officers also ,steertog
elevate the tail when |
and New York Sportsmen s
An important phase of the contook place with these results: traveling. It will resemble a Plane gi10W3 with its usual big array oi vention will be planning for the duction in the patronage system on
' the grounds that civil service as
President. Forest Stone: vice prest- • ready to take off and will make at attractions which will include, trapdent, Mrs. Forrest Grafton: secre- 1 least SO miles an hour if successful. pers woodchoppers. log rollers, fly- presentation of platform planks at pract,ced is defective. now proposes
handjcap and cripple the civU
tary-treasurer, Mrs. Philip R. J Runners will be provided for travel-. (asterSi guides, commercial fisher the Republican and Democratic na) men canoe makers and an out- ' tional conventions. For many years
Greenleaf, Rev. and Mrs H. F. ing oil ice.
system by withholding oper
Commissioner Stobie said that it >,anding exhibit Of the great outLeach were special guests. The next
ating
funds
necessary to modern
meeting is in charge of Mr. and was beiig built nt practically no boors. Salt water sports fishing will
Mrs. Forrest Grafton and Dr. and cost to the Department and that it be featured along with the inland parties basic principles in which pp^nal administration.
the women voters have been es
Miss Wells cited as an extreme case
Mrs. A R Moss, and will be held in is designed principally for lake sur- attr3Cti0ns this year.
face travel, but will be used to
____________
pecially interested, such as elimina of this policy the attack on the
three weeks.
Weymouth Grange met Monday reach points where roads are not
tion of child labor, and the merit Council of Personnel Administra
night, it being announced that de broken out He said that the en
system for federal employes.
tion. and the failure to increase apgrees would be conferred on ten tire length of the Allagash .region
The regular meeting of the Rock- | pr0priations for the personnel di
candidates at the meeting next would be in range of the skimobile
Rockland 40. Rockport 20
land League of Women Voter- visions in the federal departments
week. Another game party was | which will soon he taken up into,
Rockland 38. Rockport 31
planned for Feb. 9.
that area for trials.
was held Monday at 2.30 o'clock and agencies, two actions which will
Roek’.si.J High was victoriuoa over at the home of Mrs. Cleveland greatly hamper efficient government
The first in a second series cf Its use will be preferable to flying
four card parties sponsored by the Ih many parts of the state, accord Rockport High in the basketball Sleeper. Jr.. 134 Talbot Avenue.
service.
Star Circle of Grace Chapter was ing to Stobie, who sees many ways games at Town hall Tuesday night
held Monday night at the Masonic in which it will be helpful to war winning in the gills' game by a Miss Lena Parrott, supervisor of the
score o> 36 to 31 and in the boys Child Welfare Bureau of the State
KNOX POMONA PROGRAM
hall with five tables of auction and dens during the winter months.
one of '‘63" Winners at auction Wesley in Washington County gam" 40 to 30.
Department of Health and Welfare,
were Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. Ron had the largest deer kill of any town
Tie boys game w«s rather a
Allen Payson of the Camden Fire
ald LaChanee. Mrs. Linwood Cun in the state last fall according to a rough battle. At the end of the outlined the work of her depart™
v »
ningham, Miss Clara Spear, and graphic map just completed by first half Rockland was leading by ment and spoke on the adoption
tiou on First Aid when Knox PoMrs. Forest Young. Kenneth Feyler Deputy Fish and Game Commis only five points. Burns, one of the laws
Mrs. Gilmore Soule, head of the ;t'ona mee,s Saturday with Pioneer
was high scorer at "63 ”
sioner Archer L. Grover. Nimrods strong players on the home team
Joseph Larkin, of Englewood. N. took 290 of the whitetails from the | was fouled out in the third quarter. department of Government and Gran5e *n East
J., arrived Tuesday to join feur Wesley woodlands. Standish and 1 and the visiting team were able to
The remainder of the program
fellow M.I.T. students who are vis- Codyville were In second Dlacc with I nin their score up rapidly during Child Welfare of the Rockland
League spoke , briefly on
the consisls of: Oreelmg' *eUle B™kS’
ting Mr and Mrs. W. B D Gray and 195 each. Other leaders were Whit- ; the last half.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Creighton
The girls'game furnished a great work covered by the study groups Piwwr; response. Etta Butler
Miss Agnes Hanley was guest of ing. 169; Plantation No. 14. 159:1 deal
of excitement and was well held during the month. The sub- ^c’e“ I‘cc'
Nanev
Aurora.
144;
Marion,
150;
Green
honor at a supper party given in
Brooks. Pioneer; vocal duet, Nancy
observance of her birthday Monday field. 148; Alton. 142 and Andover. played by both teams. At various iects discussed were juvenile delin- Aver
and
AubV
ne
Hawes.
Seven
Ayer and
by her sister, Mrs. George Gill- 104. Grover's map lists the total points Rockport was in the lead quency as it effects children in Tree; surprise feature, Mildred
but
the
final
score
showed
a
victory
chrest. at her home. Following sup kill for every community and each
per, the guests, Mrs. Walter Henry, deer is represented by a dot. More for the visitors. The line up of the] school, and juvenile delinquency Gould, Megunticook.
from the standpoint of the Court. .Heading, Emma Sayward Seven
boy s team:
Mrs Genevieve Frye. Mrs. Louis
Tree; short play. Pioneer Grange
Roekland 49
Hanley. Mrs. Leila Smalley. Miss game also contributed Vo the en?
F
Pis The speakers at these meetings meinbers; discussion. "What Can Be
G
Beile Cullen and Miss Edna Watts, tertainment. Miss Watts winning
2
1
5 were George Cumming, superin- Done To Protect American-Made
sewed and chatted. A guessing the prize for high score, and Miss Hamilton. If .....
.... 1
0
2 tendent of schools and Zelma Products from Foreign CompetiCullen for low Miss Hanley received Heal, rf
1
4
9 Dwinal. judge of the municipal tion?' Wal'er^ A^e^'„S^ven Tf6?'
several attractive gifts from the Wink. If ............
Fred Femald. Goodwill. Emma Kal1
1 _
Smith. If .......... .... 0
group.
I loch, White Oak; recitation. Laura
o
6 LourtThe Third District Council meet Hamlin, c ......... .... 3
Following the meeting tea was storer. Seven Tree; closing thought,
0
0
ing of the American Legion Auxil Butler, c .......... .... 0
iary was held at Rockland Monday McConchie. rg .... 0
1
1 served by Mrs. Hervey Allen, as-' Jennie Payson, Pioneer.
with a district meeting, followed by Cummings, rg __ 1
0
2
1
Cates. Ig
6
13
1
x
Page. Ig ........... .... 0
unit meeting with an entertainment
Need More Than “Juat Salve"
in the evening. Williams-Brazier
Totals
17
6
To Relievo DISTRESS!
40
To quickly relieve chest cold misery and Unit of Thomaston was represented
Rockport 20
by
Mrs
Sadie
Chaples.
president,
muscular aches and pains due to colds—
G
F
Pts.
Letitia
it takes MORE than "just a salve”_you Mrs. Eunice Morse. Mrs
0
6
need a warming, soothing “couoter- Starrett. Mrs. Emma Kalloch. Mrs. Cavanaugh, rf ..... 3
0
o
o
<rritan/”likegood old reliable Musterole Carrie Carroll. Mrs Olive Fale.-. Mr- Hall, rf
2
—used by minions for over 30 years.
4
o
Margaret Spear. Mrs Edith Clark, Burns. If .........
Musterole penetrates the outer layers
0
0
Mrs. Helen Lynch and Mrs Shirley Richards. If . . ..... 0
of the skin and helps break up local con
2
8
3
gestion and pain. 3 strengths: Regular, Williams. Members of the Council Andrews, c ......
o
o
o
Chi
’.....................................
were invited to hold the February Whittier, c
children's
(mild) and Extra Strong, 40«.
1
.... 0
x
meeting in Wiscasset, the date to Hare, rg
Barrows, lg .... .... 0
1
x
be announced.
Mrs. Lillian Hutchins and Mrs.
Ripley of Jefferson were guests
Totals ...........
8
4
20
Tuesday of Mrs. E. K. AVincher.Referee. Pellicane. Time, four 8 s.
bach
The officers and drill teams cf
Better Than A Mustard Plaster! Arcana Lodge and Mayflower Tem
ple, and the children who are to
take part in the installation cere
STATE OF .MAINE
monies are requested to meet Sun . Dick Ellingwood Of Rock
CITY or ROCKLAND
A hearing will be held at the City
3 30 p. m. at Watts hall for 1
land In the Orchestra—
Hall in the City of Rockland, on Mon- rehearsal.

«.t5rre’!e,v rt!?2J5nr'reA reJ

Uncle Sam Telia You How
and When To Make

Out Your Returns

on

266

Total normal tax and sur
tax ......................................
421
Taxpayers are advised to read
carefully the Instructions accom
panying Form 1940 relating to the
earned income credit and surtax,
as well as all other instructions
thereon, before preparing their re
turns.

Income Tax In A Nutshell
Who? Every single person or married
Duplicate Returns
person
not Uvlnjg
r
_____ ___
_ with husband or
wife who had net Income oj $1,000 or
Every person (except nonresident
more or sroes income of $5,000 or more,
nnd generally, husband and wife liv alien individuals, nonresident alien
ing together, who had an aggregate net fiduciaries,
nonresident partner
income of 82.500 or more or an aggre ships,
and
nonresident corpora
gate gross income of 85.(MX) or more,
must file returns If In doubt, obtain tions) required to file an income
form and printed Instructions from return for the calendar year 1939
collector of Internal revenue.
or a taxable period ending in 1939,
When? The filing period begins Jan.
must file with the return a copy
1 and ends March 15. 1940
Where? Collector of Internal revenue thereof on the duplicate form
for the district In which the person (green paper), which will be prolives or has his principal place of vltied for Dial nuroesp or a nlioto~
business.
How’ Sec instructions accompanying static or photographic copy of the
original return of no larger dimenForms 1W0A and 1040
What? Four percent normal tax on sions than the original return. Such
rhe amount of net Income In excess
of the personal exemption, credit for copy must be a complete duplicate
dependents, earned-lncome credit, and of the return except that the nffi
interest on obligations of the United davits on the duplicate form need
States and obligations of instrumentali
ties of the United States
Surtax on not be filled In. , The copy must
surtax net Income In excess of $4,000. also include anj- schedules' and

ill Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* In this culumn now
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines live cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

W
»

TO LET

I

* t*

SINGLE house to let, with bath, fur
nace heat.
Corner Broadway and
Granite St. Apply WALLACE E SPEAR
Waldoboro
11*16

APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
13*15
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern. Apply at Camden and Rock
land Water Co.. Tel 634
li-tf
THREE room, nicely furnished apart1 ment to let; also front room; central
: »n<i <n»et c»»
™ °r 30 masonic
gr City
12*14

wl&n wd’Sfa™. Sts ; available Feb.
c a Hamilton 29 chestnut st..

Tel 986-J

12-tf

FURNISHED three-room apartment
to let. toilet, piazza shed; hot water.
12 Knox St . TEL 156-W
148-tf

interne Tax Don'ts

Don't prepare your return without
first studying the instructions accom
panying the form.
Don't procrastinate _RBrly a«embhng
of data permits a careful consideration,
of all tax problems
Don't destroy the memoranda from
which your return was prepared
Don't fall to fill in ail Items and
schedules required by the return
Don't omit explanation when such
Information Is essential o a complete
audit This wlll save unnecessary expeusc and annoyance to both you and
the Government

FOR SALE

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Norwich Carnival

?<&
1940.

Your Income Tax

Normal tax, 4 percent
$6,650

statements attached to the original
apartm
return except (1) schedule H-l (in Tel 62S-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North
14-tf
formation to be furnished by cor Main St
porations as to compensation of I furnished rooms to let. deslrporatlcns
officers and employees In excess of , able location. MRS. A. O. JONES, s
(f) Qf <h<> , Tatbot Ave ■ Tel. 576._____________ 136-tf
Internal Revenue Code, (2) in the 1 furnished room, in quiet neighbor
case
of a fiduciary return the . copy
„?ve„
from Po»t omce
I-' TEL. 34, Rockland.
mtn
97«U
of. the will or trust -----instrument, (3)
in the case of a return made by an
agent the power of attorney
Form 935 or I\>nn 936, and (4) in
the case of an insurance company
the copy of the annual statement
made to the State insurance de
Normal Tax and Surtax Rates
GLENWOOD Oak parlor »tove. lor
partment.
sale; al»o Heywooq-Wakefield stroller.
Any person who fails to file such Call Warren. TEL Office
The Internal Revenue Code pro
12-14
vides for only one normal tax rate, copy at the time required shall be
SECOND
hand
Conn
trumpet
—
excel
that is, 4 percent of the amount of assessed $5 in the case of an indi lent condition $40 cash Phone 602
the net income in excess of allow vidual or $10 in the case of a fidu CAMDEN Inquire at this offlee tor ad
13-15
able credits such as the personal ciary. partnership, or corporation dress.
exemption, credit for dependents, return, and the collector with whom
HOUSE for sale 6 rooms, bath, garetc. The law provides for an addi the return ia filed shall prepare 8ke 26 McLoud St. Inquire at 25
Ocean St TEL 373-M.
14 16
tional credit for the purpose of the such copy
THREE male toy poodles for quick
In accordance with the statute
normal tax of an earned income
sale. $2 each
TEL. 960-R 42 Fulton
credit, that is, 10 percent of the above mentioned, within a reason St City
14-It
earned net income but not in excess able time after the returns are
OLDSMOBILE Business Coupe, 1936
filed,
the
copies
thereof
will
be
of 10 percent of the amount of the
(two to choose from): 1936 Dodge Busl________ __
net income. The personal exemp made available_ __
for ___
inspection
in nets Coupe; 193$ Olds Business Coupe;
of internal !?57 ctl7mors^Sdac
tion and credit for dependents are the officeS_of the collector
.U-__ ».________ Coupe; 1938 Olds Sedan: 1939 Olds Se
also allowable as credits against the res enue in which the returns are, dan All these cars reconditioned and
net income for the purpose of the filed, by an Official, body, or com- safety-tested The prices are right,
surtax, the resulting net income mission lawfully charged with the fireproof garage winter st rear
being designated “surtax net In administration of any State tax a11-"”1 ’'“••tr*- Tel. $89, Rockland.
14-16
come.” The surtax is imposed on law, if the inspection is for the pursurtax net incomes in excess of pose Of such Administration or for J condition. also «*fc suitable for homo
$4,000. The rates increase in ac the purpose Of obtaining informa- use; porch glider. Write BOX 483 Rockcordance with the amount of sur tion to be furnished to local taxing land_______________________ H*H
laying r i Red puiieu for sale.
tax net income included in varying authorities. The law provides that
MRS IDA COPELAND.
so-called surtax brackets. On a the inspection shall be permitted! $1Z5 each
12*14
surtax net income of $4,000 or less only upon written requesV of the 'bOUth ^maxton.
^piy^,^*
there is no surtax. On a surtax governor of suri, State designating !
net income in excess of $4,000 and the representative of such official, tel 906-w. city,
12*14
not in excess of $6,000, the body or commission
... to make the in- ! D * H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut.
rate is 4 percent of such excess. spection on behalf of such official, $14.50 per ton, del Household soft coal,
The surtax upon a surtax net in body, or commission. The statute *5 Per t°n- del Lumpy new River soft,
)««**•'•»««'»
for Main
come of $6,000 is $80 and upon a does not authorize the
.
inspection’ **
uck-ptr
Vu m“ b“ & C. O for
FERswip
r’’P 5J9
surtax net income in excess of of the duplicate returns by the ' st. Tci 487
14 tT
$6,000 and not !n excess of $8,000 public.
HARD coal for sale, $14.50; PocahonInspection of returns is governed tas soft lumpy, $9; dry fitted hard
the rate is 5 percent of such excess
tio
J. B. paulskn, Tel
in addition to the $80. or a surtax by subdivision <a) of section 55.
which
provides, in effect, that in- Thomaiiton 82_________________ 14-tf
of $180 upon a surtax net income
of $8,000 The surtax on a surtax come returns made under the In- „ DRJ hart wood per foot, fitted, $125
* Tri
** ” “• B. * c O
net income of $5,000 000 is $3,591,000, ternai Revenue Code shall be open
and upon a surtax net income in to public inspection only upon order
excess of $5,000,000, 75 percent, the of the President and under rules
maximum rate is applicable to such and regulations prescribed by the ♦
7
excess, in addition to the $3581.090 Secretary of the Treasury and ap
«
Many taxpayers make the error of proved by the President. Under
applying the maximum rate instead existing law and the regulations
«♦
of the rate provided for in the approved by the President, income
EXPERIENCED ofiice
girl
desires
bracket in which their surtax net returns are not open to inspection wor
k, also housekeeper wants position.
income is included.
by the general public.
TEL 566 J
13-15
Following is an example of how to
TWO men wanted to go Into a camp
Exemption
Allowed
Couples
compute the tax on a net income of
and cut wood
ARTHUR DEAN. Tel.
Married During Taxable Year
8715. Camden
14-16
$8,500. all of which represents
Taxpayers should note that under
earned net income, the taxpayer
upa
T J Flembeing single and without de the Internal Revenue Code the called for and delivered
credit for dependents as well as the °,.s *?reelrch 8t Drop a card Estlpendents:
13 15
Net income ............................... $8,500 personal exemption is required to
Less personal exemption ...... 1.000 be prorated where a change of Mat- aMe^SJiMgh^S mX S
us occurs during the taxable year, county
Good business secured in
and that these credits are allowable 'thls district for many years ExcepBalance (surtax net in
opportunity for right man. See
not nnlv
only for
ior the
me Tnirnnse
purpose of
or rnm
com- itlonal
deal,r H
E BEAN 41 Warren St.. Rockcome) ................................ 7500 not
12-17
Earned income credit ............ 850 puting the normal tax but also the j land. Mr
surtax. A fractional part of a
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watches
month is to be disregarded unless clocks, antiques all kinds Call and
Net income subject to nor
8 Arthur macomber. 23
mal tax .............................. 6,650 it amounts to more than lialf a,
Geronimo, ravaging savage of
month, in which case it is consid- Amesbur’r St. Rockland. Tel 956-J,
14-tf
of romance. Preston Foster,
cred a month
Paramount’s “Geronimo’’ are Surtax at 4 percent on amount
For example, a single man and a
of surtax net income in ex
single woman who were married on
cess cf $4,000 but not over
$6,000. 4 percent on $2,000
80 July 20. 1939. and lived together
during the remainder of the year
Surtax at 5 percent on amount
would be entitled to a personal ex *•**»»••
ot surtax net income in ex
emption of $2208.34 in a joint re
cess of $6,000 but not over
CLEMENTS Chicks ' .stand the gaff”
$8,000, 5 percent on $1,509
75 turn for the calendar year 1939, of heavy profitable production because
which amount is seven-tweliths of they have years of finest breeding be
them
Customers report excel
Total surtax......................... 155 $1,000 for the husband while single, hind
lent results. You can get them too.

Basketball Battles

ACH NG CHEST
COLDS

Every-Other-Day

Me:zer Studley

has returned to

Dates Feb. 22-24

at seven-thirty o clock in the ..
,____
J_ I
afternoon by the Municipal Officers,
honie of hu son. Peicy Studley,
for the approving of a Malt Liquor U- after p&Silng two months with his

i
’ Names of Norwich University
Sate'luSK & ^h‘erRaIph *0btn6On “’J Flymen
appointed to committees
con
All persons may appear to show "“j1'11.
j to aid with arrangements or the I
cause, if any they n-.ay have, why said
Fred Davis went last nigh t to Cadet1 annual winter carnival,1
malt liquor application should not be! Bcstcn for the remainder of the 1
scheduled for Feb. 22. 23 and 24.1
approved
I
have been announced.
Dated at said Rockland, this 23rd
_
j ,
,
day of January. A D 1940
' Mis. L«wis Burns ana daughter.
Feature of this year s Norwich,
Attest:
| Mary, of Friendship, are returning Carnival will b? the annual meet
E
home today after spending a week of the Senior division of the Inter
Even two soldiers bent on destruction of
5 11*141
Mr. and Mrs Harry Young. collegiate Ski Union. Listed to the Great Southwest, have their moments
compete are the ski teams of Dart- , Ellen Drew and William Henry, featured in
mouth. Harvard, Maine, McGill, seen here in a less destructive mood.—adv.
Middlebury, Montreal, New Hamp- I
. hiie, Norwich. Vermont and Wil-I
liams. Contestants will be the
leading college skiers cf Eastern'
United Slates as the Ski Union's |
ROCKLAND, ME.
UPPER PARK STREET,
senior division is composed of the j
ten best teams based on their per-1
formanccs of the previous season.
25c
TOP OF ROUND STEAK .... ..................... lb
Three nights cf dancing, a Pc-!
30c
RUMP STEAK, Boneless...... ..................... lb
gasus Players production and a
Fancy Native Pullets......................................... lb
herse show are other events planned i
Perfect to roast or fricassee.
SIRLOIN STEAK, Boneless .. ...................... lb 30c
for the Norwich Carnival.
Jameson
’s Homemade Sausage..................... lb
Richard
G.
Ellingwood
cf
Rock|
14c
CHUCK ROAST.................... ..................... lb
land, son of Dr. and Mrs. William I
Large Perfect Northern Oysters................ pint
Ellingwood, is a member of the Or- j
18c
POT ROAST, Boneless........ ..................... lb
chestra.
Leadership Smoked Shoulders....................... lb

SMALL'S MEAT MARKE1

PORK ROAST ....................... ..................... lb
VEAL CHOPS.......................... ..................... lb
BONELESS VEAL ROAST. ..................... lb
NATIVE FOWL, 5-6 lb ave ..................... Ib
KERN’S BONELESS HAMS ..................... lb

WANTED

■EGGS AND CHICKS*

WEEK-END SPECIALS

11c
20c
20c
20c
30c

9.

LOST AND FOUND

Swift’s Mild Cured Shoulders........................lb
Pard Dog Food......................................... 3 cans
Supcrba Grapefruit Juice....................... 3 cans

Pullet chicks In ell breeds. Write for
free complete catalog.
CLEMENTB
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport,
Me

.25

.20
.45
.20
.15
.25
.25

“Since We’ve Burned

D&H ANTHRACITE
Our House Is AJwaya Warm’

Sweetened or unsweetened.
CLACK male kitten lost, little white
on neck
reward tl for return to
N\RRAC$ANSETT HOTEL
14-16

1 Lb. Pkg. Jumbo Shelled Pecans.......................... 65
These are fancy, the pick of the crop.

Sunshine Krispy Crackers...................................... 16
State of Maine Y. E. Beans...... qt .10; peck
75

GLENDENN1ING’S MK1
QUALITY MEAT SPECIAL’

- TELEPHONE 993

25 c

1 POUND SLICED PIG’S LIVER
AND

1 POUND SLICED BACON,
SMALL LEAN

Clean, hand picked.

.30
Fancy Maine Com................ can . 12; 3 cans
.25
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans................ 2 cans
Six cans....................................................................... 70
Fancy Northern Spy Apples................... peck .40
Nice for eating or cooking.

Diamond W Flour........................................ bag 1.00
Makes more and better bread; if you are par
ticular. try it.

Waldo County Potatoes............. pk .30; bu. 1.15
Vermont Maid Syrup............................ pint jar .21
Large Juicy Florida Oranges...................2 doz .35
Picked before the freeze.

CENTER CUT

Roasting Pork.. .. .. .. .. .. lb 15c

Pork Chops................. Ib 19c

SHORT SHANK—NICE AND LEAN

OCR OWN

Smoked Shoulders.... lb 15c Sausage Meat............. Ib 19c
HONEY COMB—POCKET

NATIVE FRESH KILLED

TRIPE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 17c

FOWL.......................... Ib 23c

NICE LEAN

TASTY

Corned Beef .. lb 17c, 21c, 25c CHEESE........................ lb 15c

Paint Inside Now

DU PONT PAINTS
Interior Gloss or Semi-Gloss for Walls and
Woodwork
Floor and Deck Enamel
Super White Gloss Enamel
(the whitest white evcri

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

“It’s cd problem Io keep our house at just the
temperature we like—since we began burning D&H

Anthracite. Every ton we've ordered has had the same

even burning quality, which of course makes heating
easier?’ Try it in your furnace.

■THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL!

PHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

; MISCELLANEOUS !
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399 14-tf
KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys’ Keys’ Keysl
Locks reps I red. Keys cut from code.
H H. CRIE St CO . 328 Main St
8-tf
EXPERT radio service—guaranteed
work
Radios for sale. RICHARD E.
1. 440^
SINCLAIR, 69 North Main St , Tel.
Rockland
12*14

plus seven-twelfths of $1000 for the
wife while single, plus five-twelfths
of $2,500 for the period during
which they were married. If sepa
rate returns are filed, each is en
titled to a personal exemption of
$1,104.17. which is seven-twelfths
of $1,000, plus one-half of fivetwelfths of $2,500. If during the
year 1939 the husband or the wife
had the status of the head of a
family prior to their marriage, he
or the would be entitled to ills or
her prorata share of the personal
exemption of $2,500 allowed the
head of a family for the period
prior to their marriage Instead ot
merely that allowed a single person.
However, for the period of their
marriage any exempt ire. . which
either might be cntitleu as he l—’d
of a family would be merged in the
joint personal exemption for that
period. The joint personal exemp
tion allowable in the case of a
couple who were married and living
together during the entire year may
not exceed $2,500.
If a child under 18 years of age
and dependent upon the parent for
support reaches the age of 18 years
during the taxable year the credit
of $400 for a dependent is required
to be pro-rated in the^ame man
ner as the personal exemption.
For example, should the child's 18th
birthday fall on June 30, the par
ent would be entitled to claim $200
credit for the dependent child—
that is, one-half of $400. The eamo
rule applies to other dependents
where a change of status occurs
during th« taxable year

(To be continued)

j
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®SOCi ETY
I Mrs. Walter Butler was hostess to
i Itooevik Club Tuesday at a 1 o’clock
' picnic luncheon. The table was
I lovely in gold and white decorations
■ the centerpiece consisting of gilded
j cones and buds. The afternoon was
spent socially.
I
Miss Dorothy Lawry is chairman
___________________________ ___ of the Rubinstein Club meeting Friday night and Mrs. Kathleen Fuller
Mr. and Mrs. Preston W. Gray of wm present a paper. An amusing
Orrington called Monday on Mrs. program is being prepared in conGray’s father James Emery who is section with the subject “The Gay
a patient at Knox Hospital.
i Nineties" and members are asked
------•
’ to wear costumes of that period.
Mrs. M. E. Wotton returned Wed- This will be a guest night.
nesday from Portland where she has '
------- .
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. NelMrs. Albert Havener, was hostess
son McDougall at Cape Elizabeth. to THE. Club this week at bridge
and luncheon. Mrs. Walter Ladd
Mrs. Katherine Haines, will en and Mrs. Louis Cook had high
tertain Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. scores. The travel prize went to
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at her Mrs. Katherine Haines.
home on Broadway. Delegates to
the State Conference and Conten- j Opportunity Class will omit its
ental Congress will be elected. Ar- meeting tonight owing to the Bonticles for the box to be sent to1 ney Workers services at the First
Ellis Island should be on hand. Miss | Baptist Church, and will hold its
Cora Perry. Mrs. Mabel Sherman. next session Feb. 8 at Mrs. Louise
Mrs. Etta Stoddard and Mrs. Clara Ingrahams.
Thurston will assist the hostess.
With three anniversaries coming
Bernard Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. , very close together. Jan. 30 and 31
Bernard Kaler. entertained 10 and Feb. 3. a united birthday lunch'
schoolmates at His home. 56 Pleas eon was celebrated Tuesday at the
ant street Tuesday afternoon, cele home of the W. O. Fullers. This is
brating his seventh birthday. A the first time in 12 years that the
luncli of dainty little cakes, fancy William O. Fullers have been able
cookies, a large birthday cake, candy to take note of their family events
and ice cream was served. Several j ‘n the sunshine of a Maine winter,
original games were played, prizes i
being awarded to Billy LeGage. j Mrs. Frank Grant. Mrs. Ronald
Bernard, Jr., and David LeGage. i LaChance, Mrs. Mertland Jackson,
Albert Welch, Mrs. Gleason
rnard received many
many lovely
lovely .utc
gifts. I],
Bernard
Wilron Carter Ur«
Those present were. Francis Barton.
_ vvikon carter M.
i «
- i
Raymond McLeod and Mr-. Lorlnc
Charlie Brown Carol Huntley Con-j Orf{ members of the c&s cluD
nle Barton, Billy LeGage. David Le- WMe entertained at Hie home of
Gage, Neva Cuthbertson. Patsy Ml, Benjamin Smalley vesterday
Cuthbertson. Lawrence Mollay, Mr. a(tern0on
and Mrs. Clinton Kaler. Bernard s
randmother and grandfather and
Mrs. Letlia Athearn, Lawn ave
his great grandmother, Mrs. Addie nue, entertained the Daytime Wives
Lurvey. The refreshments were Club recently at a sewing bee. This
served by Mrs. Clinton Kaler and week's hostess was Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Bernard Kaler
Crowell. Court street.
The Maine Federation of Music
The Neighborhood Club was en
tertained Monday evening by Mrs. Clubs held the second board meet
W. iE Graves. Jr., at her home on ing of year, Tuesday in the parlors
rewster street, the occasion turn of the Columbia Hotel in Portland.
ing into a birthday celebration for I The morning meeting opened with
Mrs. Mattie Barter, whose birthday 1 the singing of tni Maine State
fell on this date. After she was song and Mrs Grace Littlefield.
ieated in the living room, the other (State president, extmde j a welmembers who had been gathering in I come. Reports of the State and dis
the kitchen, marched in singing trict chnirmnu were given and tele
Happy Birthday to You’. After grams read from absent member:,
he first excitement was over, the Mr. Pcndcrgast of the N Y.A. spoke
nembcis settled down to sewing of the possible candidates for an
About the middle of llie evening ! N Y.A. orchestra, being sponsored
he hostess passed around pencils ! by Leopold Stokowski and asked
jnd slips of paper and requested I that auditions be carried on by the
ach member to draw a picture ol Maine Federation. Luncheon was
iome animal, the best one to receive (served in the private dining room.
i prize. Of course, Mrs. Barter , At the alternoon session. Miss Elizaproved to be the artist art the eve | both Burleigh played “Em Courant’
ning and received a box filled with i by Godard, and the first movement
ifts from each member After the j of the “Moonlight Sonata "‘by Beeuest of honor expressed her thanks 'thoven. Reports were interspersed
djournment was made to the din- ' with vocal solos by Mrs. Eleanor
ng room where the guests found j Smith of the Junior Rossini Club,
he table prettily decorated in pink j her selections being "On Wings of
,nd green, a handsome birthday j Song by Mendessohn and "Ro
ake adorning the middle of the many life" by Victor Herbert.
able Refreshments of ice cream, Those who went from Rockland
ake. cookies, and ginger-ale were were Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. Dora
erved At a late hour the guests Bird. Miss Dorothy Lawry. Mrs.
eparted. wishing Mrs Barter many Grace Strout and Miss Margaret
Simmons.
nappy returns of the day.

HURRY! ONE WEEK ONLY
and no I again for fi WHOLE MONTHS

Bell's Semi Annual

• /

HOSIERY
Every pair from
Regular Stock!
... new Spring
shades included!

PAZ*

_J,

—

*

M.

"SJ

Erie*

S.U

Price

-W..... 47c

AINGLIM CHIFFON........
4-thraod

SERVICE WEIGHT ............ -4*
7-threod

47e
_

THRIFTY BELLE............... -**........ 55c
4-thread Chiffon

BELLE DEB ....................... -**........ 55c
3- thread Chiffon
STURDY BELLE..................-**«•—• 55c
7-threod Service

BUSINESS GIRL................. 63e
4- thraod Chiffon

„.
\ |

-

>

GLAMORA .......................

3-thread

......Me

Chiffon

WEARABELLE ...... ........... -»«

#»«

To Marry In June

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

LIDA O. OKAMFNBY
Correspondent
««««
Tel. 2330

GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

Tel. 713

Seventy Present

This And That

At Gorham Normal

At Third District Council LaRoy Brown was in charge of
Meeting — Mrs. Jameson the Inter-Frat dance Monday after
noon. This was a tea dance spon
sored by the Kappa Delta Phi and
and Mrs. Snow Spoke

the Alpha Lamba Beta fraternities.
• • • •
The Winslow-Holbrook Unit No. 1.
American Legion Auxiliary, enter
A pageant "The Musical History of
tained the Third District Council. America" was presented Saturday
Monday afternoon and evening, at night in Russell hall. Among those
tlie Legion hall. There was an at participating was Richard Marsh
who sang two selections “El-A-Noy ’
tendance of about 70.
Mayor Veazie welcomed the guests and "Daisy."
• • • •
and Commander Wallace of the Post
extended greetings.
Tlie piny "What a Life,” to be pre
Mrs. Irene Metcalf vice presi sented Friday night. Feb. 9, by the
dent of the Third District, opened Dramatic Club, includes in its cast
the meeting and presented tlie LaRoy Brown of Rockland, who lias
guests. Department President Mrs. one of the leads; Ernestine Davis, of
Gladys Jameson, Mrs. Alta Cutler Liberty; and (Roberta Holbrook of
and Mrs. Anne Snow, past depart Rockport.
ment presidents.
o • • •
Mrs. Jameson stressed the im
Miss
Washburn,
former fifth grade
portance of Membership, and Child
Welfare, stating that Child Wel teacher in the McLain School, of
fare not only included the veterans' Rockland, spent Tuesday visiting
children but children of non-vet classes on Normal hill.
• • • •
erans as well, this also coming un
Tlie Freshman Initiation of tlie
der the head of community service.
The American Legion Auxiliary is Alpha Lambda Beta fraternity will
Justly proud of Its record, both in soon be well under way. This
Child Welfare and Community Initiation is under the direction of
Service. Mrs. Cutler urged each LaRoy Brown.
oooo
unit to let the public know what is
being done for the less fortunate
Miss Gwendolyn McDonald has
in the community. She added that returned to her studies on the hill
the people of Maine are very gen after completing nine weeks' work
erous on Poppy Day. and that it is in the training school.
only fair that they should know
• • 0 •
to what use the money Is put.
Among the members of the newly
Mrs. Snow gave an interesting re
sume of the progress the American elected house committee is Ernes
Legion Auxiliary had made up tine Davis, vice president, and Feme
througii the years. She also spoke Brown.
briefly on conditions existing in
New York's lower Manhattan
Finland.
A delicious supper was served un Isaland had 125 Christian Churches
der the direction of Mrs. Berniece in 1835. and now only 17 of these reJackson assisted by Mrs. Ella Hyland I main,
and Mrs Lydia La Plain, witli other
! members of the auxiliary as wait
resses.
Mrs. Dinsmore presented tlie fol
lowing program:

Members of the boys’ basketball
Camden Commandery will hold its
' team, cl the High School were de annual inspection Tuesday night.
lightfully entertained at supper Work will start at 4.30 in the Knight
Tuesday at the home of Prin. and Templar Degree. The inspecting
By K. S. F.
Mrs. George Cunningham, In the i oni„pr will
Emmincnt Sir E. Murgroup were Orris Burns. Jr., Car- ray Graham, deputy grand com
roll Richards, Frederick Cavanaugh, mander of the Grand Commandery
Fish-trap road near Dallas, Texas
Charles Hare. Bernard Andrews and of Maine. All Sir Knights are re
Warren Bariows.
is wrapped in gloom for the oldest
quested to be present in uniform.
1 Mary Cavanaugh, R N . is caring
Mrs. Abbigail Potter of Wake old woman on earth has passed
fcr Dr. W. F. Hart in Camden.
Twenty-icur were present Mon field, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. away. She was sprightly Granny
Geldia Solomen who claimed to
day night at the meeting of the James Brown.
At the meeting of the Rotary Club have lived 127 years. She died
Trytohelp Club at the home of the
president. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes. It Tuesday, vice president Zebna M. very suddenly and apparently knew
was an unusually busy session, with Dwinal was the speaker. He de
the outlining of the club's activi livered an interesting paoer en her time had come because she
ties for the next several weeks, anf titled "Stories My Library Tells Me." just murmured, "Tis the end’’ and
the disposal cf other matters of Visiting Rotarians were Dr. William was gone.
business. Refreshments were served EUingwood, H. P. Blodgett and L.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Snow of 72 Next week the club will meet at the E. Jones, all of Rockland. Capt.
Fashion
note
—one of the leading
Mechanic street announce the en heme of Mrs Mildred Rhodes
Fred Wooster was a guest.
The R.H.S. Basketball team will
gagement of their daughter Berna
Miss Lukie Keller of Belfast is New York resort fashion shops Is
dette to John Wheeler Oriffln. Jr., go to South China tonight to play visiting her sister Mrs. Helen Dean. showing an all-black sequin bath
son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Grif Erskine 'Academy.
The Baptist Philathea Class will
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll en- meet in the church parlors Friday- ing suit, slick as a salmon; and tls
fin of Riverdale-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Miss Snow was graduated from i tertained the Nitsumsosum Club night. A covered-dish supper to rumored that soon these sequin
Rockland High School and Cooley and husbands Monday at supper and which the husbands of members are varieties will be shown in all the
Dickinson Hospital training school d,nd8e„a\.home on Rifhards invited, will precede the meeting.
brilliant colors, probably ready to
in
were won
in Northampton. Mass For the Hili. High honors
u
‘ play......
The Dandylions will hold a food be hooked.
by
Mrs
Elsie
Munsey
and
A.
V
Me.
,
o
.
in
past two years she has been on the Intyre witli Mrs. Marion Richards
Achorn s store Frlday at 10
• • • •
nursing staff of the Presbyterian
o'clock.
Nursemaid (suspiciously): ’"What
and
Fred
Holbrook
receiving
low
Hospital in New York city. Mr.
William Feyler. is a patient at the
The planning committees for the
a“e?ded
I Christian Endeavor banquet to be Maine General Hospital In Port have you been doing. Ellen?''
Ellen: "Rover is a bad dog and
and the College of Physicians and I.held
,. Frt
j.v at the nanttvt
Friday
Baptist Church
Church land.
Surgeons. Columbia University, and met Tuc day night at the parsonage
There was a large attendance at he has eaten all my dolly's slippers,
will begin his interneship at Kings to complete arrangements. Some the Tuesday night meeting of the so I’ve been punishing him.”
County Hospital in Brooklyn in July. of the features planned include Lions Club. A Patagonian Auction
Nursemaid: “And what did you
The wedding will take place in greetings from the various organiza was the feature of the evening. $25
June.
tions cf the church and a short ad being raised for the Finnish Fund. do?"
dress by Rev. H I. Holt Following Stuart Orbeton of Rockland was
Ellen: “Ive been to his kennel
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird leave the banquet there will be a drama a guest
and I drinked up all his milk."
Milford Payson, Howard Dear
next week for Florida with St. and social hour.
• • • •
Mrs. Torrey of Searsport is visit born, Thomas Aylward and Urbane
Petersburg as the first port of call.
At
an
Institute
of Human Rela
ing her daughter Mrs Leland j chandler were in Portland Satur
day where they heard Benny Good- tions held at Williamstown. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stait of Green Hawkins for a few days.
ville have been spending a few days , The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues- man's band at the Strand Theatre recently went on record that the Vocal Solo—
.,
i day at the home of Mrs Edith BenIn the Garden of My Heart,
ln?w city fraternizing
th M •, nett in Camden. Next week Mrs. and attended the Pawtucket-Port church as an institution should
Caroline
land and Hope-Deering basketball take a stand in behalf of economic
To Find the Way To Her Heart
and Mrs PhUip Howard whom they| Jlh„ Timpson will be hostess.
Miss Bertha McIntosh
games.
met in Florida two years ago.
Violin Scio
and
social
reform.
They
stressed
Miss Carrie Libby was a visitor
Laurel and Hardy in "The Flying
God Bless America.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Deuces’ and "Our Neighbors, the the fact that the church should
You're the Only Star In My Blue
Tuesday Night Bridge Club met Nellie Payson in Camden.
Heaven.
Carters"
with
Fay
Bainter
and
not
leave
the
wide
field
of
social
de

Mlsa Alice Barton
with Mrs. Clifton Cross. Winners
Miss Shirley Morse is spending a Frank Craven, will comprise the
Tlie approved way lo reach ihe
Hawaiian
Solo
were Mrs. Raymond Cross. Mrs. Guy few days with relatives at Waldo double feature at the Coinique velopment solely to secular leaders. South ofOuttar
the Border.
goal—
,
boro.
Don't Say Aloha When I'm Gone,
Douglass and Mrs. Lyford Ames.
Mbs Edith Jackson
Twenty-eight from the Rockport Theatre Friday and Saturday.
Pcmanders
—
such
fragrant
de

Vocal Solo—
Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Leach
Chitstian Endeavor Society attend
lightful grandmother's time neces
Hatetoquitit Club
Santa Lucia.
night at the home of Mrs. Retu '<*
*va"«el*tic( «rvi?« I*?nda>' and sons, Lawrence and Ronald, and sary items are again quite popular i Ah. Sweet Mystery of Life.
Miss Lucille Leach of Tilton. N. H.
Miss Jorephinc Buckminster
night
at
the
First
Baptist
Church
The Best Place to Find Your
Cole, with Mrs. Mabel Thorndike
in Rockland. They also plan to were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. and they should be. They were 1 Master Ernest Monroe won the
as hostess. Mrs. Nellie Djw and Mrs. attend
Flowers—
the service there next Mon Lucius Leach.
hearts
of
all
present
with
his
sweet
used
in
olden
times
to
scent
linens
Millie Thomas won the prizes.
Miss Virginia Clayter, daughter
day night and Rev. C. V. Overman
and clothes closets. Should you voice. His selections were: South
as president of the State Christian of Mr. and Mrs. William Clayter of
of the Border, Faithful Forever,
Miss Virginia Rackliffe, Miss Inez Endeavor Society, will conduct a Lincolnville, and Norman Bickford, wish to make cne consult Mrs. Wal Careless. Cinderella. Stay in my
Bowley. Miss Ione Lorraine. Robert conference from 5 to 5 45 p. m.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bick ter Butler whe is an expert on Arms.
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Dunbar, Dudley Harvie and Mrs.
The Methodist Ladles' Aid has set ford of Great Neck. Long Island, many lines cf charming Colonial
About 50 of the members stayed
Emma Harvie motored to Portland Feb. 7 as the date of their annual were married Tuesday night at the delectables at lier shop on Talbot to the regular meeting of tlie local Cinerareas, Tulip Plants, Daffodil
Saturday to attend t concert given birthday party to be held at the ves Bickford home in New York.
unit. Gifts were presented to the
avenue.
Plants, Novelties
try. Every effort is being made by
by Benny Goodman’s Band.
The Friday Club will meet this
• • • •
guests ol honor by President Kirk,
the members to .make this an even week with Mrs. Emellne Sykes on
Corsages,
Roses, Carnalious,
New Orleans is one of I lie few In behalf of the auxiliary.
Mrs. Joseph Adams has returned more successful affair than in past Central street. Mrs. Sykes will be
The next Council will be held in
Daffodils.
Colonials
cities
in
America
which
po-sestes
the reader.
from a 10-days trip in Hartford, years.
Wiscasset in February, date to be
official
city
flags.
Mrs.
Aldeverde
Norton
of
Seven
Corn., where she was the guest
set.
All with a Valentine Touch
Edward A. Skinner
• • • •
Hundred Acre Island is visiting her
of her son George and daughter.
Edward
Alvali
Skinner,
who
died
14-15&17&18
"Does Brown under tan-j the pur
mother. Mrs. Mertie Jones.
Miss Rose Adapts. A stop-over was
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADh
Jan. 24 at the home of Mrb. Augusta
Mrs. Stonie Jameson. Sea street chasing power of the dollar?"
made in Boston for a brief visit O Shibles. was boro in Brewer O-t.
rgrejzrzrerarajzrarzizjajajzjzjzrzra
WORK WONDERS
with friends.
"Yes but what really troubles old |
25, 1871, son cf Alvah and Julia is a surgical patient at the Massa
chusetts
Memorial
Hospital
in
Bos

Brown
is
the
purchasing
power
cf
|
'Bates) Skinner After being grad
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell uated from Brewer High School he ton. She was accompanied by her his wife."
b/r iA'.i •
vri iai.
aim '
wrr
0 • • •
and Miss Olive Leach went yester began his newspaper work on the niece, Mrs. C. M. Spruce, who re
day to Orono where Miss Olive old "Bangor Whig" with Mr Bou- turned home Sunday.
"Though we travel the world ever i
to find the beautiful we mu't carry I
l Rcweli is a student at U. of M. Mr. telle, the editor He then went to
and Mrs. Rowell returned last night, New York City on Munsey's Maga
it with us or we find it net," said ,
IltVE THE RIGHT IDLA
and Miss Leach will come today zine.
Emerson.
• • • •
with Miss Rowell who will be home
Seeing no great future in this line Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Another golden pink halo about'
fcr the weekend.
ho became associated with the
I want to say that I have com?
Knickerbocker Press of New Ro to the belief that Judge Rutherford the full moon on Fiiday night, and
BREAKFAST IN WINTER GARDEN
chelle N. Y., owned by George ; and Jthovah's witnesses have laid by the way, did you realize that the
(For The Caurier-Oazette|
Palmer Putnam, husband of the late i hold of the truth in many ways and full mcon appears higher in the sky |
Amelia Earhart. He remained with ' that even new we are in the begin in winter and very much lower in
A gray and white woodpecker
With brilliant red beret
ning of the last great battle cf the summer? • • • •
the Putnams over 30 years.
Out In my garden at early day
He was also a musician cf no mean Armageddon, when Christ is estabSits on a lump of suet bright
They are taking rcme (omfert in
order having written over 40 songs, IL'hing His kingdom.
And eats his fill with keen delight.
They have the right idea—good the fact that Texas has been much !
one, a Juvenile song, still being on
Gay woodpecker full of thrill!
works, and by them they shall be harder hit with freezing weather!
sale.
Then comes a graekle black as night
Gives little woodpecker a fright
He was a quiet, unassuming man saved. Christ ate and drank with than Florida and the losses from j
Enow birds, sparrows, nut-hatches. but very' popular with ills associates publicans and sinners.
citrus crops and vegetation gener
others
Many of cur churches have failed ally is much worse in pcor old
He was a member of the Knights of
Eat the suet like real brothers
Pythias, the Modern Woodmen o'. to to cut into tlie highways and Texas. We all take some little spark
Grackles with rasping, wheel- barrel
America and the Order of Elks For byways. The publicans and the sin of Joy that we are not the worst
squeak
Waist the suit with cruel beak
»
over ten years he served in the ners shall go into the kingdom be off in the world and extend sym
Wc should put them under ban
capaciity cf secretary in the New fore them. I hold no malice to Je pathy generously.
of entire line of
Protecting ‘mall birds when we can
• • • •
Rochelle Elks organization, and also hovah's witnesses, for I believe they
K. S F
American and Canadian fisher
have
much
truth.
I
hold
no
malice
held
a
life
membership
certificate
Rcck’and.
which was presented him in appre toward any, now, churches or other men take an annua! haul cf ap
proximately 3,300,000.020 pounds of
Mrs. Nancy Savage
ciation cf his valuable work in the wise.
sea foods.
Order,
• • • •
He leaves liis wife, Mrs. Adelaide
Tile
first
catechisms
are said to I
Belle
(Shiblesi
Skinner,
and
a
sister
G « A P H 1C 5
pToday Only
have been compiled in the eighth
Mrs. Anna S Kingsbury of Holtville,
century.
Calif.; three nieces and nephews
-JEEI-ERS CREEPERS"
• • • •
also several cousins in New York.
Smail boy: "Is tills a •econd-liand i
THEATRE
Funeral services were held Sun WEAVER BROS., ROY ROGERS
store?"
day at the Baptist Church, Rev. C.
Plus Tally-Ho, $25
Dealer; "Yes. my lad, it is, and
V. Overman officiating. The flowBe sure to take full advantage of this wonderful
what will you have?"
i ers were many and beautiful espeChildren’s Matinee 4.00 P. M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Sale
—a once-a-year opportunity to stock up on
' daily the set pieces from California
Email boy: "I would like a second
Double Feature
10 cents
and New York and also from the
hand for my watch, pieasc."
Helena
Rubinstein’s famous beauty preparations!
LAUREL AND HARDY
• • • •
j Elks Club of New Rochelle. Interin
Here
’
s
your
chance to start your “Cosmetic Diet”
Friday and Saturday
I ment was in Amesbury Hill CemeJanuary lias been a cold month
“The Flying Deuces”
| tery.
The bearers were Lester
but
wc
wonder
if
Maine
ever
saw
from
the
items
listed below.
. GEORGE O'BRIEN
Shibles, Maynard Ingraham, Wil
Co-feature
any more sunshine than wc have
in
liam Whitney and Charles Marston.
Regular Sale
"OUR NEIGHBORS—
had this month of winter? And
Partial
Price
THE CARTERS"
Price
this city has had less expense from
Listing
“
Marshal
of
Mesa
City
”
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong of
with
j snow than usual. Little favors hap.
Brunswick were guests Monday of
Fay Bainter, Frank Craven
I pily given.
.80
“PASTEURIZED” FACE CREAM, 1.00
COMING BOON
O 0 • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert,
NOW PLAYING
Masonic street.
.80
1.00
YOUTH1FY1NG
TISSUE
CREAM,
In 1663 n law in Scotland and also
“GONE WITH THE ^IND”
‘Nurse Edith Cavell”
in Ireland was made prohibiting
.80
1 00
BEAUTY GRAINS,
Miss Anne Povich has returned
horned cattle from being shipped
with
from a week s vacation visit in Bos
into England.
anna neagle
1.60
2.00
BEAUTY
IN
THE
MAKING
KIT,
• ODD
ton and 'Portland.
2.00 1.60
SPECIAL PORE MASQUE,
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, presi
dent of the National American
TOWN
&
COUNTRY
MAKE-UP
Womans Suffrage Association has
FILM,
1.50 1.20
called for a Womans Centennial
Friday and Saturday
Congress
to
commemorate
the
hun

A CJyMP SUPPORT is
FACE POWDERS,
1.00
.80
dred years from 1840 to 1940, this
period to be known as the Womans
ROUGE
(dry
or
cream),
.80
1.00
practically Custom Made
Century, and to. chart a course for
.80
LUSCIOUS LIPSTICKS,
1.00
women for the years to come. Call
for you.». boetust of Its
ing it a Congress to begin next Nov.
APPLE
BLOSSOM
COLOGNE,
LCO
.80
25 lasting for three days and is
epen to all wemen of the nation
APPLE ELOSSOM BATH POWDER 1 00
.80
This Womans Congress to be held
HAND LOTION,
.80
In Washington.
1.00

An Opportune Time
Valentine’s Day

With Flowers

SILSBY’S

HELENA RUBINSTEIN’S
FAMOUS COSMETICS

COMIQUt

Thanks to the exclusive Camp patented fea
tures, a Camp Support is adjustrd to your
figure as delicately and precisely os if it had
been made to order. Let out expert corsetierc show you how a Camp Support pro
vides all the advantages of a custom-made
garment, at about half the cost.

FEB. 1 THROUGH FEB. 10

’’Riches" said the teacher, "some
times take unto themselves wings !
and fly away. Can anyone tell me j \
the name cf this kind of riches?”
"Ostriches, Sir," said David.

NOW PLAYING
“HE MARRIED HIS WIFE”
with

JOEL MeCRE.A, NANCY KELLY

tell Mi •ps
378 MAIN ST..
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SUPPORTS
also prrparnl to fill your donor's prrsrripHon /or specialized
Camp Surgical Supports.

Strand

Shown Mat. Z.OO, Fn «.]«. Z.M
rontlnuoua
___________
SatnrZ
jrday ZM to I0.M
Stunday.
“
Matinee 3 o'clock

Thirty thousand Bibles and New
Testaments each containing a mes
sage from King George VI are being
produced for the defense services,
These (Bibles arc being printed with
covers of three different colors,
I khaki for the soldiers, light blue for
the Air Force, and dark blue for
the Navy.
• • • •
Balmy Miami will soon be through
hunting for fuel, we hope; $15 per
short cord for wood is pretty hard
mi everyone when ■ un.hine is what
is called for,

ARROLL
PtinuMl !
H. GERRISH, Dealer

376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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UP COME TRAPS; AWAY TO THE CITY

Cutler’s Brings Back to Rockland
By Popular Demand !________

FRIDAY
Two Days Only j* February 2 and 3

LIBERAL .

TRADE-IN

ALLOWANCE

HUNDREDS OF SCOTT SUPER-BILT

ON YOUR

REGISTERED

Thr only Plan ol Ita
kind in New England.
Broadest.
friendliest,
mo-t eccnomical way
io buy your new Fur
Coat! Payments to suit
vour individual Budget!
No compulsory first pay
ment!

OLD
Captain Whitney "Whit” Thompson of Port Clvde is taking up his
lobster trap. for a fen weeks while he goes to the Boston ard New York
Sportsmen’s Shows as a representative of the Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries. “Whit" was down to the shows four years ago; he will
spin yarns, mend nets, jitterbug and "even flirt with the girls.” A colorful
veteran of many years on the ocean. Whit is expected to be a big hit in
Mary’ from taking Aunt Jane's cold?
Are Tom's -hoe-; too short?
Will
roller skating help to build better
An Illuminating Article On pasture or will it result in a broken
head?
the Red Cross Course ln What is meant by Care of the
Sick?
Home Hygiene
Care of the Sick, as the second
part ol the Red Cross course, deals
The question is often asked.
"What is meant by Home Hygiene?” with four general problems arising
irom failure in human living Health
Home Hygiene, is one part of the
instruction which the American Red being the objective, we fail if we
don t achieve it: (11 Indications of
Cross offers in its Home Hygiene sickness; <2> home environment of
and Care of the Sick Course and j
the sick; «3) prevention of the
deals with three general problems
of human living: <1» individual spread of communicable diseases:
health and hygiene; (2) cleanliness, <♦) devices for the comfort of the
invalid.
sanitation and healthful arrange
To know when to send for the
ment ol the home; <3> special care
immediately is an imperative
of healthy individuals in the home. doctor
1
matter This Ls what knowledge of
babies and small children.
Just what ls taught in regard to the indications of sickness tells us.
individual health? Teaching can One intensifies her powers of ob
not alter the facts of hereditary en servation of symptoms of disease by
dowment. It is asserted.
Tliej applving what is learned in the Red
Browns are all skinny; going to a Cross course.
class will not increase their avoir- ! As for Point No. 2 we will assume
dupois. Everyone of the Scott fam- , lhat the mother has assimilated
ily has a sallow skin and you can t ; Home Hygiene teachings, after hav
remedy that, except by external ap ing attended the classes. That be
plications. So the argument runs ing so. the environment of a sick
But it ls not based on fact. ’'The person will need little change. One
positive achievement of health as learns the worthwhileness of sim
well as perhaps the overcoming of plicity with comfort in bedrooms so
hereditary weakness is dependent that useless draperies, carved, dustupon the building up of well-ordered I collecting furniture and bric-a-brac
j have no place there. One learns to
habits of living'.
What are these well-ordered appreciate the value of fresh air
habits of living? They concern such and sunshine. In short, wherever
apparently small details of daily IJ Home Hygiene principles are aplife. What time, for instance, do ' plied the habits established make
you get up in the morning? In J caring for the sick much simpler
| and a less frequent matter than
some cases it means in time to take
a quick splash, some exercises, a normally. Excellent methods or a
good breakfast, with fruit, cooked system have been adopted.
Sickness is existent because the
cereal and an egg and toast, and
a brisk walk to work. In some in same care is not observed by every
stances it means no ume for any one. Outside that home where the
thing but a frantic scramble ... a most hygenic measures are a mat
hurried toilet, a hot roll washed ter of routine of daily life, epedemics
down by three gulps ol coffee and make appearance. Here is Point No.
3
. the prevention of communi
a dash down street.
And what do you do at noon . . . a j cable diseases (grippe, flu. common
hot luncheon eaten in peace at a old i. Measures in every hygienicaltable, or a cold sandwich and a ly run home minimize "catching'’
diseases.
piece of pie bolted down? Both are
Point No. 4. is directly implied by
trifles, you think. Not to health,
for in the one case the human its title. Even illness can be made
mechanism is helped to the utmost, comfortable. One who knows Care
and in the other it is being jolted of the Sick has learned various
awry. Trifles? Yes, but trifles methods of the art of looking after
make perfection and perfection in an invalid . . . how to make a com
health ls a "grand and glorious feel fortable bed when it is occupied;
ing". Individual health is made how to change It and put on fresh
up of other trifles, such as well- clean bedclothes without disturbing
poised heads, straight backs, shoes the patient; how to give a bed-bath;
of solid comfort, smooth, flowing how to care for the person of the
muscles. These are a few of the sick; how to observe the necessary
small details of dally living em routine of a sick room. Those de
phasized under Point No 1 of our vices which make for comfort may
be improvised easily and quickly at
project.
The next point concerns cleanli home ... the pressing of pillows
ness. sanitation and healthful ar into service, the making of a bed
rangement of the home. There is table or the turning of nearby ar
the everyday procedure of the scald ticles such as a chair or a suit case
ing of cooking utensils, dishes and into a back-rest.
dish towels. Relrigei ators as stor To sum up: Care of the Sick em
age places for food should be braces a wider subject than is im
thoroughly cleaned at frequent in plied at first sight. A specific fac
tervals. Deodorants and disinfec ulty of power of observation is de
tants do not take the place of or veloped so that when sickness is
dinary cleanliness. The thorough pending it is noted in time to mini
cleaning of rooms and fixtures still mize it cy prompt attention. The
involves soap, water, sunshine, air second lialf of the course illustrates
and ’ elbow grease’ as it did before how the principles of Home Hygiene
germs were discovered. Cleansing taught in the first half ate appli
cable when there is an invalid in the
nipans the removal of dirt.
Tlie baby or small child in the house. Measures that safeguard the
home presents special problems. family and the communltv are in
Meeting his needs and aiding his culcated. Lastly sickness ls made
M. E. B.
development necessitate systematic tolerable.
planning. To insure normal erow-th
certain points of care are essential.
Yet it is possible to fit such care into
the schedule of family life with
smoothness and increased pleasure
to all concerned.
With the pre-school and the
school child, too. questions just as
important and just as far-reaching
This Old Treatment Often
in their after-effects are always
Brings Happy Relief
presenting themselves. Why does
Many sufferers relieve nagging baekache
Johnny snore at night? The child quickly, once they discover that the real cause
their trouble Iuay be tired kidneys.
ren next door have diphtheria and of The
kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking
what shall I do? How can we keep the excess acida and waste out of the blood.
RADIO REPAIRING
All makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Costs of parts aqd
work estimated. Tubes tested
nee of . Ii.,rg<.
MAINE MUSIC CO.

Frank Winchenbach, Servicp
Dept.
3Th-tf

They help most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, pufiiness under the eyes, head
aches and dizziness. Freuuent or scanty pas
sages with smarting and burning sometimes
shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
t
IDon’t wait’ Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the
l.j miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
wtt»te from your bipod, lipt Ppan’s Pilb.

USE THE
FAMOUS
SCOTT
UNIQUE
PAYMENT
PLAN

FUR COAT

So tremendous was the response to our first Scott Furriers Sale, we have
been besieged with requests to repeat another such Spectacular Event! . In
the face of rapidly rising prices, it is probable you will never see Fur prices
as low as these again! Each and every Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coat in this
Sale carries the unqualified Scott guarantee of satisfactory service.

Mink or Sable
Blend
Muskrat
$149 value!

Let-out Silver
Raccoon
$199.00 Value!
irt.
Looks like glam
orous Silver Fox.
I.et-out skins,
worked like Mink,
soft, light-weight,
flattering!

Rich, silky, full
furred pelts, so
skillfully blended
they
duplicate
faithfully the cost
ly Minks and
Sables they so
closely resemble.

Caracul
Dyed Kid
$149.00 Value!

Silver Dyed
Fox Chubbie
$89.00 Value!

Gleaming gem
the furriers’ art!
Silky-soft, full
furred pelts, alive
with the fiery lus
tre of frosty sil
ver!

INC.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Gleaming, flat
curled, s v n p I e
Pelts, deftly fash
ioned into this
smart new belted
Princess.
Black,
Brown or Grey.

